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Under a contract with the European Space Agency (ESA) SREM (Standard Radiation Environmental Monitor)
has been developed and manufactured by Contraves Space in co-operation with the Paul Scherrer Institute
(P5l) in Switzerland.

Main Features:
. Compact

size

. Three (3) precision particle detectors
Internal dose measurement
nterna I temperature measurement
I

. Low weight

. Microprocessor, memory and data storage capacity for autonomous operation

. Low power

e

during several days
Data downloading on request via host spacecraft telemetry
Operational monitoring accessible from host spacecraft
data handling system
Manufactured SREM's have been attributed to specific missions:
o STRV-1 C
Now flying
o PROBA
Now f lying
. Integral
Now flying
and are selected for upcoming missions:
o Rosetta, Mars Express, GSTB, PROBA 2, Herschel, Planck.
SREM on INTEGRAL
SREM on PROBA

SREM in

orbit data

Contraves Space AG
Marketing and Sales
Schaffha userstrasse 580
CH-8052 Zurich, Switzerland
www. contravesspace. com

Phone +4113062812
Fax +4113062210
eric.staub @ unaxis.com
jack.schneider @ unaxis.com
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I

I

- Antenno Pointing Systems

Rodiofnequency Equipment
- S-Bond TTC Digitol Tronsponders ond Tronsceivers
- S-Bond TTC Spreod Spectrum Tronsponders

- S-Bond TTC High Power Amplifiers

- L-Bond Tronsmitters
- BPSK/aPSK Modulotors
- Filters, Diplexers, Multiplexers, etc.

Systerns Englneening
- On-Boord Processing {OBP}/Multimedio

- Sotellites Telecommunicotion Systems Studies
- Specific Checkout Equipment (SCOE)
- Power Benches
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scs750
The SC5750 single board computer is Maxwell's answer to the space industry's need for
high performance computingand on-board data processing. The 5C5750's design was
driven by our guarantee of the highest retiability and performance. Maxwell has
implemented a comprehensive radiation mitigation stratery to provide total dose hardness,
latchup lmmunity and upset enor mitigation for the 5CS750. Maxwell's SC5750 has
become the benchmark of which all future space processor boards will be measured.

FeaTURES
1000x Performance of Current Space
Processor Boards

Highest Space-Qualifi ed Performance
@ 1800 MIPS
Demonstrated Radiation Tolerance
- Latch-Up and Upset lmmune
- Silicon-On-lnsulator

(SOl) Processors

- Radiation Tolerant FPGAs ( Actel RT-AX )
- RAD-PAK@ packaged Memory
a

Tripte Modular Redundant Processors

a

Advanced Error Corrected SDRAM and FI-ASH

a

Uttimate Upgradeability
Software Selectable Power Consumption from 5-20 watts
Most Cost Efficient MIPS/SS and MIPS/Watt
Standard Development Platform--Com patible with IBM's PPCT 50FX
One (1) upset every 300 years

a

o
a
a

PROTOTYPE

ENGINEERING
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MaxwellTechnologies, Inc. . Microelectronics o 9244Balboa Avenue. San Diego, CA 92723
web: www.maxwell.com . email : microelectronics@maxwell.com

R
c

he Mars Express adventure began on 2 June 2003, with the
spacecraft's launch by a Russian Soyuz-Fregat rocket from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. The total 'time-tobe less than seven months, which is especially short for the
long trip from E,arth to Mars because ESA's engineers are participating
in a game of 'planetary billiards'.
Launch opportunities to go to Mars from the Earth occur every 26
months, when the Sun, Earth and Mars form a straight line. However,

destiny'will

because the orbits of both planets are elliptical, not all such
'oppositions' are equal. During this year's opposition, Mars and the
Earth will be especially close, the closest they have been in nearly
60 000 years. The benefits for space agencies to go this year are clear
swinging from one planet to the other takes less time and fuel. It is as
if this particular space trip is currently 'on sale'. This is one of the
prime reasons why so many missions are visiting the Red Planet in
2003: two NASA Rovers and the Japanese Nozomi will arrive shortly
after Mars Express. These new adventurers will join two other NASA
orbiters, Mars Global Surveyor and Mars Odyssey, which have been on
the scene since 1997 and 2001, respectively.
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Mars Express is now speeding silently
through interplanetary space. With its
cubic structure, wrapped in its black
thermal insulation and about a man's
height in length, it could be seen as a giant
'space insect' with its two silver solar
panels extending like wings. The landeq
called Beagle 2, travels attached to one

side, folded up rather like a very large
pocket watch. Moving away from the Earlh

at an average speed of 3 kilometres per
second,

the spacecraft will

conserve

energy, doing almost nothing until about a
week before its arrival at Mars. Right now
there's little activity on board.

But silence and low activity are not the
norm for this Mars mission. Only a few
weeks ago, the ground controllers were

still checking out the

lllustrotion hy Mediolob, @tSA 2001

spacecraft

configuration, as well as the post-launch

of the special clamps holding Beagle 2 in

survival of the seven instruments on board.
Some very delicate operations took place,
during which a major part of the mission
was at stake. One of them was the release

place during the launch.

"These clamps are extra means of

making sure that the lander stayed
perJectly attached to the spacecraft during

the launch," explains Con McCarthy,
Beagle 2 Principal Systems Engineer.
"Releasing them three days after the
launch was a very critical operation,
because if the clamps were not released
correctly Beagle 2 could not be ejected on
arrival at Mars, and Mars Express would

go into orbit around the planet with the
extra 65 kg oJ the lander on top." This
extra weight could have affected Mars

Pioneering New Woys of Working
Mors [xpress hos been developed qukker

(omporoble plonelory mission, ond
cosl.

lt

t00k only one yeor

fion ony ofter

ol oboul holf fie

Express operations considerably, not to
mention the fact that the lander's mission

lo g0 from engineering

lo fie slorl of developmenl, compored lo the
il hos cosl 300 million Euros,

conrepl

would have ended before it even began.

For the Mars Express team, delicate
operations like this and time pressure
became routine many months before the
launch. After all, this mission is not called
Mars Express by chance it has been

usuol five yeors, ond
(ompored
se(rel?

lt

to Rosetfot one billion

fie

Euros. Whol is

lies in lhe nelv monogeriol opprooch being

used, whi(h includes distributing fosks

ond

responsibilities differenily wilhin the whole teom, ond the
re-use of existing

hordwore

I

developed quicker

Mors Expres Proiecl Monoger Rudi fthmldt exploins,
"Giving more responsibility to industry wos o key

foctor.

3

in

the posl. Ako, we hove enohled industry

6

RudiSthmidt,ESAllorsExyesProiettllonoger

interoct directly with the lounch-service provider ond lhe scientific comnunity.

noking

process

ond hees nonpower for other tosks. Reolising that ull three

service provider - sre

in lhe 'some boll'

to l,liots, we hove nonoged

-

lhis

speeds

wrong, ESA could not simply postpone

up the dedion-

ESA, industry ond the

to estshhrt on excellenl teom

lounth-

spiril

fron

the very beginning, whkh hos helped o lot during times of high stress or technkol prohlens."

However, sofety of the mission wos never compromise
rigorous review process. We olso conied out o

spocecrofl. Although we hod innense
the plonned tests

to

ssve

line. I rull

line

this

o

d. 'To ensure that quolity did nol

omplete

test

suffer, we inposed o

progronme lo ensure lhot we

pressure towords the end

fot

other

years, compared with up to six years for
previous similar missions. If anything went

fhe Proiect feom ollowed industty lo toke deckions foster
lhon

than ary

comparable planetary mission. The design
and development phase took less than four

of the

design phose followed hy

proiect, we

gel o

did

o thorough testing

very relioble

not drop ony
activity."

of

the launch date. Calculations had shown
that the best combination of fuel use and
travel time could only be achieved by
launching Mars Express in the period
between 23 May and 2 I June 2003 . "If we
had missed the launch window there was
an 'emergency opportunity' on 28 June,
with some re-arrangements in the mission.
If we missed that one. we would have had

to wait until

2007,

"

explains Rudi

Schmidt, Mars Express Project Manager.
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The best way to find out how thc Mars
Express team dealt with their extrenrely
tight schedule is to take a peek at their
diary...

The lounch compoign

The spacecraft, the landcr and all thcir
accoutrcmcnts, gathered into a 100-tonne
cargo shipment onboard two Russian
Antonor.' planes, arrivcd at Baikonur on 20

Leoving for Boikonur
"A,s the clate for .shipping the sTtuc'ec'rufi to
Buikonttr,:lrav,s clo.ser', the stres,s and
ten.\ion LevcLs htrve increused dra maticully,
of c'our.te. DcLa.vs of'minutes rather than
hctttrs, or et,en da)'s, rutv, tuke on u nev)
ttntl sontelin'tes frightening,significunce,"

wrote .lohn Reddy. Principle Electrical
Systcms Engineer fbr Mars Express, back
in February. At that time, all development,

irrtegration and tcsling aclir ilies ucre

March. A two and half month launch
campaign then began. Baikonur becaure

the temporary homc of nrore than

70

people frorn all over Europc, mainly tionr

cornpanies such as Astriurn.

"Being here, v'e sometimes /eel like
/or-r, " wLote Don McCoy, Mars

pioneers

E,xpress Assembly Integration

and

Verification Engineer, on 2 May. "lt's baen
hartl vrtrk to Tslut: oltr purl in getting Mars
Express ready kt go to Mars, but we are all
happv to be a part o/ it! The schcthrle to get
the spac'etrafi readt, in tinte fitr lhe Launch
is very tight. Therc is t1o room for errutr!"

Starsen-r

(responsiblc for the launch) and Alenia
(in charge of the assembly and tcsting
programnre). Work at the launch site went
on for 12 hours a day, seven days a week.
As the average agc of the team \\,as 40,
nrost of thern are too young to rcnrcmber

Thc first weeks of the launch campaign
were devoted to tests. Only when the 'all
clcar'was given, did the team takc the final
steps to gct the spacecraft ready. with the
installation of thc thelrnal blankets and thc
solar arrays

being completed at thc Toulouse
tacilities of Astriurn, the Mars
Exprcss prinre contractor. By
mid March, the spacecraft had to
be transported to Baikonur,

firlly tnlegraled. "Time
fbr n0 man, u' ,s:pacecrufi,"

almost
n'a.its

said Reddy.

Expcricnced plantrers well

knou'that tirnc is merciless,
hou'ever, especially when
unforeseen problems show up.
This is u hy lcsl-rninute sulpriscs
always nccd to be included in the
schedule. In fact, this extra
provision allowed thc Mars
Express team to copc pcrt'ectly
with its u\\ n last-minute

t-

problenr. ".Jttst be/bre the
s;pucecru.fi u,es dtta lo leut,e

I
A

'lt(t

Toulou.te, engincer: discovered
o fault in one of the elec'tronit's
modules," said Rudi Schmidt
with a smilc. "Ol unrrse, it tt,us
the ntost tli//ir:ult box lo remove

.t

/i'ont the spacecrufi! llhen t'ou

o'

open 0n electrctnic brx rn a
.slttl< t't tttli, .tt,ll ((ttl'l ittttyint'

lntegration
Dolfu
tD

v'ires and
nlanl
connet'tions therc ure. lt'.s ven,

s,t

01

hovr

I

eus.v lo mess ,sctnteth.ing up, so
))ou must be extremelv carefill."

ln thc end. changing t1.rc box did

not

create any extra problems. Thc team had
been working with the first days of the
launch window in rnind; so they sinrply
moved the launch datc back by just a ferv
days.

thc excitement that surroundcd thc first
nrissions to Mars in thc 1960s, rvhen
peoplc still cxpected to see green creatllres
waving to thc cameras. Nevertheless, the
lar-Lnch team still t'elt the thrill of working
on a mission heading fbr the Red Planet.

The ltlors Express spoterroh with ils solor orroys ond

thernol

blonket instolled; Beogle is vkible on the righrhond side of the

ooft
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will also

delicate process that lasted fbr a whole

When Mars Express u'as finally rcady
for launch, what could thc tcarn still do in
the days bcfore laur.rch'l TI.re ansr.l'er is

By thc cnd of Aplil, the spacecraft was

ready

to be fuelled with propellant, a

be one of the 'hold-your-breath'
type. Beagle 2 must land on a region called
Isidis Planitia, a flat sedirnentary basin

in the Hazardous

rehearse, rehearse and rehearse again.

straddling the northern plains and the

Process Facility. Thc ncxt stcp was to

"Once the spacecru.fi v'as mounted on the

mount the spacecraft on Fregat. tl.re Soyuz
upper-stage rocket, and then the wholc
structurc onto tbc Soyuz launchcr. This
'marriage' process took place or.r 24 May.
Thc whole strLrcturc u,as subsequently
rolled out to the pad fbur days bcforc
lar-rnch. "Seeing everyhing tuking shape us
schedulctl was thc best rev,ard /itr ttll o/ us,
ujier hoving put so much e./fbrt and
tletlicution in the launch campaign," said
Michacl Witting. Mars E,xprcss Launch
Campaign Managcr.

rocket and sitting on the launch pud, it
doesn'f meun v'e could sit bat:k. We still

southern highlands of Mars. The landin-e
area has the shape of a largc cllipse, 300
kilornctres long and 150 kilornetres wide.

had to peibrnr several operution,s to get it

But Beagle 2, which weights only

week and took place

lhe integrotion of

Mors

fxpres

inlo

lhe louncher s foiring

is
t'otnplex satellite und v'e tanted

,0n61:

ver.t'

.fttr it,\ royuge Mars

Express

kilogrrrns. is too light to carry a steering

u

mcchanism, and it

petfbc:r .send-o/[. We spent about eight
hotrt's tulking to it via (:ompulers to
conf igure il, " wrotc Don McCoy.
The future

Of coulse the most interesting part of

will

manage

the

orbiter. Putting theory into practicc, however.

mission is not vet."vritten in any diary. Full

won't be as simple. Thc operations leading

actir,ity on board thc spacccraft will

up to Beagle 2's rclcase will take two days.
and engineers regard it as one of thc r.nost
complex phases of thc whole mission.

resume six da1,s befbre arrival at Mars with
the ejection of the lander. That operation

,:::t:.:.

of
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will it

to land where planned'? The answer

is sinrple: enginccrs have calculated very
precisely where and at what speed Beagle
2 has to be ejected from the Mars Express

W

eso

be unable to rcccive

commands from Earth. So, how

v

l4

65

a

"Beagle 2 is fixed to the space-

craft with a spin-up and eject
device," explains Rudi Schmidt.
"This device will be released hy
.firing o pyrotechnit'tharge six
days prior to Mars anival. This
will give Beagle 2 a certain
forward speed - about 0.5 metres
per second - and a rotation at the
same time. The rotation has

pretf;

much the same ffict as with a
child's spinning top. It stahilises
Beagle 2 while it flies towards its
landing site on the surface."

The mechanism and its
operation is complicated. A lot of
testing has gone into ensuring that
it reliably releases Beagle 2 from
the orbiter. Mission controllers at
the European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC), in Darmstadt,
Germany, have been training for
months with simulators that
resemble sophisticated computer
games. However, a failure when in
orbit around Mars will cost you
much more than a few points!
After ejecting the lander,

the

Mars Express orbiter will be on a
collision course with the planet.

Three days before

arrival,

therefore, ground controllers must
manoeuvre the spacecraft onto the
also
reduce its speed by 1.3 kilometres
per second to allow the planet's

right trajectory. They will

gravity to 'capture' Mars Express
and put it into Mars orbit. Several

will still have to be
to get the spacecraft into

manoeuvres

performed

its

final operational orbit. The latter is highly
elliptical, taking Mars Express from within
just 260 kilometres of the Martian surface,
to more than I I 000 kilometres away from
it at its furthest point.
In the meantime, while the orbiter is still
getting into its chosen orbit around Mars,
Beagle 2 will have already touched down
on the planet's surface. The landing will
also be a very complicated and challenging

operation, given that the lander

the Martian atmosphere at

a

will

enter

speed of

several thousand kilometres per hour.
Friction with the planet's atmosphere will

l6
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slow it down to about 1600 kilometres an
hour, at which point parachutes will be

in the thin Martian atmosphere.

deployed. Just before

reaches the

emitting a 'beeping' signal, which will be

surface, large gas-filled bags will inflate to
protect the lander as it bounces. Once the
lander comes to a halt, the bags will be

picked up by the Jodrell Bank radio
telescope in England. Arrival of this 'life
sign' from Beagle will tell the engineers
that it has landed successfully. Several

it

ejected and scientific operations can begin.
One of the reasons why Isidis Planitia

was chosen is that it is not too rocky to
preclude a safe landing, but rocky enough
to be interesting for the experiments. Isidis
Planitia has few steep slopes, it is not too
dusty, and its elevation is low enough to
provide enough atmospheric depth to allow
the parachutes to brake the lander's descent

After landing, Beagle 2 will

begin

'overflights'by Mars Express and NASA's
Mars Odyssey will be needed to determine
its exact position. One or two days after the
landing, and once the outer case has been
opened and the solar panels unfurled

will start making observations. The
Payload Adjustable Workbench (PAW) at
the end of the robotic arm. where most of
Beagle

www eso inl

the instruments are located, will unfold and

rotate

to give its two

stereo cameras a
panoramic view. With the help of these and
other images, rocks and soil samples will
be selected and analysed in detail.

ln the meantime, the orbiter will be
imaging the entire planet at very high
resolution in 3D and in full colour. It will
also scan the subsurface with a radar
altimeter, looking for water and ice, and
map the mineral composition of the

near Perth, Australia. From there, they will
be sent to ESOC and then to the instrument
scientific teams. Data from the lander will

also be relayed via the orbiteq except for
some periods when NASA's Mars Odyssey
will pick up Beagle 2 data and send them
to Earth. This will happen during the first
l0 days after the landing, when Mars
Express and Beagle won't be able to 'see'

elfort to explore Mars, Mars Express is a

key mission, since it will provide the
framework within which all further
Martian obsemations will be understood."
@esa

each other.

surface with great accuracy.
Then it will be the turn of the scientists.

So what will Mars Express and Beagle 2
discover? Maybe water, maybe tife... "In
any event we will get the most thorough

Data from the orbiter will be returned to
Earth via the 35-metre dish at New Norcia.

view of the planet ever, which is of
fundamental importance", says Agustin

www.eso inl

Chicarro, ESA's Mars Express Project
Scientist. "In the global international

eso
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ESA has provided the launcher, the Mars
Express orbiter, the mission operations and
part of the Beagle 2 lander, the rest of the

lander being funded
consortium

of space

by a

UK-led

organisations. The

orbiter's instruments have all been
provided and funded by scientific
institutions throughout the ESA Member
States. Other countries, including the
USA, Russia, Poland, Japan and China, are
also participating in various scientific
capacities. The ground segment includes
the Mission Operations Centre at ESOC in
Darmstadt, Germany, and ESA's new deep-

space ground station at New Norcia in
Western Australia. Support from NASA's

Deep Space Network (DSN)

THt SCITNTIFIC PAYTOAD OT MARS
Aconym
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built by Astrium in Toulouse (F), as
Prime Contractor, and involved a large
number of other European companies as

Counlries
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subcontractors.
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challenging payload. The resulting orbiter-
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lander combination constitutes a very
powerful tool with which to focus on two
largely related issues, namely the current
inventory of ice and,/or liquid water, and
possible traces ofpast or present biological
activity on the planet.
The broad scientific objectives of the
orbiter are: global colour and stereo highresolution imaging with l0 m resolution
and imaging of selected areas at 2 metres
per pixel, global mineralogical mapping of
the surface in the infrared, radar sounding
of the subsurface structure down to the

ond meleorologicol sensors

permafrost, global ahnospheric composition
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in particular. The Beagle 2
lander was selected on the basis of its
innovative scientific goals and very
atmosphere

Subsurfore-Sounding

Speclromeler

Beogle

will help to

increase the scientific data return early in
the mission. The Mars Express orbiter was

Sims

(H,

and circulation studies. studv of
20
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atmosphere/surface/interplanetary medium
interactions, as well as radio science to

derive critical information about

the

planet's atmosphere, ionosphere, surface
and interior.

The ultimate scientific objective for the

Beagle
evidence

2

lander is the detection of
of extinct and/or extant life on

Mars, a more attainable goal being the
assessment

of whether conditions at the

landing site were ever suitable for the
emergence and evolution of life. Beagle 2
will therefore perform in-situ geological,
mineralogical and geochemical analyses of
selected rocks and soils at the landing site.
It will also study the Martian environment
via chemical analysis of the planet's
atmosphere, via localised geomorpho-

logical studies of the landing site,

via the

investigation

of

and

dynamic

environmental processes. Further lander

include analysis of the
regime
using a ground
subsurface

The llRSC instrument is
based on the second soace-

penetration tool and a first attempt at in-

qualified flight model

situ isotopic dating of rocks on another

instrument developed for the Marsr
mission, with the addition of a
ntific
Resolution Channel (SRC).
highinterpretation of its global
(l
images
resolution
different phase
stereo, colour and
bn
the
role of water
angles) will
Martian
history,
and climate throughout

studies

will

planet.

The Science Insfrumenls

0n the Orbiter
The orbiter's scientific payload weighing
about 116 kg, consists of six instruments,
in addition to a radio-science experiment
that does not involve any hardware. The
six inslruments fall into two catagories:

those dealing primarily with the solid

planet by observing

its

surface

the

the temporal evolution of volcanism
and tectonics, the surface/atmosphere
interactions, the establishment of an
accurate chronology, and observations

of

the planet's moons Phobos and Deimos.

and

subsurface - namely the Super/HighResolution Stereo Colour Imager (HRSC),

the Infrared Mineralogical

of

Mapping

Spectrometer (OMEGA) and the
Subsurface-Sounding Radar Altimeter
(MARSIS) - and those studying the

0MEGA is a visible and near-infrared
mapping spectrometer derived from the
spare model built for the Mars-96 mission.
Operating at wavelengths between 0.38
and 5. 1 pm, it

will provide global

coverage

periment (MaRS) will provide insights into

the planet's internal structure, surface
roughness, neutral atmosphere and
ionosphere.

www eso.inl

4 SPIGM
5 PtS
6

ASPTRA

7 MoRS
(no corresponding hordwore)

8

BEAGI.E 2

transporting surface dust. It will contribute
to our understanding of the planet's
evolution on seasonal to geological time

scales and provide unique clues for
understanding the water and carbondioxide cycles throughout Mars' evolution.
MARSIS is a low-frequency radar sounder
and altimeter with ground-penetrating

primary objective is to map the distribution
of water, both liquid and solid, in the upper

monoxide and water vapour, identi$i the

portions of the Martian crust to a depth
of 3 to 5 km. Detection of such water
reservoirs addresses key issues in the

metres) snapshots of selected areas of the

the Energetic Neutral Atoms Analyser
(ASPERA). The Radio-Science Ex-

HRSC

3 OMEGA

temporal and spatial distribution of
atmospheric carbon dioxide, carbon

(PFS), the Ultraviolet and Infrared
Atmospheric Spectrometer (SPICAM) and

2

surface. OMEGA will characterise the
composition of surface materials, study the

namely the Planetary Fourier Spectrometer

-

mARSTS

capabilities. It uses synthetic-aperture
techniques, two 20 m booms and a
secondary receiving antenna to isolate
subsurface reflections, and will be the first
radar sounder to investigate both the
surface and subsurface of Mars. Its

I to 5 km resolution from
orbital altitudes ofbetween 1000 and 4000
km, and higher-resolution (few hundred

Martian atmosphere and environment

I

of Mars with

aerosols and dust particles in the
atmosphere, and monitor the processes

eso bullelin I
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lsue of Woler

geological, hydrological, climatic and
possibly biological evolution ofthe planet.

The

Secondary objectives for MARSIS include
subsurface geological probing, surfaceroughness and topography characterisation
on scales ranging from tens of metres to

Todoy, liquid woler ronnol

kilometres, and ionospheric sounding to
characterise the interactions of the solar
wind with the ionosphere and the upper
Martian atmosphere.

exisl 0n fie
fte low density of its
ohosphere (6 mbor). There is, however,
omple evidence lo suggesl thof during fte
plonel's eorly history liquid woler flowed
freely, such os fie dry riverbeds in lhe heovily
surfoce of Mors due to

crolered Soulhern Highlonds. The eorly climole of

Mors oppeors fo hove been worm ond wel until oboul

3.8 billion yeors 0g0, much like

PfS is an infrared spectrometer optimised
for atmospheric studies. Also derived from
a similar instrument developed for the
Mars-96 mission, it is able to cover the
wavelength ranges of 1.2 to 5 pm and 5 to
45 pm with a spectral resolution of 2 cm-l
and a spatial resolution of

l0 to 20 km. Its

main scientific objectives are global longterm three-dimensional monitoring of the
temperature field in the lower Martian
atmosphere, measurement of the variations
in water vapour and carbon monoxide,

determination

of the size distribution,

chemical composition and optical
properties of the atmospheric aerosols,
dust clouds, ice clouds and hazes, and
study of their global circulations and
dynamics. PFS will also determine the
daily temperature variations (thermal
inertia) of the planet's surface and the
nature of the surface condensate and the
seasonal variations

in its composition, as

well as studying surface-atmosphere

Eorth's ot oboul

is an ultraviolet and infrared
to studying the

spectrometer devoted

dioxide and ozone cycles. SPICAM's
measurements, which will complement
those

of

PFS,

will

therefore address key

questions regarding the present state of the
atmosphere
Mars, its climate and
evolution. SPICAM can also perform nadir
viewing measurements of the atrnosphere,

of

and uses limb viewing and

stellar

occultation to infer atmospheric parameters.
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fime

Pothfinder sile hove illu$roled. There is oho growing evidence

fiol fie

young smooft Northern Ploins were

onte occupied by on oceon, rovering oboul onethird of the plonet. Thus,
hos oll this woler gone? Wos

firough lorge impocls, or

is

il

fie lonlolizing question is:

Where

losl inlo spoce firough noturol evoporolion, induding otmospherit erosion

il sfill

somewhere on

fie plonel, moybe below the surfo(e in on

icy form like the

0 significonl
(oncenfrolion of H* hydrogen ions odsorbed in the first few millimelres of soil in bofi polor oreos on Mors.
Eorlh's permofrosl? Retenl Mors 0dysey g0mm0-r0y spedroscopy doto hove reveoled
However, in light of similor Lunor Prospeclor dolo from

fie

lhere is no woler presenl - these doto only indkole

presenre of o mechonism ronrenlroling H+ from

solor wind lowords

fie

poles. Henre, mosl of

fie

fte

Moon - where we know from rock somples

fiol
fie

Mors Express orbiler's inslrumenh ore directed lowords

settling this issue one ond for oll, firough rodor subsurfore sounding (MARSIS), surfore minerologirol
mopping (0MEGA), fte estoblishment of o deloiled geologirolrhronology (HRSt),
escope (ASPERAl, ond study of
Never before hos o mission

fie ohosphere!

lo Mqrs been

fie imoging of otmospheric

woler, rorbon dioxide ond dusl cyrles (PFS ond SPICAM).

so focused on moking o woler invenlory of

fie

plonel, ond never

hos one been so well equipped lo do so.

is an energetic neutral-atom
analyser with which to study plasma
domains at different points on Mars

ASPfRA

Express's orbit, examine the interaction
the

interplanetary medium and the solar wind,

and characterise the near-Mars plasma
and neutral gas environment.

It will

also

Martian atmosphere, including its be used to characterise quantitatively
photochemistry, density/temperature the impact of plasma processes on
structure (from 0 to 150 km), upper- atmospheric evolution, and obtain the
atmosphere/ionosphere escape processes,
and interaction with the solar wind. The
infrared sensor will be used to determine
column abundances and the water, carbon

fie

ftol biologkol octivity flourished on Mors olsol Soon ofierwords, however, surfoce c0ndifions on M0rs rhonged
dromoftolly, turning il inlo fie cold, dry ploce fiol il is lodoy, os fie moded erosion rofes found ol fie Mors

of the upper atmosphere with

exchange processes.
SPICAIII

fie

when life oppeored on our plonel. h fierefore seems reosonoble lo hope

global plasma and neutral gas distributions
in the near-Mars environment. It will also
make in-situ measurements of ions and

electrons and provide data on the
undisturbed solar wind. A similar
instrument is being flown on the Japanese

Nozomi mission.

temperature profiles and the diurnal and
seasonal variations in the ionosphere. It

will

also determine the dielectric and
scattering properties of the Martian surface

in specific target areas with a bi-static
radar experiment, and determine gravity
anomalies for the investigation of the
structure and evolution of the planet's
interior. Precise determination of the mass
of the Martian moon Phobos and radio
sounding of the solar corona during the
superior conjunction of Mars and the Sun
are also among the MaRS objectives. The
telemetry and telecommand subsystem
links between the orbiter and Earth will be

used (observing the phase, amplitude,
polarisation and propagation times of the
signals transmitted) for this experiment,
which has a significant heritage from the

The /llqRS experiment. which does not one on the Rosetta mission.
involve any dedicated hardware, will make Although not considered part

of

the

radio soundings of the Martian atmosphere scientific payload two subsystems located
and ionosphere (occultation experiment) to on the spacecraft will particularly benefit

derive vertical density, pressure and the deployment and operations of

the

Beagle 2lander. The Mars Express Lander
Communications (MELACOM) subsystem

is the radio orbiter-to-lander data-relay
transpondeq whose primary role is to
provide data services for the lander. Mars
Express will fly over the Beagle 2 landing
site every I to 4 Martian days and will

Environmental Sensor Suite (ESS) - and
those housed within an innovative
structure called the Payload Adjustable
Workbench (PAW) located at the end of the
robotic arm namely the Stereo Camera
System (SCS), the Microscope (MIC), the
X-ray Spectrometer (XRS), the Mcissbauer

-

atmosphere), after

their release from

samples by heating, or as by-products of
chemical processing (e.g. CO2). GAP can
therefore investigate: processes associated

with atmospheric evolution, circulation
and cycling, the nature ofgases trapped in
rocks and soils, low-temperature geo-

fluid processes, organic
chemistry, formation temperatures and

relay scientific data to the UK-based
Lander Operations Centre (LOC) via

Spectrometer (MBS), and a set of tools
that includes the Rock Corer Grinder

chemistry.

ESOC. Another device attached to the
spacecraft is the digital Visual Monitoring

(RCG), the Planetary Underground Tool
(PLUTO). and other support equipment
such as a sampling spoon, a torch and a
wide-angle mirror. The science-payloadl

surface exposure ages, and can also assist
in isotopic rock dating.

Camera (VMC), which will monitor the
release and separation of Beagle 2 five
days before Mars orbit insertion.

0n

landed-structure ratio is about 1:3, the
highest ofany planetary lander to date.

the Londer

Beagle 2's scientific payload which
weighs just 10 kg, consists of six
instruments and two dedicated tools with
which to study the Martian surface and
subsurface materials, and a robotic

sampling arm with five degrees of
freedom. The eight experiments can be
divided into two catagories: those mounted
directly on the lander platform namely
the Gas Analysis Package (GAP) and the

GAP, which

is

accommodated

in

the

will make both quantitative
and qualitative analyses of sample
composition. as well as precise isotopic
measurements. It can process atmospheric
lander's base,

f55 will contribute to characterisation of
the landing site and permit meteorological
studies using the data from 1 I sensors
scattered throughout the lander platform
and the PAW. Measurements of the

ultraviolet radiation flux at
surface together

the

with the oxidising

capability of the soil and air will provide
insights for exo-biological investigations.

samples as well as material acquired by the

Measurements of atmospheric temperature,

sampling tools in the form of soil or rock
chippings, which are deposited into one of
eight miniaturised ovens. Gases can be
analysed directly (e.g. those present in the

pressure, wind speed and direction, dust

saltation and angle of repose will
complement the in-situ environmental
experlments.

*o
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The

pow instrunents on Eeogle 2

SCl which consists of two identical CCD
cameras and integrated

filter wheels, will

be used back on Earth to construct a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the
landing site from a series of overlapping
stereo image pairs. The DEM will then be
used to position the PAW with respect to

promising target rocks and soils. The
landing-site investigations will include
panoramic 360 deg imaging, multi-spectral

studies will also benefit from the more
detailed knowledge of dust morphology.
MIC will be the first attempt to directly
image and assess individual particles with
sizes close to the wavelength of scattered
light on another planet. The acquisition of

of

images for each target
will allow the 3D reconstruction of sample
surfaces in both the visible part of the
spectrum and the ultraviolet.

complete sets

mineralogy, and close-up imaging of rocks
and soils to infer their texture.
Observations of the day and night sky, the

The primary goal with XRS is to determine,

Sun, the stars. and the Martian moons
Deimos and Phobos will allow the

of the
surface materials at the landing site. It can
detect major elements (Mg, A1, Si, S, Ca,
Ti, Cr, Mn and Fe) and trace elements, and

of such atmospheric properties

as optical density, aerosol properties, and
water-vapour content. The observation of
the lander's surfaces and atmospheric

effects

will allow the dust

and aerosol

properties of the Martian atmosphere to be

in-situ, the elemental composition, and by
inference, the geochemical composition

and petrological classification,

uses X-ray fluorescence spectrometry to

wtll investigate the nature of Martian

rocks, soils and fines on the particulate
scale (few microns), providing important
exobiological data in the form of direct
evidence of microfossils, microtextures
and mineralisations of biogenic origin if
present. By identifring the physical nature
and extent ofthe weathering rinds/coatings

will also contribute to
geological characterisation of the landing
site. Atmospheric and the global planetary
on rocks and soils, it
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The RCG, located on the PAW, addresses the
latter's need for access to 'fresh', pristine

material on

a

suitably prepared rock

surface to avoid the effects of weathering

rinds and geometric effects that can
instrument

performance. It allows the removal of the
altered material and produces a flat, fresh
surface suitable for the spectrometer
measurements.

After the in-situ

analyses

will
be extracted using the device's coring
action, and delivered to the GAP's inlet
have been completed, a ground sample

port for further chemical analysis.

determine the elemental constituents of
rocks. It can perform radiometric dating
Martian rocks in-situ.

of The PIUI0 subsurface sampling device

assessed.

MIC

the GAP measurements.

seriously compromise

imaging of rocks and soils to determine

assessment

petrological classification. The MBS also
complements the in-situ geochemical and
petrological work, and provides support for

/|}fBS will allow a quantitative analysis of
iron-bearing materials in Martian rock and
soil materials. Such measurements are

particularly important due

to

the
abundance of Fe-bearing minerals on Mars
and their formation being linked to the

history of water on the planet. It will also
provide information about rock weathering
in general and oxidation in particular. The
MBS-generated spectra

characterisation
makeup

will allow the

of the mineralogical

of rocks and soils, and hence

a

is

another PAW tool, which can retrieve soil
samples from depths down to about 1.5 m
and depending on the terrain, from under

a large boulder. This capability is very
important for Beagle 2's exobiological
investigations because materials preserving traces of biological activity lie
deep within the soil or rocks, where they
are unaffected by solar-ultraviolet radiation.

PLUTO

will

make in-situ temperature

measurements as a function of time and
depth as it penetrates below the surface,

and will also allow the soil's mechanical
properties and layering to be assessed.

www.eso.inl

The Science 0perolions

The PST and the PIs are currently
compiling a Master Science Plan (MSP)

very much valued in order to expand the
scope of and enhance the scientific return

will record onboard
all ofthe scientific data gathered by its ovm
experiments as well as those fiom the lander,
and then fansmit them back to Earth during

scheduling the acquisition of science data
by Mars Express in a way that is consistent
with both the scientific objectives for the
mission and the resources available during
the various periods of observation. The

from the mission. Three major partners are
therefore contributing to the mission: the
USA, Russia and Japan. NASA is
providing a major share of the MARSIS

The Mars Express orbiter

the periods of ground-station visibility. The
volume of data being downlinked will vary
throughout the year from less than I Gbit/day
to about 6 Gbits/day.
As one of several players involved in the
Mars Express science operations, the
Payload Operations Service (POS)

established at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory Chilton, UK, is supporting the
Mars Express Project Scientist Team (PST),
the Principal Investigators (PIs), the Mission
Operations Centre (MOC) and the Lander
Operations Centre (LOC). The POS has
been responsible, under a contract from
ESA, for the development, imple-mentation,
testing, and operations of the system and
tools needed to suppoft the Mars Express
science ooerations.

MSP

will form the

basis

of all

payload

operations timeline planning during the
various phases of the mission. The highlevel scientific planning is to be performed
by the Science Operations Working Group,
which includes representatives of all PI
teams. Both the PST and POS interface
with the MOC on the one side, and with
the PI institutes and LOC on the other.
Inlernolionol (olloborolion

In developing the Mars Express mission,
international collaboration from beyond
the ESA Member States, either through
participation in instrument hardware or
through scientific data analysis, has been

subsurface-sounding radar, as well as
supporting Co-Investigators for most of
the scientific payloads. It is also making its
Deep Space Network (DSN) available for
increased science data downloading during

the early part of the mission and when
critical manoeuvres are being carried out.
Russian scientists are also involved in most

of the orbiter experiments, many of which
were originally destined for the Mars-96
mission as joint collaborations between
European and Russian institutes. Other
non-ESA Member States participating in
the mission include Poland and China.
Collaboration with Japan is a special

case. The Mars Express and Nozomi

Science Working Teams have

been

collaborating closely since the unfortunate

malfunctioning

of the ISAS

Nozomi

spacecraft soon after its launch in 1998,
because mutual benefit can be drawn from
the fact that both missions will now reach

The lssue of Life

signolures on Moru, bolh direaly ond indireoly. The moiority

Mars at almost the same time. This
collaboration includes scientific data
exchange and analysis, as well as the

of the orbiter's inslrumenls will look for indicolions
rondilions fovoroble for fie exislence of life, eilher now

exchange of scientists between instrument
teams. The two missions are highly

The Mon [xpress mission
emergence

of life in fie

will oddres the issue of fte
rosmos ond

during the plonel's evolulion.

lt will

in

seorch in

porticulor life

of
or

complementary in terms of their orbits and

Frlirulqr tor

scientific investigations, with Nozomi

lroces of liquid, solid 0r goseous woler. Therefore, the H1i]ft

romero will loke piclures of oncienl riverbeds,

fie

focusing from its highly elliptic equatorial
orbit on the Martian atmosphere and its

0MEGA

speclrometer will look for mineroh wilh 0H-r0di(0k indicoting

in

fie

presence of woler,

fie

MARSIS rodor

spedromelers will onolyse woter vopour in

0l0m es(ope from

fie

will look for subsurfoce ire ond liquid wofer,

fie ohosphere,

fie

PFS

ond SPIGM

ond finolly ASPTRA ond MoRS willsludy neufiol-

fiom woler ond rorbonoles. The
fie Morlion soil, rocks ond ohosphere, ond in porliculor

olmosphere, ond porticulorly oxygen coming

inslrumenls on Beogle 2 will oko look for woler in

for toces of life with in-situ meosurements. The presence of more of lhe lighter (12 isotope fton heovier Cl3,

for exomple, would indicote the existenre of exfinct life, while

fie

presence

of mefione ((Ha) would

indirotive of exlonl life. Meosuremenls from o single inslrumenl will probobly nol setlle
Mors, bul

fie

fie

issue

of life

be
on

sum of oll of the Mors Express meosurements will ollow us lo build up o pidure poinling lowords

exislence of life on Mors, or nol. In eilher cose,

fie exo-biologicol implicolions will be for-reoching,

will then know whefier life is o common o((urren(e in
comporing

fie

fie

fie

Universe or nol. In

fie

os we

conlexl of this debote.

geologkol evolufions of Eorlh ond Mors is obviously o polenfiolly fruiilul exercise, qs bolh

ploneh hove seosons, polor rops, o lronsporenl olmosphere, oeolion oclivity, elc. However, our olher
plonelory neighbour Venus musl nol be forgotlen in ftis respecl, in view of its similorilies wilh Eorlh in brms
of inlernol ocfivity ond recent resurfocing. (omporolive plonetology is therefore key lo our underslonding
Solor System! evolulion, induding exo-biology. lt is the first lime since NASA's Viking missions in 1976

on exhouslive seqr(h for life hos been so centol lo o spote mission lo Mors.

fte

fiol

interaction with the solar wind, while

large part

of the

a

polar-orbiting Mars

Express mission is devoted to studying the

planet's surface and subsurface. Never
before has a planet been simultaneously
observed from two different viewing
geometries by two orbiters from different
space agencies. This tandem exploration
programme for Mars could pave the way for
even closer cooperation in the future between

Europe and Japan

for other

targets of

opportunity, including all terrestrial planets.

More information about the Mars
Express mission and its Beagle 2 lander
can be found at:
http ://sci. esa.int/marsexpress/ and

htp://www.beagle2.coml
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Reseorth into

Life ond Physicol Sriences

Through

physks

its microgravity

leod to o

programmes,

increose

ESA has supported space research in the
life and physical sciences since the mid1980s. Considerable scientific output has

fundonentol physks,
otnospherk physks ond
geodesy, novigotion ond
t e Ie

Society can rightly expect substantial

benefits

to flow back from research

conducted on the ISS, given the hearry

shows the

operolionol scenorio lor
the Atonk (lock
Ensemble

of

strategy.

rcn n u nicsl i o ns. f his

grophk

molecular and cell biology, developmental
biology, exobiology and human physiology.

involved in approved projects, there are a
significant percentage of newcomers, and
the content ofthe proposals becomes ever
more innovative. The existence of such a
large and dynamic user community sets the
stage for a strictly user-driven research

foaor 100

in olomk-clock

hequenry stobility,

growth, solidification physics, fluid
sciences, thermophysical properties,
these results have significant
application potential, as demonstrated by
the Agency's Microgravity Application
Programme (MAP), which has attracted
considerable interest not only from
research institutes, but also from industry.
In the past three years, the Agency has
received more than 700 new proposals in
response to MAP Announcements of
Opportunity. Among the more than 1000
scientists who are presently directly

rcld-ston

sporc should

with opplkotions in

been achieved in such key areas as crystal

Many

in

financial investments that have been made

in Spote (ACIS)

Advisory Committee (LPSAC, formerly
MAC), the proposals have been analysed

in its development and operation. In this
respect, the strategy must encourage
research likely to have good applications

the national

potential, but without interfering with the
best science-driven peer-review process.
An effective way to promote promising
applications, therefore, is by teaming
researchers from academia and industry,

Microgravity Programme Board, as well as
a Workshop organised by the European
Science Foundation (ESF). Members of
the European Low Gravity Association
(ELGRA) have also provided inputs. The

thereby fostering increased industrial
engagement and benefits. Society will also
expect to be regularly and reliably

outcome

identification of four top-level

of these ISS
research activities, and here the role ofthe

-

informed about the results

associated education

and

outreach

activities is critical.
Developing the Research Plan
As part of the development process for the
Research Plan, a comprehensive database

of all

peer-reviewed and accepted
proposals was generated. To give structure
to the Plan, ESA conducted a review ofall
proposals in hand as a result of recent

of Opportunity (AOs).
For defining the science and application
Announcements

in an iterative process that also involved
delegations to the

of this process was the
obj ectives

:

Exploring Nature
Improving Health
Innovating Technologies and Processes
Caring for the Environment.

In parallel, largely as a result of the ESF
Workshop in November 2000 and after
iteration with the LPSAC and its working
groups, a set of Research Cornerstones
was established to facilitate the Plan. These

Cornerstones, which implicitly include the
selected proposals as sub-elements, were
then fleshed out in terms of the hardware

development needed, the provision of
flight opportunities, and the supporting
ground-based work and future studies

objectives, it has taken the database of
'outstanding' and'highly recommended'
proposals that were presented to, and

needed to implement the Plan. By carefully

Exploring nolure. llkroluhules ore inportont huilding hlocks of

subsequently endorsed

analysing

hiologkol ells. A reent experimenl in spoce hos shown lhot the

Microgravity Programme Board. Then,

'highly recommended' proposals,

hiologkol funttioning of celh.

with the aid of the Life and Physical
Sciences Working Groups (LSWG,

(hurtesy J. lobony)

PSWG) and the Life and Physical Sciences

possible to allocate each of them to a
specific Research Cornerstone and then,
by examining the detailed activities within

nlf-orgonisotion of these mkrotubules depends on grovily.

lhk inportont finding
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by,

the

all of the

'outstanding' and

it

was

each proposal, to establish the appropriate
relationship with the top-level objectives.
This approach clearly showed that:

the objectives set can indeed be met by
means of research in the identified Corner-

-

-

physiology area, the use of drop towers
and aircraft in the materials, fluids, and

and some areas of biology, will require
sounding-rocket flights, particularly for

combustion areas, and the assistance of

preparatory work before the

User Support and Operations Centres

experiments are embarked upon.

(USoCs).
There are research projects in many of

will require

stones

the Research Cornerstones that

both the objectives and the Cornerstones

continued use

are user-driven.

namely the Materials Science Laboratory
the Fluid Science Laboratory, the Biolab

of the MFC facilities,

Implementing the Research Plan
Having established the Plan, with a total of

and the European Physiology Modules,
which will require new experiment

14 Research Cornerstones, the consequences

containers/inserts to be developed and in

for the space facilities being developed or
about to be developed were addressed.

some cases evolutior/refurbishment

This review highlighted the following
programmatic consequences for ESA's
European Life and Physical Sciences
(ELIPS) Programme, which was approved
at the Edinburgh Ministerial Council:

-

-

of

Research Cornerstones that will
require use of non-ISS facilities, for

-

There are research projects
Research Cornerstones that

in all

will require

preparatory and supporting research
activities, such as access to ground-

and bed-rest studies

in the

human-

require the development of completely

-

development within other programmes.
Many research projects, especially in the

areas

of materials, fluids, combustion

to

implement

the

Research Plan therefore include:

-

Materials Science Laboratory (MSL):
for industrial materials research, new
materials development, and thermophysical properties measurement, and
including electromagnetic levitation for
research into containerless processing

-

Biolab

: for cell-biolosv research and

biotechnology

Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL): for
fluids research related to new materials
and processes development

-

new facilities for the ISS.
Some research projects will require the
use of non-MFC facilities presently under

14

based facilities, baseline data collection

being developed

example on Spacehab and Foton missions.
There are specific research projects that

will

ISS

The MFC and other facilities currently

of

the facility in question.
There are research projects in the majorif,

full

European Physiology Modules (EPM):
for biomedical research

European Drawer Rack (EDR): for
commercially developed payloads for
research in the materials/fluid sciences

-

European Modular Cultivation System
(EMCS): for plant-biology research.
SoyurllllAl, nnying

ESA

oslronout

Fronk De Winne, noves in to dock

with the 155. lhis type of logktks
llight is heing used to hring
expeilnents ond lhe crew to opercte

then for eorly Europeon ulilisslion ol
the 155 before hlunhus is lounched
(photo NASA)
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New facilities to be developed or presently
under study include:

AO. The results were presented first to
the ESA User Advisory Bodies and then to
the User Programme Boards. Based on the
the

-

Facility for Metal Foams: for research

list of peer-recommended and technically

feasible experiments, the European
Utilisation Board (EUB) arrived at a
balanced set of four payloads, covering

-

into metal foams
Facility for Magnetic Fluids: for research
into ferrofluids
Facility for Complex Plasma/Cosmicand Atmosoheric-Particle Interaction

Facility for Biotechnology Mammalian

-

Tissue Culture.

ln addition, two externally

mounted

of
in the life

payloads are required to meet the needs

scientists conducting research
and physical sciences:

The Atomic Clock Ensemble in Soace
(ACES): for studies to confirm that
caesium clocks operated in space can
have accuracies two orders of masnitude
greater than on E,arth

The Matroshka (human phantom): for
studying the radiation doses experienced

by the internal organs of humans in
space (to be located on the Russian
segment of the ISS).

Spoce Sciences, Eorlh 0bservotion, Technblogy, (ommerciolisolion Promolion, ond
[ducolion
The proposals in these five domains were
evaluated by the appropriate ESA user
programmes, using external peer-review
groups and applying the criteria defined in
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atomic physics, technology exposure,
exobiology, and astronomy and solar
physics. Two additional instruments for

radiation monitoring and global transmission services were also selected, for
accommodation on the Russian sesment of
ISS.

From

leh to right

Rotks:

FSL,

The

Mkrogrovity Fodlities for hlumbus (MFC)

Biolob, EPM,

EDR

ond

ESR

behaviour by a known source anywhere
in the sky. Tt will be the lirst true imaging
X-ray all-sky monitor and will be able to
locate X-ray sources to within I arcminute, allowing the swift identification
of new transient sources. Lobster-lSS
will produce a catalogue of 200 000
X-ray sources every 2 rnonths. It will
also observe the long-term variability of
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and stars,

The four main payloads will

be

accommodated on the Columbus module.
Although Columbus is primarily designed
for accommodating pressurised internal
payload facilities that are accessible for

astronaut intervention. there

is also the

Columbus External Payload Facilitv

the mysterious and difficult-to-study
X-ray flashes, and the highly topical

(CEPF), which is a ftamework mounted
on the laboratory's end-cone with four
attachment points, each with power, data

X-ray afterglows of gamma-ray bursts.

and command links.

EUSO (Extreme Universe Space Observatory) is designed to study extreme-

Space Sciences

energy cosmic rays (EECRs) from space,
using the Earth's atmosphere as a giant
cosmic-ray detector. It will observe the
flash of fluorescent light and the reflected
Cerenkov light produced when an EECR

Two observatory instruments are being
developed for inclusion

in the CEPF for

the Columbus launch. One, the SOLAR
observatory, will allow measurement of the
Sun's spectral radiance with unprecedented
accuracy. Its three

interacts with the Earth's atmosphere.
These cosmic rays, which are believed to
be mostly protons, are very rare and are
the most energetic particles known in the

instruments SOVIM,

SOLSPEC and SOL-ACES cover
virtually the whole electromagnetic
spectrum from l7 to 3000 nm, in which

Universe. Direct imaging

allow the event's position in the sky, as
well as the total energy involved to be

SPOrt, is an astrophysical instrument that
will measure the sky's polarisation in an
as yet unexplored microwave frequency
range (20-90 GHz). The scientific goals
include the first polarisation map of our
Galaxy at 22, 32 and 60 GHz, as well as
full-sky measurements in the so-called

reconstructed.

ROSITA (Rcintgen Survey with

ln addition to
number

of

these two instruments, a
others are currently being

studied for use or assembly on the ISS:

-

Lobster-ISS can aleft astronomers to such

unpredictable events as the appearance
of a new X-ray source or unexpected

an

Tmaging Telescope Array) is designed to
make a systematic all-slry survey in the
medium-energy X-ray band (0.5 - l0 keV),
with a sensitivity 100 to 1000 times higher
than anything achieved previously.

'cosmological window' (90 CHz) with
unprecedented high sensitivity, thereby
providing observational testing of today's
cosmological theories.

of the light

track and its intensity variations will

of all solar energy is radiated. The
other, the Sky Polarisation Observatory
99Yo

-

The XEUS (X-ray mission for Evolving
Universe Spectroscopy) spacecraft will
have higher throughput than XMM and
better angular and spectral resolution,

l0

to its
metre aperture and
50 metre focal length mirror optics. The
total of eight mirror sections needed will
be assembled in space using the ISS
thanks

robotics infrastructure.
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Precursor flights opportunities, such as
on parabolic aircraft flights and sounding

The latter is a commercial system for

rockets.
Payload and payload technology develop-

agricultural applications and for observing

ment

man-made structures on Earth for
insurance-verification purposes. The

Payload facility development
Payload support-equipment development

Earth Observation
study is underway of a remote-sensing
system for the ISS based on 'Rapid Eye'.

of

been undertaken or are planned by ESA:
generation of multimedia and interactive

-

teaching material for 8

to

18 year olds,

including an ISS Education
to 12 year olds

-

activities for students

of

Kit for

8

18 years and

older, including the SUCCESS 2002

ISS services such as transportation,

student competition, the Student Parabolic

cameras, one of which could be placed on
the CEPF. Due to the inclination of the

payload processing, integration, operations

Flight Campaigns, and collaboration

and communications. and astronaut

ISS's orbit, the system, which would

tralnrng.

with teacher-training colleges.
activities for teachers, including

system consists

several free-flying

achieve a ground resolution of 4 to 4.5 m,

colocation in ESA for the creation
of the ISS Education Kits.

would provide varying observing times

- HAM radio contacts

and observing angles. The planned ready-

for the Raoid

for-launch date
system is 2007.
Ter'hnology

The main ISS accommodation

or travelling exhibitions, etc.

lor technology experiments is
provided by the European
Technology Exposure Facility

a

These activities are expected to lead to
number of education-related experiments

by

(EuTEF), which houses the following

being conducted

five instruments/experi ments :
- TRIBOLAB: a tribology testbed

ISS's MFC and other facilities.

-

plasma electron-gun payload
material exposure and

PLEGPAY

a

MEDET:

a

degradation experiment
DEBIE-2: a debris detector, and
FIPEX: a flux-probe experiment.

is

A full-scale European Utilisation Plan has
been elaborated for the ISS in a
determined attempt to fully exploit

lhe Europeon lethnology txp

also located on the

E,urope's significant investment through

vigorous utilisation
The ESA MFC facilities

will

also be made
and physical-sciences

available for Iiferesearch by commercial customers. In

EuTEF.
on P romotio n
offering access to the European

C o mm erc i a li s at

i

ESA is
part of the International Space Station
(ISS) on a commercial basis. The idea is to

allow European companies

to

increase

their competitive advantage by using Low
Eath Orbit as a platform for commercial
R&D or other innovative activities based
on sponsorship, product placement,

education, and edutainment. ESA has
therefore forged a strategic alliance with
l2 European industrial space companies
via a Cooperation Agreement for Promotion

addition, three particular instruments have
already been identified for customer

access as part of the 'Commercial
Instruments' concept: a blood-pressure

monitor, an atomic-force microscope for

very high-resolution imaging of

new
'biochip',
materials,
the
crystals and
and

individual genes in parallel.

proiects will include:

for which the followins activities have

Science Foundation stressed
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Cornerstones, can be found in ESA Special
Publication SP-1270, titled'The European

Utilisation Plan

importance ofISS education and outreach,

ISS

for

educational purposes. A
complete description of the Plan and the
content, science targets and potential
applications of all of the Research

space

Space Station', which is available from
ESA Publications Division.
@esa

Promotion support to selected utilisation

Commercial

technology development, the promotion of
commercial access to space, and the use of

fundamental biological processes by
measuring the levels of thousands of

Utilisation.

of

of its facilities for

space life and physical sciences research
and applications. Earth observation. space-

whichis an advanced system for analysing

Education
In its evaluation ofthe proposed content of
the ELIPS programme, the European

and Preparation

students using the

(onclusion

In addition to this technology-experiment
hardware, the EXPOSE facility for exobiology studies

with

schools during ISS Taxi Flights,
web chats with Eurooean
Astronauts, educational activities
in European science museums,

Eve

the

for the

International

1sr Announcement and Call for Abstracts

esa
i

,i"ii,

f-npq
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CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETUDE SPATIALES

In the framework of ESA's Aurora programme and with the support of CNES,
the Working Group "Radiation of High Temperature Gases" (WG RHTG) is
organizing a workshop on Radiation of High Temperature Gases in
Atmospheric Entry.Topics of interest include:

- Non Equilibrium Chemical Kinetics
- Hypersonic Flow
- Plasma Emission and Absorotion
- Computational Fluid Dynamics
- Instruments and Facilities
- Flight Experiments
- Radiation Transfer
- Radiation emission & transfer database and models
- Re-building of selected radiative emission and absorption experiments
- Numerical axially-symmetric test-cases for flow and radiation emission and
absorotion calculations
For further information see the Workshoo website at:

or contact
Prof. Paulo Gil
email: p.gil @ dem.ist.utl.pt
Tel: +351 21 841 71 96 (direct)
Tel: +351 21 841 71 97 (secretariat)
Fax: +351 21 841 94 68
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Inlroduclion

A manned mission to Mars is bound to
become a reality over the next decades. It
is very likely to be an international mission
carried out by those players who

have

developed the technologies and expertise
needed to master the challenges of landing
humans on Mars and retumins them safelv
to the Earth.
Europe has been at the forefront of space
endeavours for more than 30 years, with

many successful missions and

key
programmes.
contributions to international

Its participation in the International Space
Station, the experience acquired with the
European astronauts, with leading-edge

scientific missions and notably with the
recently launched Mars Express and its
Beagle 2Lander, are all good examples of
the degree of maturity that Europe, through
ESA and its Members States, has gained as
a

result of its investment in space activities

and the expertise developed

within its work

force and the scientific community.

Exploring Mars is still a risky business,
low success rate of the
robotic missions conducted to date is a
constant reminder. Less than a third of the
unmanned missions so far launched to
the Red Planet have fulfilled their goal.
Consequently, there is still much to be
however, as the

done before we can feel sufficiently
confident to commit to sending humans to

explore the more distant bodies
Universe and to land on Mars.
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The Aurora Programme is intended to
prepare E,urope to meet this challenge in
a framework of international collaboration.This it to be achicvcd first through the
tbrmulation, and thcn the implerr.rentation
of a Europcan long-term plan for robotic
and hurnan exploration olthe Solar Systen.r
bodies, particularly those holding promise
for finding traces oflife.

The Auroro Progromme

The Aurora Progranrrre was approved
as an ESA's Optional Programme, at the
Edinburgh Council at Ministerial Level in
Novcmber 2001. The major ESA Member
States have subscribed to the Programme
and its Preparatory Periocl which began in

January 2002 and is due to end in
Decernber 2004 At the conclusiou of the
Preparatory Period, wc will have an
updated Programme Proposal and a
con.rprchensive long-ternr plan, the
European Franrework for Exploration

(EFE). This will build on different
In order to give the Programmc a

sound

scicntific basis and appealing objectivcs,

a

Call for Ideas for Planetary Exploration
was published in 2001 addressing scientists

in Europe and Canada. Some 300 proposals

were received and wcrc subsequently
assessed by a high-level panel

of scientists.

Thc rcsults u,'ere presented at a special
workshop at ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) in

Europcan activities, at national and ESA
1evel, in order to identify interests and

priorities and corre up with a set of goals.
It u'ill be a living document that will be
updated as thc Aurora Programme and thc
activitics connected with it move tbrward.
Like all other E,SA programmes, Aurora

responses dernonstratcd

has its own Programne Board (the Aurora
Board of Participants) and an Exploration
Programme Advisory Committee (EPAC),

great interest in the furthcr cxploration of
Mars, E,uropa, thc Moon and the Asteroids
and came from scientists in almost all ESA
Member States and Canada.

which brings together a balanced group of
European experts in thc various scientific
and tcchnological fields associated with
the Aurora objectives

April 2001. The

Having set a clearly defincd goal to
safcly land humans on Mars by 2030 -

Aurora will provide the roadmap of how to
get thcrc. as well the technologies that
need to be developed and the knowledge
that needs to be gathcrcd in the meantinre.
A series of space missions, technology
developments and other scientific work

will provide the answcrs and lay the
foundations for a European nranned
mission to the Red Planet, or- fbr Europe's
participation in an international endeavour
with the sarne goal.
Thc Aurora Programme is structured
into consecutivc 5-year'Periods', the first
of which is due to start in 2005, subject to
thc results ofthe Prcparatory Period and to
a positive dccision by the Participating

States. Each 'Period' will include a
Definition Componcnt as we ll as a
Development Component. The fonner
represents the prograrnrnatic and for-ward-

looking part of the Programnte, while
the latter covers the actual development of the technologies identified and
their demonstration through space
mrssrons.
Roholk nksions ond
new lethnologies wll
pove lhe woy

for

human missions
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The Preparatory Period includes only a
Definition Component. The Development
Components of all subsequent Periods

will

with a series of parametric studies

to

assess the requirements and constraints

of

various scenarios. Many

different

development and missions.

parameters are currently being studied,
including: mission philosophy (surface

Preporing for Humon Missions

outpost, multiple landing sites, orbital
base), crew size (3, 6 or 12), duration of
stay (30, 100 or 600 days), mass in low

cover the Phases-B/C/D/E of technology

Earth orbit (LEO), etc.

Technologies ond In$rumenl Developmenl
ond Demonsfrolion

Working

Within the Development Component, the
mission-specific technologies will have to
be developed and brought to a degree of
maturity that will allow a Phase-B/C/D

programme

to be

acceptable level

for

started with an
of risk. A 'Technology
Robotic and Human

The primary goal of the missions detailed
below, and the further robotic missions to

meetings are held regularly with a number

Dossier

of

come, is to gather knowledge about the
Martian environment and the risks that are
associated with it and with the long
interplanetary journey to and from the

progress

planet, as well as to develop and validate
the key enabling technologies.

that are injected into the

Exploration' has been produced which
also takes into account the outcome of a
dedicated Workshop held at ESTEC
in spring 2001 . A roadmap for
enabling technologies has been worked
out, with a series of key milestones.

In parallel, the preparation of

human
exploration scenarios has started, always
within the Definition Component of the
Aurora Preparatory Period. While several

European experts

to monitor the

of the industrial studies and
prepare inputs for the European
Framework for Exploration. These inputs
generate further questions and comments
subsequent

reflections. This iterative process

will

be

consolidated in a series of scenario tradeoffs that will eventually lead to a baseline
human-exploration scenario that will be a

years ago NASA developed its own
'Reference Mission', ESA has followed

key element of the Aurora Programme
strategy and the European position in
upcoming negotiations with international

the path of entrusting European industry

Daftners.

A11 such technological development
work will be conducted taking into
account the existing E,SA and national
technology programmes (e.g. TRP, GSTP),
to avoid duplication of effort and to

maximise the return on investment for
Europe.
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Aurora Programme Proposal: Missions
ii:

Mars

r

Phase

B/C/D

^

EXODIOtogy

Mars
Sample

Jhase A(Cont.dl

( I nfl atable,

t

n-Situ Reso u rce Wi I i zatio n

PhaseA

1

Phase

A

Phase

^

FG-entry
Mars Aerocaptrre

BIC|D

(SofUPrecision

Phase B/C/D

PhaseA

a

A

E

Phase B/C/D

(Eanh Demo for Re-Entry Vehicte/Capsule)

Phase B/C/D

PhaseA

Mars Micromission

Opportunities

(Mars Aerocapture Demonstrator

Phase B/C/D

.

L period of operations. The payload funding

Robofic Missions

mechanism
These Robotic Missions are intended to
pave the way for human exploration and
for the establishment of a manned ouQost
on Mars. On 7 October 2002, the Aurora
Board ofParticipants approved the start of

assessment studies

for the first

will be decided by the

Participants during the Preparatory Period.
The mission's payload will be selected by
the Aurora Board of Participants, taking
into account the EPAC's recommendations.
Those elements identified so far are:

four

Mars Exobiology, Mars Sample Return,

Robotic Missions in the Programme. These
missions were selected by the EPAC from
the 300 proposals mentioned earlier, and
then recommended to the Member States

In-Situ Resource Utilisation. a Lunar

for endorsement.

and Mars Sample Return.

Flogship Missions

ExoMors

will

Mission, and an Advanced Mars Sample
Return Mission. The first two selected for
industrial Phase-A studies are ExoMars

undertaking

This mission, to be launched in 2009, will
study the Martian environment and search

human planetary missions, whilst also
providing significant scientific return in

planet's cold and arid surface. The large

These Flagship Missions

European capability

for

enhance the

their own right. Within the agreed cost of a
Flagship Mission, the Aurora Programme
will nominally fund the development of the
complete spacecraft, the ground-segment
development (spacecraft operations and
data processing), the launch, and a nominal
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for evidence oflife, past or present, on the
spacecraft will take advantage of the
planet's thin atmosphere to aerobrake it
into Mars orbit. A descent module will
then deliver a large rover to the Martian
surface using an inflatable braking device
or a oarachute svstem.

( Sol ar Ele

)

ctric Propulsion,
Microelectronics)

The

autonomous

roving

vehicle,

powered by conventional solar arrays,

will

spend many months exploring the hostile

terrain. The 40 kg payload, called
'Pasteur'. will include a drill and a
sampling and handling device that will

to upcoming opportunities, in the form of:
- small exploration missions
- technology demonstration missions. to

is applied to larger, more ambitious Flagship, and eventually human, expeditions.

demonstrate new technolosies and mission

(onrlusion

techniques

-

participation in another programme, for
first man to stand on

enable it to analyse soil from sites that may

instance another intemational programme,

Just as the image of the

be hospitable to primitive Martian life
forms. The rover navigation system,
including optical sensors, onboard
software and autonomous operational

a

the Moon remains an icon of the

capability, and the life-detecting payload
will constitute a significant technological
challenge for European and Canadian

industry. Testing of rendezvous and
docking techniques for the ExoMars
mission

will pave the way for the second

Flagship Mission, namely Mars Sample
Return.

A recently launched Call for ldeas for
experiments to be included in the Pasteur
payload attracted a very large
response,

European national programme or

20th

another Agency programme, within an
agreed co-operation framework.

Century, so human exploration of the Solar
System, most notably Mars, is likely to be a
lasting symbol of the 2lst Century. The

Arrow Missions will be cost-capped and
have a set development time limit. The first

strategic and political drivers that led
the USA and the Soviet Union to engage
in the space race have dramatically changed,
but both space and exploration retain their

two to be studied are:

. an Earth Re-entry Vehicle / Capsule
This mission will place a small spacecraft
in a highly elliptical (egg-shaped) orbit
around the Earth. The re-entry vehicle will
then be fired Earthwards in order to test

the oerformance

of its

heat shield and

strategic importance

as

sources of

inspiration. innovalion.

economic

development, and lasting spin-offs for daily

life. The coupling of the

two

concepts in a single initiative like the
Aurora Programme represents a unlque
opportunity for Europe to show its

scientific, technical as well as
industrial maturity and to be

with over 580 investigators

from 30 courrtries having expressed
the desire to participate in the

regarded as a key player in future

international co-operative

ExoMars mission.

space

venfures.

As a

of

consequence

the

technological developments needed

Mors Somple Relurn

to fulfil the
Scheduled

mission

Programme's goals,
quickly
become a true
Aurora will
source of innovation and spin-offs
that will contribute to raising the

for launch in 2011, this
back the first

will bring

sample of Martian soil for analysis in
laboratories here on Earth. After
braking into Mars orbit, a descent
module will be delivered to the
planet's surface. A robotic 'scoop'will
collect a soil sample and place it in a
small canister on the ascent vehicle.
The latter will then lift off flom the surface

other onboard technologies under

it will offer
European academia and research
centres unique opportunities for first-class

and rendezvous with the mother spacecraft in

conditions similar to those experienced by

science and research.

Marlian orbit. An Earth-retum vehicle will

a

bring back the capsule and send it

mission is a necessary forerunner of the

both in global terms (the

plummeting into the afinosphere. Slowed by
a parachute or inflatable device, it will make
a gentle touchdorvn before recovery teams

first Mars Sample Return mission.

Declaration includes: 'being the most

. a Mars Aerocapture Demonstrator

dynamic lcnowledge-based economy'), and
more specifically for its space policy. The

retrieve the precious sample from the

Aerocapture is a means of slowing a
spacecraft through friction in a planet's

Marlian landing site.

Arrow Misions
The Arrow Missions will follow a flexible
selection approach and allow fast response

www.es0.inl

living

standards

of

Europe's

citizens. At the same time, it will
allow European industry to retain its

present workforce and further
enhance its skills, and

capsule returning from Mars. This

upper atmosphere. By avoiding the use of
onboard propulsion, the spacecraft can be
considerably smaller and less expensive to
build. The Mars Aerocapture Demonstrator
is a small mission that will be sent to Mars
in order to validate the technolosv before it

Europe has set itself ambitious goals
Lisbon

Aurora Programme

is a

comprehensive

and coherent response to both challenges.

The vision embedded in the Aurora
Programme is the continuation of Europe's
historical tradition of exploration and
discovery and an essential element of any
European space

eso

strategy.
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Inlroduclion
ESA's second Earth Explorer Opportunity Mission, the Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS) rnission scheduled for launch in early 2007, is currently in the
design and development phase. Given that today's lack of global observations of
ocean salinity and soil moisture is holding back progress in many environrnentrelated research fields, the mission has broad and ambitious scientific objectives,
the validity of which is internationally recognised.
The studies and campaign activities undertaken by the Agency to advance the
science underlying the ocean-salinity objectives of the mission were presented in

ll1. This article therefore focuses on the activities dedicated
to advancing our knowledge of the 'brightness temperature' associatcd with
E,SA Bulletin No.

microwave radiation enritted by the Earth's land surfaces and thereby our ability
to retrieve reliable soil-rnoisture data.
The Soil-Moislure 0bieclives

The hydrological cycle is one of the most important but poorly understood E,alth
System processes. It involves thejourney ofwater from the Earth's surface to the
atmosphere, and back again. This gigantic systern, which is responsible for the
continuous exchange of moisture between our planet's oceans, atmosphere, and
Iand surfaces is powered by the energy from the Sun.

The bulk of the Earth's water (about 96.5%) is stored in the global oceans.
about 1.7% is stored in the polar ice caps, glaciers, and permanent snow fields,
and another 1.7% is stored in groundwater, lakes, rivers, streams, and soil. Only
one promille of our planct's water is present in the atmosphere, but it is still the
most important'greenhouse gas'and therefore has a very strong influence on our
weather and climate. About 90% of this atmospheric water vapour is produced by
evaporation from bodies of open water like oceans, lakes, and rivers. Plant
transpiration and soil evaporation supply the remaining 10%. Plants take up
water through their root systems to deliver nutrients to their leaves, and release it
through small pores in their lcaves, called 'stomata'. While evaporation frorn the
oceans is the primary driver of the surface-to-atmosphere portion of the
hydroiogical cycle, plant transpiration and soil evaporation are also significant
contributors.
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The unsaturated zone between

the

Earth's soil surface and the water table
known as the 'vadose'zone - is penetrated
by the roots of vegetation, which take up
some of the water. Hence the amount of
water in this zone, which determines the

'soil moisture', varies with time as

a

function of the amount of precipitation and
the root water take-up, governed by the

degree

of

vegetation cover, the energy

being received from the Sun, and run-off
and percolation. The properties ofthe soil

determine

its

storage capacity and the

transport process within the soil.

is significantly higher for passive
for active radars. In

polarisation (optional full polarisation) and
multi-angular imaging capabilities.

addition, the radar signal is more sensitive

Since L-band microwave data only
provide information about the moisture
content of a relatively shallow surface
layer (about 3 5 cm at L-band), special
techniques have been developed to derive

soils

radiometers than

to

structural features such as soil

roughness or vegetation canopy geometry
than to soil-moisture variations. Correcting

for the effects of vegetation is in fact the
in monitoring soil moisture
using passive microwave measurements

main issue

the moisture content within the

because the vegetation absorbs part of the
microwave emission from the soil surface,
and contributes to it. Research has shown

moisture data.

that L-band (1.4 GHz - 2l cm) microwave
radiometry has considerable advantages,

retrieve the water content in the vadose
zone as well as the evapo-transpiration flux.

vadose
zone from time series ofnear-surface soil-

It was shown that surface
soil-moisture values measured once every
three days from space are sufficient to

Almosphere

[onlrol
(Rodiofionl

Surfore
(ontrol

Surfoce

lhe noin fottors ontrolling the

(onlrol

energy, woler ond mrbon fluxes

in the Eorth\ hydrologkol ryde
(coutesy of (hurkino & Running,l.9981

(Freezefihow)

(Soil Moislure)

Soil moisture therefore plays a crucial
role in our planet's hydrological cycle. In
most of the world, the water supply is the
factor that most affects plant growth and
crop yields, and hence food supplies. The

because both vegetation attenuation and
atmospheric effects are greater at higher
frequencies. At L-band" however, this

strategic importance of world water
resources and food production make soil

temperature' signal

moisture

a crucial

variable

for policy

decisions also. Remote sensing by satellite,
if achievable with sufficient accuracy and

reliability, would provide truly meaningful
soil-moisture data for hydrological studies
over large continental regions.

attenuation

is moderate and can be
for, and the 'brightness

about 65oh of the Earth's land surface.

A number of scientific questions related to
the physics of the signal-retrieval process
and the derivation of near-surface soil
moisture needed to be addressed at the
beginning of the feasibility study phase
for the SMOS mission. In addition,

The 'brightness temperature' of a given
land surface depends on the vegetation
layer's optical thickness, the effective

be organised and conducted to provide
suitable data. The following paragraphs

surface temperature, and the soil type and
roughness as well as the soil moisture. In

by ESA and their preliminary

corrected
moisture

for

is

sensitive

to

soil

vegetated areas with

biomasses of up to 5 kglm2 , which represents

to

Soil-Mohlure Relrievol

order

While both active and passive microwave
remote-sensing techniques can be used in
all weathers for land-surface monitoring,
the signal-to-noise ratio from dry to wet

polarisations, different incidence angles,
and possibly different frequencies. The
SMOS oavload will therefore have dual-
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Scientific Support Studies

discriminate between

appropriate experiment campaigns had to

briefly outline the main activities initiated
results.

these
effects, microwave radiometry offers the

Additional study and campaign activities
were initiated by national programmes.

possibility of acquiring data at different

Activities were coordinated via the SMOS
Science Advisory Group and relevant
workshops involving the various study and
campalgn teams.

Sensitivity

existin g soil-moisture retrieval techniques,

of

'brightnes

ATB

Iemperctue'to

ap

Vegetation
biomass

different voriobles

I

Surface roughness

ss o fundion

of

surface heterogeneity and rugged terrain,
and
validate the retrievals via case studies.

J
)

Cloud liquid

water

and./or develop new retrieval algorithms

for soil moisture taking due account of

frequency

t

-

and determine the attainable accuracy
improve existing retrieval techniques

\

. 'Soil Moisture Retrieval for the SMOS
Mission'
This one-year study, kicked-off in July

ated water vapour

2002, is managed by ACRI-ST and involves

20

5 research institutes within Europe. The
main goal is to review existing, and
develop and analyse new soil-moisture
retrieval schemes compatible with the
observation characteristics of the SMOS

15

FREQUENCY (GHZ)

'Soil Moisture Retrieval by a Future

product and accuracy requirements for a
spaceborne Earth-observation mission for

Space-borne Earth Observation Mission'
This study, kicked-offin October 2000 and
completed in March 2003, was managed
by the University of Reading (UK) and

scientific and semi-operational applications.
Specific objectives of the study were to:
- demonstrate the soil-moisture retrieval
capability of polarimetric brightness-

involved l0 European institutes. The overall
soal was to determine the soil-moisture

temperature observations acquired by an
L-band interferometric radiometer, review

Studies initiated by ESA have included:

.

mission and by taking into account spatial
and temporal land-surface variability. The
study makes extensive use of the simulated
dataset generated within the earlier study,
and the resulting soil-moisture retrieval
scheme will be implemented in the SMOS

End-to-end Performance Simulator
(SEPS).

Scientific Requiremenls for Soil-Moislure Meosuremenls
The scientific requiremenls for the SM0S mission hove been formulofed

ollow the relrievol of surfoce soil moisture wilh 0n o((urory in

lo goin moximum informolion on fte surfoce-emified 'brighhes lemperolure' lo

fte ronge of its nolurol voriobilily.

These requirements ore:

- Soil-moislure Arrurocy:0.04 ms m-3 (i.e, 4% volumelric soil moisfure) or beiler
For bore soils, for whiclr

fte influenre of neor-surfore soil moislure on surfoce woler fluxes

is strong,

il

hos been shown

thd o rondom enor of 0.04 m3 m-3

ollows o good esfimolion of the evoporolion ond soil ilonsfer poromelers.

- Spofiol Resolufion: < 50 km
For providing soil-moisture mops

lo globol ohospheric modek, o 50 km resolution

is odequole, ond will ollow hydrologirol modelling with sufficient detoil

for the worldt lorgest hydrologicol bosins.

t

-Globol (overoge:

80'lotitude or higher

- Revisil Time: 2.5 lo 3 doys
A3
To

lo 5 doy revisit

rde

is sufficient to relrieve vodose-zone soil-moislure conlenl ond evopo{ronspirotion, provided oncillory roinfoll informolion is ovoiloble.

trork the quick-drying period ofler roin hos follen, whirh is very informolive obout

opfimol. The sfipuloted 2.5 lo 3 doy brorkel will sofisfy the first obiective olwoys, ond

fie

fte

soil's hydroulic properlies, 0 one- or lwo-doy revisil inlervol is

second one mosl of lhe fime.

- 0bservotion Iime:
The predse time of the doy is nol rritirol for doto ocquisilion,

bd fie eorly morning (oboul 06:00 h)

is preferoble, when ionospherk effeds con be expecled

to be minimol ond condifions ore 0s dose os posible lo fiermol equilibrium. Ihe relrievok will then be more orcurole, but dew ond morning frosl ton
sometimes offed

fie

meosuremenls.
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soil moisture simulation (ISBA)
1

600 km

1

200 km

soil moisture retrieval

800 km

400 km

0

-500

km

0

500 km

-500 km

Prelininotyresultsothievedwihtheni-noisturere|rievololgoithmforthe5ll05nissionover
syn|he|k5ll05do|o.Righ|:rntowsofrtrievedsoilnoisture.Dofhlue.lighthlue,
rcspeclively

The study should also provide
recommendations with regard to several
open options in the design of the SMOS

for the campaign aboard a Dornier 228 by the
German Aerospace Center (DLR).

mission, including the polarimetric

test sites were to:

soil-moisture retrieval algorithm. The
recommendations and conclusions will be
based on a series of simulation scenarios,
for which adequate assessment tools have
already been defined.

The experiment campaigns that

-

have

also been carried out to refine the SMOS
mission include:
. EUToSTARRS

-

The main objective behind the first use of the

(Les Landes)

-

a site in the Pyrenees (for

characterise the relationship between
vegetation optical depth and incidence
angle for a range of vegetation types
(orchards, coniferous trees, deciduous

-

topographic effects), and
a flight path over the city ofToulouse.

trees, shrubs)

temperature, characterisation

The campaign objectives for the 'land'

operating mode and the final design of the

a coniferous forest site near Bordeaux

study scaling issues and validate the
retrieval techniques accounting for mixed
pixel effects
study the effects oftopography

measuring

Intensive fieldwork by large ground teams

provided in-situ information

for

surface
the
surface cover (vegetation type, biomass,

of

investigate the L-band emission from
urban areas and the level of radiofrequency interference.

Salinity Temperature and Roughness Remote
Scanner (STARRS) sensor in Europe, from
16 to 23 November 2001, was to acquire
SMOS-like observations in order to address

a range of critical

to

Five very different test sites in France and
Spain were used:

-

a site northwest of Valencia (Requena)

the

with low natural vegetation and agri-

mission's soil-moisture objectives. The

cultural fields (olive and almond trees)
a deciduous forest site north ofToulouse
(Agre)

issues related

STARRS L-band sensor, belonging to the US
Naval Research Laboratories. was ooerated
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lhe

SIARRS

instrument nounled heneoth DLR1 Dornier 228

oiroofl for lhe

ESA EuToSIARRS

conpoign

tl,tlillt{.eso.inl

litter mass, fractional vegetation cover,
fractional soil cover, soil texture and

etc.), and soil moisture
(gravimetric and theta-probe measurements)
during the aircraft overflights.
roughness,

The data set

generated

by

the

EuToSTARRS campaign is extremely
large, and a great deal ofeffort still has to
be invested to analyse it in its entirety. The

international collaboration and generating
interest and momentum within the science
community. Many potential applications
have been identified, and retrieval concepts
have been developed which are currently

being fine-tuned. The studies

When launched in 2007, SMOS

campaign itself was an opportunity to unite

the efforts of several teams, and proved
instrumental in structurine the SMOS
scientific community.

and

campaigns have also proved extremely
useful in identifuing the next steps to be
taken in preparing for the mission.

will

be

able to observe the brightness temperatures

meteorological and climatological models.
This in turn will substantially improve our
understanding of, and ability to monitor,
the water resources of our planet on a
global basis. These are critical factors in
our mastery of the economic and political
consequences of climate change and our
ability to manage the world's food and
water resources in the longer term.

of all of the Earth's land surfaces at least
once every three days, regardless of Acknowledgemenl

0utlook

weather conditions and largely unaffected
by atmospheric effects. These observations
will allow the retrieval of soil-moisture

The studies and campaigns conducted so
far have been instrumental in encouraging

data with unprecedented accuracy, thereby
greatly improving our knowledge of the

mOdis.
Modis have been providing manpoter to ESA
for over 25 years. We are currently providing
the following msnpon'er within Estec:
. Metallurgy Engineers
. Components Testing
.

water content of continental soils and its
representation in our hydrological,

Administration

. Digital Engineers
. Purchase Officers

.Informatics Support
. Materials Testing Engineers
. RF Engineers/Technicians

The authors would like to express their
gratitude to the study and campaign teams
and to the SMOS Science Advisory Group
for their invaluable contributions. @osa

Modis is the European market leader in the provision of
human resource and project services to organisatrons
and industry. Modis has rightly earned a reputation for
quality, efficiency and innovation in the supply of staff
across the complete commercial and industrial spectrum.
Modis'philosophy is to forge three-way partnerships
between our customers and our staffthat will sustain
over the long term. We regard our staffas Associates *
people with whom we work to provide continuity of
employment and career development. Our customers are
partners for the long term so that Modis continuously
seeks to provide a truly pro-active service focused on our
customers' business goals and needs.

If you would like to./ind oul more ahout Modis'
services and our opportunities then please contact:

.

Antenna Engineers
. Metallurgy Technician
. Ground Systems Engineer
. Communication Systems
. Human Exploration Science Coordinator
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Douglas Murdoch, Space Division
douglas,murdoch@modisintl,com
Aalsterweg 5, PO Box 155, 5600 AD Eindhoven,
The Netherlands
+3 l (0)40 294 8680
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Bockground

Satellite communication is by far the largest commercial spin-off to date from spacetechnology developments. It has also been the main driver for the massive growth that
occurred in the launcher sector in recent years. Corrpanies active in the communications
field made large profits and their stock market valuations soared. The arrival of the
Internet, however, offering worldwide communication largely 'free of charge' led to a
collapse in the global telecommunications market, and has ultimately drastically affected
the commercial satellite comrnunications sector also. In 2000, for example, about 31
communication satellites were ordered worldwide, in 2001 that dropped to 19, and in
2002 only 3 were ordered. Even more worrying is the fact that in 2000 European satellite
manufacturers received l5 satellite-manufacturing contracts, one less than the leading
American companies, but in 2001 they got only 3.
The collapse of the satellite communications market, however, is due not only to the
general telecommunications melt-down, but also to the advancement of technology. For
the last 20 years, communication satellites have been used mainly for TV broadcasting.
For analogue TV the frequency modulation (FM) scheme was established as a standard
method of transmission, requiring a bandwith of about 36 MHz per TV channel.
Consequently, communication satellites were equipped with several 36 MHz-wide
transponders. Modern state ofthe art satellites have 40 to 50 such transponders. The
introduction of digital TV was made possible by the invention of advanced signalcompression algorithms and the progress in digital technology allowed the realisation of
cost-effective video encoders and decoders. With the introduction of the Digital Video
Broadcast via Satellite (DVB-S) standard developed in Europe, it is possible to transmit
6 to 10 digital video channels within the bandwidth needed for a single analogue TV
channel.

The result is that f'ewer transponders are needcd to provide a large quantity of TV
channels. The content providers therefore get cheaper satellite transponders from the
satellite operators, who requirc fewer satellites in their fleets to provide the service. The
satellite manufacturers. at the other end of this value chain. then have a hard time to sell
more powerful satellites. Basically, only replacements for aging satellites are needed to

satisfy the capacity demands for TV broadcasting. With fewer satellites being
manufactured in the future, fewer launchers will be needed to deliver them to orbit.
Hence, the crisis in which our industry satellite and launcher manufacturers, satellite
operators, and launch providers - currently finds itself will only by resolved when thet'e
is a demand for much greater communication capacity in the geostationary orbit. New
services in addition to TV broadcasting are therefore needed.
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to

There is an interesting analogy with the enormous banclwidth potential required
ESA's. Preporotions
past. The first communication satellites satisfy such needs. However, the existing ReVOlUtiOn

for the

Multimedio

were used to provide capacity for satcllites are not optimised to provide such
telephone connections bctwccn the services. New architectures are needed in ln the late ninetics, after consulting with its
continents. Large earth stations were which the satellite payload mLrst bc of the Delegations, with satellite operators and
installed and several hundreds, and latcr regenerative type, providing on-board with industry, ESA initiated a comseveral tens of thousands of telephone switching capabilities.
prehensive programme dcsigned
channels were carried by these ESA has already been working tbr more specifically to prepare E,uropean industry
comtnunication satellites. This kind of than a decade on such tcchnologies, for thc next generation of interactire
service was the domain of the intcrnational together with European and Canadian satellite cornrnunications systeurs.
Satellitc Organization (lntelsat) created in industry As a result, when in carly 2002 A fundamental element of this action
the 1960s. In Europe, E,SA's development the opportunity arose to embark such an consistedofsupportingthcdeveloprnentof
andlaunchingoftheEuropeanOrbitalTest advanced on-board processor on a an open standard for interactive satellitc
Satellite for cornrnunications led to the commcrcial conrrnunication satcllite broadband services, facilitating thc open
birth of the European Telecommunications known as 'Amazonas', to be built by provision of serviccs and open competition
Satellites Organisation (Eutelsat). OTS Astrium for Hispasat. European industry between manufacturers. Forthc delivery of
and thc Europcan Comtnunications was in a good position to rcspond. The data to the users, theretbre, the already
Satellite(ECS) familythatitspawnedwere advancedpayloadforAmazonas-thconly well-establishcd DVB-S standarci u,as

applications. cor.nmunication spacecraft procured in adopted, while for the return channel from
With the latcr rapid advances in fibre- 2002 fromaE,uropean satellite manufacturer the users the so-called DVB-RCS standard
optic technology, trans-Atlantic cables
was created. The target customers for this
were soon installed it takes only about a
dcsigncd for point-to-point

rnonth to install such a cable, whiclr had a
rnuch larger capacity than the existing

,/r''e'

,,'-

satellites. The busincss for the latter i
was demolished and new applications
\
had to bc tbLrnd in order for them to "-."survive. Again. i.r ith the adr rrrcerncnt of
technology, it became possible to dcsign
and manufacture cost-efiicient satellite

tbr TV reception and a new
market scgmcnt was borne This

rcference, ESA's

receivcrs

the devclopnrcnt ol inleractire

application has experienced continuous

growth in the last decctles. Eutclsat
extended its serviccs fron-r the

systems that could be deployed

on existing satellites with
transparcnt Ku or Ka-band

original point-to-point otTering to ...

TV broadcasting, whilc SES, ,.:!",
creatcd solely to provitlc ...
TV broadcasting, ex-

:,

transponders. and the definition of

future systems involving the dcployrnent

ofnew large broadband satellites.

The first goal has largely bccn

perienced a sr-Ldden
growth in its

business

achieved.

after

Arlist

Having this historic lesson in rnincl
comnrunication sate llite s have again to
tlnd ncw rnarkcts. One such nerv and very

rapidly grou ing rnarket scgment is
broadband acce ss for rnultimedia
applications not only the Internet, but
also interactive video, audio and games.

With about 100 nrillion satellite receivers

alrcady installcd in E,urope alone,
communication satellites havc thc
eso bullelin

s impresion of lhe Anozonos

spoteuofl

the reunification
of (iermany.
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multimedia

programme focused on two goals:

2003

is callcd 'ArnerHis', which stands for

Advanccd Multimedia

Enhanced
Regerrcrative Hispasat System. AnrcrHis is

tlre l'irst cornmercial

comrrrunication-

satcllite payload able, thanks to its very
advancecl ESA-developed technology, to
provide cost-effective in-orbit connectivity

scrvices for the
applications.

abovc-rnentioned

A number of DVB-S/DVB-RCS

devcloprrents havc been supported and
today several of these systems are alrcady
operational in European and American
satellite systems. However, the cost of the
terminals and the charges for the service
are not yct at a level aflordable by home
users. Further efforts are thcrcfore being

devoted to reducing the cost of the
terminals, providing additional f unc-

tionality and ensrLring corrpatibility
between thc different systems.

ESA has also addressed
medium/long-term horizorr

by

thc

awarding

M

eso tnl

AmerHis-AModelof
Instilulionol Cooperolion
tollowing lhe opprovol

of

municolions [ong-Term Plon,

inlo

wifi

disrussions

ESA!

fie

Telecom-

Agency entered

severol sotellile operolors

wifi o view lo finding flighl opporlunilies for fie
syslems being developed wilhin its muhimedio
rommunicolions progr0mme. Hisposol 5A reocled

posilively, expressing inleresl
inclusion

of o

in fte

polenfiol

regenerolive poylood on lhe

Amozonos solellile.

The commilmenl
fhe coveroges of lhe Anozonos sslellile's lhree spol beons

major contracts to three consortiums, led
by each ofthe European prime contractors,
for preparation of the key technologies
needed for future broadband satellite
systems. These projects - Domino led by
Alcatel, EuroSkyWay led by Alenia and
WeB/West of Astrium - have resulted in the
thorough analysis and validation of the
critical aspects and equipment involved in
each of the systems.
The next step is to demonstrate their
technical and operational performances.
The ESA Multimedia Programme, approved

at the Edinburgh Ministerial Council in

As prime contractor, Alcatel

lerms ond obligolions of

cation system, including the Base Band

lo lhe implemenlolion, oaommodolion,

Processor (BBP). Alcatel Space (Toulouse)
is responsible for development of the

ond exploilolion of the AmerHis synem. Ihe

Network Control Centre (NCC), for

on I

validation of the AmerHis system and for

led by Alcolel Espocio.

AmerHis is the first such payload.

Espacio (Barcelona) will deliver the
Gateway Stations. EMS (Montreal) and
Nera (Oslo) will deliver the User Stations.

The Amozonos Sotellite

The Amazonas satellite has been ordered

by Hispamar, a daughter company of

fie

porlies wilh respecl
lounch
ESA

(ommilmenl is reflecled in the conhocl oworded

I

0clober 2002 lo on indusriol consorlium

Astrium for a launch in April/May 2004.

on the generic Eurostar 3000
spacecraft platform, it carries 19 C-band
and 32 Ku-band transponders. It will be
located at 6l degW above the equatoq just
north of the Amazonas river.
The main role of Amazonas will be to
provide spot-beam services coveringNorth
and South America and Europe for a
minimum of 15 years. It will provide TV

Ihe AmerHis Industiol (onsorlium

by Alcatel Espacio.

de Desorrollo Technologico e

Indunriol ((DTl), ond Hisposol, which defines fte

Based

Hispasat operating in South America, from

The AmerHis system is being developed
by an industrial team of Spanish, French,
Canadian and Norwegian companies led

between ESA,

developing the Ku-band modulators. Mier
Communications (Barcelona) is developing
the Ku-to Base Band Downconverter. Indra

in

which the multimedia
technology developed will be deployed on
in-orbit satellite systems in partnership
with commercial satellite operators.
projects

(ento

AmerHis

Agreemenl

Espacio
(Madrid) is responsible for developing and
delivering the complete AmerHis communi-

November 2001, therefore foresees support

to

lo fie reolisolion of

is reflected in o formol fiilolerol

and data services via the C- and Ku-bands

Alcotel Espocio

to the Americas, and there will

be

additional Ku-band beams for Brazil and
Europe.
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Ihe AmerHis Poylood
The AmerHis payload will be a 'switchboard in space' providing connectivity
between the Amazonas satellite's different
coverage areas and making a wide range of

interactive services possible over the
Atlantic. It will be the first such
'regenerative' switching payload to be
floun on a commercial communications

digital TV receivers based on the DVB-S
standard. By combining the DVB-S and
DVB-RCS capabilities into one unique

regenerative

and multi-spot

satellite

multicasl and quality-of-service support.

system, AmerHis integrates a broadcasting

Interconnection with terrestrial networks
ISDN and public switch telephone
networks - is also supported through

multi-media network with an interactive
network.

gateways.
The AmerHis Services ond (onneclivily

satellite. Based on novel on-board
processing technology, it can provide highspeed Internet access and broadband data

services to subscribers using

the

DVB/MPEG-2 standard. It also provides
access to terrestrial networks through
various gateways. These gateways provide
such services as Internet access! volce over
IP to ISDN/PSTN, and videoconferencing.
The AmerHis payload will connect
small, cost-efficient user stations, built to
meet the DVB-RCS and DVB-S standards.
The link from the user station to AmerHis
will work at a medium data rate, allowing
low-cost transmitting stations to be used.
The AmerHis payload then converts these
medium-rate signals, received from many
different user stations, into one high-rate
data stream, which is transmitted by the
Amazonas satellite. The user stations can
receive the AmerHis signals with standard

The AmerHis operational system will
support IP services as well as native
MPEG-based services with efficient

The AmerHis operational systern will be
an ideal platform from which to provide a
wide selection of real-time and non-realtime multimedia services and applications,
including:
- Distributed interactive TV
Video broadcasting on demand.
Radio/news broadcasting on demand.
Web browsingNews groups/e-mail.
File transfer.
Tel

A rariety ofdifferent connectivities are
possible for the various applications:

-

Point-to-point:'unicasting'
Point-to-multipoint:'multicasting'
Point-to-multipoint:'broadcasting', which
differs from multicasting in that the network has no knowledge of, or control
over the user.

-

Multipoint-to-point: concentration/ multiplexing.

Multipoint-to-multipoint: mesh or someto-many.

e-medicine/tele-teachin g.

Vi deoconferenci nglVi deo telephony/

-

Audioconferencing.

Ihe AmerHis Developmenl Schedule

Tele-shopping/Tele-banki ng.
Interactive gaming.

The AmerHis development schedule

Collaborative working.
Push applications.
IP multicast streaming.
LAN interconnection.

Virtual Private Networking (VPN).

.Ianuary 2002 and the possibility of
embarking a piggyback payload only
became known the followins month. The

DVB.RCS UPLINK

UPLINK
COVERAGE #1
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very demanding. The procurement contract
for the Amazonas satellite was signed in

t\

,&

fhe novel prorcssing tonrcpl of lhe Aner{is ptylood

t

by Alcatel
E,spacio, quickly prepared a proposal
industrial consortium, led

based on the work they had already done
under the Domino 2 contract within the

framework

of the ESA Directorate of

Applications ARIES-3 programme. The

contract for the AmerHis payload's
development was subsequently formally
signed in October 2002. However, to meet
the Amazonas satellite's tight development
schedule, the industrial consortium had
already started work. One of the schedulecritical items was the procurement of the
ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated

Circuits) for the baseband processor.

The Engineering and Qualification
Model (EQM) of the On-Board Processor
has been completed and was delivered to

Astrium the end of May 2003 for
integration and testing with the Amazonas
spacecraft. It is thermally and mechanically
representative of the final Flight Model
(FM), which is scheduled to be delivered
to Astrium in September 2003.
Tn parallel with the work on the space
segment, development of the ground
segment has also been taking shape,

fortunately under less stringent schedule
constraints. Before delivery ofthe payload
Flight Model for integration on Amazonas,

a complete end-to-end test of
AmerHis including the ground segment
howeveq

to be performed to identify any
potential incompatibility between the
payload and the user stations. The
needs

AmerHis Multimedia System Validation
Testbed (AMSVT) has been developed for
this purpose. The AmerHis Operational
System Validation Testbed (AOSVT) will
facilitate the nre-launch and in-orbit
acceptance tests and the final validation of

the AmerHis system before delivery to
Hispasat. The integration, testing and pilot
operations will be performed during
2004. Delivery of the complete AmerHis
communication network to Hispasat is
currently scheduled for January 2005.

Condusion

munity, for whom it will hopefully open a
new window of opporlunity by providing
very cost-effective, interactive broadband
services to a very large user community.
Of particular interest is the system's ability
to provide these services simultaneously to
the whole American continent and Western
Europe under the auspices of a European
satellite operator.

Thanks to AmerHis, Hispasat

will

be

able to offer more and better services to its
customers in Europe and North and South
America without resorting to today's costly
and cumbersome double satellite hops.
These services include high-speed Internet

access, digital audio and video broadcasting, and multi-casting services. With
its two-spot-beam coverage of the Americas

and one European beam, the AmerHis
payload is an ideal vehicle with which to
promote the use ofEuropean and Canadian

communications equipment and services
in other regions of the World.
@esa

The AmerHis system is to be flown and
demonstrated at a critical point in time for
the whole communication satellite com-
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lntroduclion
Congestion of public road networks is a growing problem in many countries. Authorities
are developing initiatives to manage the traffic, but no remedial strategy can be better
than the information upon which it has to rely. Consequently, the traffic planners need
information that is accurate, reliable, timely and complete. The road users too need goodquality traffic information in order to plan and adjust their routes.
Traffic information has traditionally been collected with inductive-loop detectors
embedded in the roads and with video cameras. These fixed installations do not give any

traffic information beyond the locations where they are installed, and their coverage is
usually confined to congestion-sensitive motorways and a limited number of tunnels,
bridges and intersections
The gathering of'floating-car' data is a totally different concept, whereby a relatively
small percentage of the vehicle population generates real-time traffic information just by
participating in the traffic flow. The data being collected by the participating vehicles is
immediately communicated to a central facility for processing. This approach allows the
collection of traffic data across the whole road network - including towns, cities, rural
roads and currently unmonitored motolway segments. Floating-car data also has the
potential to provide better-quality information. The tracer vehicles can log travel times
over a series of road segments, whereas traditional systems measure the traffic only at
specific points. In addition, tracer vehicles can detect and report various types oftraffic
'events'as they occur.
A telecommunications system with wide coverage and operating at affordable cost is
vital to the success ofthe floating-car concept, and the use ofa satellite-based system has
several advantages over terrestrial means. It provides coverage over large areas, including
regions not covered by GSM, GPRS or UMTS. It can also have cost advantages, provided
the system design is optimised for the specific nature offloating-car data. There is also
the potential to share the in-car equipment and the satellite link with other applications,
thereby providing additional cost benefits.
In an earlier project for the Dutch government, ARS Traffic & Transport Technology
(ARS T&TT) conducted a successful field trial using GSM technology to collect traffic
data from probe-type vehicles. As reported in ESA Bulletin No. 101, Aberdeen

University has also studied and simulated the preliminary design of satellite-based
floating-car data systems, and the trial reported here builds upon its results. A Road
Traffic Monitoring by Satellite (RTMS) project has also been carried out by ARS, and
the Technische Universitiit Dresden (TUD) has contributed to several tasks within the
project. The work conducted to date has been financed under ESA's ARTES-5
programme.
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Designing

fie

Sy$em

Systen orchitetture for the Rood lroffk
llionitoring hy Sotellite (ilMS) xiul

The trial system consists ofthree parts: an
in-car unit, a central computer server and
a mobile satellite communication system.
The in-car system reads the vehicle's
position every second using the Global
Positioning System (GPS). An algorithm
called the 'map matcher' uses that position
and a digital road map to determine the
vehicle's speed and to identi$ the road on

which

CENTRAL SERVER
IN THE HAGUE

it is being driven. Any traffic

congestion

is automatically

detected for

Forward link (to in-car systems) TDtvl '1.5 kbps
Return link (from in-car systems) CDMA 30 x 600 bps

each road segment, based on a priori
knowledge of that road such as the
expected speed of traffic under noncongested conditions. If traffic congestion

is

the in-car system sends a
to the central server. The in-car
also handles other data flows

detected,

message

unit

between the mobile system and the central

to the communication
protocol selected (see accompanying
server. according
panel).
On the central server side, an application

called the'communication manager'
interfaces with the satellite system. It is
able to configure the in-vehicle unit

for tracer
vehicles, and receive traffic data from the
vehicle fleet. For the trial, the server was
located at ARS's premises in The Hague. It
interfaced with the Telespazio Earth station
in Lario, ltaly, via the Internet. Lario was
the access station to the L-band payload of
the Italsat F2 satellite that was used for
remotely, broadcast requests

the trial.

allowed replays

The three-month field trial, from April to
Ju,ly 2002, was intended to validate the

algorithms.

RTMS concept

by

means

of completed trips for
analysis and optimisation of the

of a pilot

implementation, focusrng on two aspects:
technical performance: the ability to
communicate effectivelv in various
environments, and

-

traffic-monitoring performance: the
effectiveness of the system in detecting
traffic congestion and determining traffic
speeds.

ln a full operational system, the central
server would also connect with external
service providers, such as

a

Traffic

Information Centre and possibly providers
of ancillary services such as locator
services, emergency and breakdown call
centres, and fleet-operation centres.

The mobile satellite communication
for the trial was Prodat-2,
developed 10 years ago by ESA as a
technology demonstrator. It has been used
in the meantime for many trials and
system used

demonstrations. For the RMTS trials it was
operated on a good-will basis with the
help of Telespazio (I) and the contractors
involved in its desisn.
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During the trial, a small fleet of vehicles

continuously recorded their positions,
assessed the traffic situation and sent their
findings to the central monitoring system.
The fleet consisted of five postal trucks,
eight container trucks, two sewer-cleaning
trucks and a passenger car, all of which
were operated intensively on weekdays in

A relational database and

viewing tools were developed for analysis,
demonstration and optimisation, and the
filtering out of invalid or less useful data.

Whol

fte

Field Triolshowed

With the Prodat-2 system, the hub station

a continuous carrier signal
towards the mobiles (the so-called
'forward link'), and each mobile records
the quality of its reception every second.
The availability of the forward link is
therefore easily computed for any given
transmits

time interval, and can be plotted on a map.

the

The quality of the return link is not so
easily measured because no continuous
transmission takes place. Howeveq the
quality of the forward and return links is
highly correlated: either there is a clear

Netherlands. The in-vehicle systems were

view, or the signal is partially blocked by

installed on notebook computers

positional data and vehicle-satellite

some obstacle and is unusable. On a longer
time scale, the return link's quality can also
be assessed by statistical recording of the
success/failure of message transmission,
and the number of attempts required for

communlcatlon status everv second. This

successful transmission.

the Rotterdam-Rijnmond area of

and

required no intervention on the part ofthe
drivers. They were configured to log raw
data for later analysis, including the GPS

In the densely populated and

ftoosing the (ommunkotion Prolotol
will ultimotely provide doto for existing Troffk Informolion (enlres (Tl(s), ils dolo formot

As on RTMS sy$em

should preferobly be bosed on on existing stondord. A survey of todoyt trofficinformolion prolocok led lo

the rhoice of the

GATS sfondord (Globol Aulomolive Telemotics Slondord), developed

communicolion, os

fie

for cell-phone

SMS

boseline. An odopted GATS prolocol wos fierefore designed to ollow the seledion of

relevonl informolion elemenls ond opfimisolion of the length ond coding of indlviduol informofion elemenls.

When mony mobile unils shore o rommunicolion rhonnel lo o

rentol shtion,

o discipline hos lo be estoblished

for efficient shoring of fiot rhonnel. In line with the Aberdeen $udy, firee

possible occess schemes were

Rondom-oaess mode {evenl driven}: the vehkle tonsmits dolo oboul troffic evenls whenever lhey oaur.
The odvonloge is

fiot

tronsmission only hkes ploce when on evenl of inleresl occurs. The drowbo& is the

rhk of collision of tonsmissions from differenl mobiles, reducing fie effedive copotity of the tommunicolion
rhonnel.

- Polled rondom-occess mode (Tl( driven): o subsel of vehides ore invited lo fionsmil if fiey meel cerfoin
fiol

condiilons. For exomple, vehicles within o defined geogrophkol region

-

ore not olreody porticipoling

in doto colledion moy be inviled lo ioin fie syslem. The pofenfiol size of the oddresed community musl
be odopted dynomicolly lo ovoid tongesling or slorving fte chonnel.
Addresed poll mode (fully coordinoted qaess): fie rentol syslem rigidly controls oaess by sending
regulor requests for informotion to specific vehicles, whkh relurn
mode is rollision-free,
moke oplimum use of

The RTMS

propagation environment, this was a
remarkably good result. During the field
trial as a whole, only 7o/o of the messages
required retransmission, but in most cases
several attempts were needed before
success was achieved.

investigoled:

-

industrialised area between The Hague and
Rotterdam, for example, both the return
and forward links were found to be present
iltring 96"/o of the time. Considering the
particularly difficult, mainly urban,

fieir

replies in o specified lime slot. This

bd involves complex monogemenl in deciding whkh vehides to poll in order lo
fie limiled communitolion copocily ovoiloble.

lriol implemenled only one mode: relurnlink

forword-link broodrosting. This choire wos driven by

rondom-occess evenl reporling in combinolion wilh

fie

occes modes ovoiloble wilh the unmodified

Prodol-2 equipmenl. h wos quile oppropriole for o communitolion lriol of

fiis

size, where syslem copocity

wgs nol 0n issue, ond messoge rollisions rore. tor o full+ize operolionol syslem, however, o combinotion of
rondom ond oddresed polling should be considered, posibly ougmenled by rondom-oaes reporting of highvolue evenls. 0plimisotion of when lo use whirh mode, in order lo bolonce
inherenl in rondom oaes ogoin$
dolo of les inleresl lo

fie inefficiency resulting from

fie Il(, ften

fie

chonnel looding ineffitienry

the oddresed poll mode somelimes conying

betomes one of the design chollenges.

In terms of performance in different
environments, satellites provide line-ofsight communication and so performance
can be expected to be good in open areas,
and to degrade when more and more

obstacles are encountered in urban
environments. This expectation was
confirmed by the RTMS trial in that
communication was best in rural, suburban
and industrial areas, was somewhat
degraded in areas with complex fly-overs
and bridges, and was poorest in downtown
areas with large concentrations of high

buildings. Even in the downtown areas,
however, communication remained intact
for about 80% of the time.
The map matcher is a vital element in
the detection of traffic data. If the vehicle's
position is not properly matched to the
road map, the vehicle's calculated speed
and hence the 'normal speed' for the

particular road segment on which

it

is

traveling will be unreliable. The system's
performance was therefore assessed by
manually comparing a selection of map-

matcher results against

the

actual

itineraries. The results were very good,
with 94o/o of each trip accurately matched,
and there are reasons to expect that further
improvements might be possible.
The ability to detect traffic congestion

was assessed by manually comparing a
selection of the traffic alarms generated
automatically by the system against the

real situation. A number of false alarms
were generated during the tests for various

reasons, but the nature

of

these false

detections indicates that again improvement

is

possible

by refining the algorithm

and/or improving the map and the normative
speeds.
heo of

focus
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The Rood Aheod

At the time of writing, several issues must
still be resolved to pave the way towards an
economical full-scale imolementation of
RTMS:

-

The costs of equipment and service must
be brought to an acceptable level. Ifthe
equipment and operations can be shared

with other valuable services, such

Good Match 94%
Accurocy

of lhe llop llokher

-

Normal Stop
5o/o

Wait for Approaching

Trallic 5%o

I

as

fleet management. emergency services.
route guidance, etc., RTMS can certainly
be economically viable.
The lO-year-old Prodat-2 terminals used
in the trial were healy, bulky and powerhungry. With today's technology, small,
lightweight terminals with low power
consumptions are fully feasible, being in
essence no more complex than a GSM
phone. Economy ofscale is essential.
The RTMS trial used an available system

-

Traffic Light
44o/o

Trol{k events generoted during the three-nonth lield tilsl

www.eso

inl

in-car equipment supports both RTMS
and other services, it may need to have

an anonlrmous identity for the RTMS
and a known identity for the others.
These dual identities must then be keot

strictly separate.
(onclusions

The RIMS project has shown that the
collection of valid and valuable traffic
information by means of satellite is feasible
from a technical point of view, even in built-

constrained by that system's capabilities.

in

research results that already exist in the
Aberdeen study can serve as a basis.
4o/o

of

and its equipment, and was thus somewhat

future operational system should be
based on a design specifically optimised
for RTMS functionality, for which some

1

operational system, however, this is

paramount importance and the Aberdeen
study suggests ways to achieve it. If the

up areas. RIMS will enable road authorities
to cover the whole road network - not just
the bottlenecks - without huge investments

A

Sharp

Due to the small scale of the trial, the
anonymity of the participating vehicles
was not given much attention. For an

Compatibility andior interoperability
with present and emerging standards for
data formats is essential for smooth
integration into the in-car environment.
Further R&D is needed to optimise the
behaviour of the detection algorithms.
Specific situations like traffic lights,
bends and stops must be dealt with and
the map optimized accordingly.

infrastructure such as loop detectors,
video detectors and the corresponding
cabling. For drivers, it will lead to better
information, particularly if combined with
in-car route planners and navigation
systems. Traffic information and advice can
be broadcast by the RTMS system itself.
In the near future, a host of new
applications and services can be expected to

emerge

for in-car

usage. They

will

be

provided and promoted by accessory and car

manufacturers, and service, software and
telecommrmications providers. RTMS lends
itselfwell to incorporation into such an in-car
iniiastructure.
@esa
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Mkhoel Jones, Eduurdo Gomez
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Hendrik Schiibe
TUV

riginally developed as operational software to support ESA's space
missions, SCOS-2000 is now being promoted as an ESA product
available to the worldwide soace communitv and more than 40
customer licences have already been granted. To support its promotion, a
certification activity is now in progress which involves benchmarking the
product against a set of agreed quality criteria (the quality model) by an
independent organization ITUV InterTraffic). The evaluation and
certification process is based on a method called 'SPEC' (Software Product
Evaluation and Certification).

Interlroffic, Germony
Whot exocily is SPE(?
SPEC is a software product evaluation and certification method that has been
developed under ESA contract. Based on several international standards, it
has already been used to evaluate a number of software packages, but SCOS2000 is the largest one to date.
The quality model that underpins the SPEC method is composed of socalled 'goal properties' (e.g. functionality), which can be split into a set of

second-level 'properties'. Each property can be quantified by a set of
metrics, which are measured using one of several methods. The goal property
of 'functionality', for example, can be broken down into the properlies of
completeness, correctness and efficiency. Efficiency can in turn be measured
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by looking at such numerical indicators. or
'rnetrics', as timing margins, memory

margins, throughput and

Metrics Evaluation

Methods

resoLlrcc

Lrtilisation.

Software product quality dcpends on

ffi
-----)ift

numeroLrs f-actors. Some of therr are
inherent in the product. whereas othels are
derived fiorn its development process and

frorn the operational context

the

softr,vare

indicators

in

-*lTilrml

which

must ruu. Consequently,

of thc

software developmcnt
process and the developer organisationh
capabilities are also needed in the context

of software product evaluation

and

certification, as they provide valuable
indications of product quality. For this

tne

)rtL

genenc quoilry

nooet

rcason. thc SPEC method incorporates not
only product-related but also dcvclopment-

process-related goal properties, and also

covers practices specific

to the

space

sector (such as thosc dcflned in the ECSSE-40 and ECSS-Q-it0 European Standards).

Whol exoctly is 5(05-2000?

Product Reloted

Process Reloted

o Fundionolity

.

.

o Softuore Development

Reli0bility

o Moinloinobilily

SCOS-2000 is a gencric reusable softwarc
system that t-acilitates the implcmcntation
of Mission Controi Systcms (MCS) for
both srnall- rnd large-scale space missious.
The typical SCOS-2000 configuration is a

distributcd systcm. running across a
network of workstations, although it may

Suilobility for Sofe[

Effeoivenes

o Re-usobilily

o Sy$em Engineering

.0perobility

Iffectivenes

o Documenfolion Quolity

5(05-2000

- llission Conlrol Synen (M6)

be scaled dou'n to a 'SCOS-2000 in-abox' ( i.e. si n gle workstation) cor.rfiguration
for sirnplcr missions. The functions

Procedure execution

covered are:

lemetry Processing (TM)
Telecommanding (TC)
Online Database (DB)
Online Archive (ARCH)
General Services and Utilities
Operation Languagc (OL)
Roles & Privileges (USER)
Events & Actions (EVAC)
On-board Softwarr Maintenance (OBSM

Main/Machine nterface

Te

-

I

Mission
plannrng

OBSM

o
E9
9
C

=:

Ac
).

Thc inherent flexibility of SCOS-2000
aliows client missions to configure the

NCTRS

Telecommandinq

Monitorinq
Operations
Hores &

Language

3

!

o
g

Hnvileges o

Events & Actions
Utilities

system to their own requirements using the
databasc (containing spacecraft telernetry,
telecommand and display characteristics)

and the various systern-configuration
files.
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SOS-2000 infornotion

4

as a software product. The results

Lts
V

will

be

incorporated into future versions of SCOS2000, one of which will be subiected to the
delta-evaluation exercise.
These improvements will be complemented with new coding standards that

:' D!
T DlO
{t|S.lT.ryt gilSr.r+

w

will take into

&rml

mrDl

account state-of-the-art

software development methodologies
such as Model Driven Architecture. The

new standards will contain languageindependent practices and conventions, but
also cover the specificities of the

will

languages used to develop SCOS-2000,
primarily C++ and Java.

10

€

+

.n

'{

In addition, a new SPEC-based

4
ff otc
mEtbr.q2

Dzr'

ruhtbTqr

evaluation activity has been initiated on
RTEMS, a real-time operating system that
is being proposed as onboard COTS

software
Evoluoling SC0S-2000 wilh SPE(

improvement before

it

can be correctly

certified as Class-B (mission-critical)
The evaluation and certification process

software. Possibly more important than the

was split into two phases:

formal certification, is the critical review
of the software itself and its production
process and methods. ln this context, a set
of recommendations have been identified

-

Phase

l. Baseline Evaluation

Phase II. Delta Evaluation and Certification.

During the first phase, a baseline version
of the SCOS-2000 (version 2.le) was
evaluated and a set of recommendations
for product improvement has been issued.

that will lead to further enhancement of the
product, including:
provision of a homogeneous quality level

throughout the product documentation,
includins the older elements

In the second phase, the updated version of

SCOS-2000 will undergo a 'delta
evaluation'and will eventually be certified
in a process agreed between ESTEC,
ESOC and TUV The first phase was in fact

by a

preceded

Software Criticality

Analysis (SCA), based on the results of

which provided necessary input, but was
not part of the SPEC method itself.
The results of the Baseline Evaluation
(Phase-l) can be summarised as follows:
- Of the 85 metrics defined by SPEC, 10
were considered inapplicable.
3 metrics were not measured due to lack
of an appropriate tool or evaluation

some spacecraft systems.

was originally conceived for software
products developed in a more traditional
way. SPEC therefore needs really to be
adapted to this particular type of software,
but the RTEMS evaluation is expected to
provide useful experience in how to apply
the SPEC approach to COTS and OSS
products.

improvement of traceability documentatron

(e.g. from require-.n,,
design

to

,o design,

code, requirements

to

ACknowledgement

test

cases)

The key players in the SCOS-2000

-

analysis of the current architecture to
identifo possible changes that can help
reduce the complexity of some modules

-

use of better/improved software coding

evaluation and certification process are:
- TUV InterTraffic (Germany.,r, acung as
evaluator and certifier.
- Critical Software (Portugal), as the subcontractor performing the Software
Criticality Analysis (SCA).
ESOC Ground Segment Engineering
Department, responsible for SCOS-2000
development and the requester of the

a

Software Failure Modes, Effects and
Criticality Analysis (FMECA software),

-

-

in

RTEMS is developed and maintained as
Open Source Software (OSS), which
makes it a real challenge in terms of
application of the SPEC method which

standards.

In addition. a process-improvement
programme has been initiated at one of the
SCOS-2000 subcontractors, which should
help increase the overall quality of the
development and maintenance process.

-

certification.
The SCOS-2000 suppliers, providing
information on SCOS-200 development.

method, but they were replaced with
other similar metrics.
5 out of 72 metrics failed to reach the

The Nexl Sleps

target value.

Most of the recommendations emanating

application

from the SPEC Phase-I evaluation are
currently being addressed by several

developed under a previous contract run
by them
@esa

Thus, although SCOS-2000 met the target

values

60

in

most cases.
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it still
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needs

ESTEC Software Product Assurance
Section, providing the Technical Officer
the

for the activities and supervising

activities designed to improve SCOS-2000

of the SPEC

method,

hrl-Thomus Schneider

Al(0N 3D Syslems

GmbH,

Brounschweig, Germony

Inlroduction

Joochim Ee:/r.er

During the latc nineteen eighties, in thc tleld of microgravity

ISA Direclorole of Technicol ond 0perolionol Supporl,

research in fluid physics, there was a growing demand fbr noninvasive optical diagnostic tools to detect convective flow patterns,
to measure velocity distributions and to dctcnnine the behaviour of
bubbles in fluids and fluid columns. As such phenomena are usually
highly dynarrric and three-dimensional, all parameters involved
must be rneasurcd sirnultaneously in real time. Moreover, tnethods
that makc use of mechanical scanning have an impact on the
microgravity environnrent being measurecl and also have limited
temporal resolution. ln 199.l, therefore, ESTEC introduced 'Close
Range Photogramrnetry' as a non-invasive tncans of rneasuring

EST[(, Noordwiik, The Nelherlonds

Susonne lilurek
ESA

Direclorole of Industriol Moilen ond lechnology Progrommes,

ESTE(, Noordwiik,

Ihe Netherlonds

in

three-dirnensions and velocities by performing
seouence of mcasurenrents as a function of time.

position

a

The principle behind such 3D-measurements of position is used
subconsciously by rnost human beings to orientatc thcnrselves in
thcir local environment. It reqtrircs the two slightly diffcrent views
from our two eyes and our brain to make good positional
'calculations' within a range of about 25 metres. Largcr distances
arc only estimated by comparing the relative sizes of known

objects. Thc invention of photogrammetry has extended or.rr
stereoscopic viewing performance to highly precise measurcments
by enlarging the number of views ar.rd by introducing a calibrated
rcference space. Spatial rcsolution to object sizc ratios of up to

l:100 000 have already bcen achieved with

stationary

photogrammetric set-ups and special cameras.

eso
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Developmenl for Spoce

for the spin-off described

Within the framework of the ESA
Technology Research Programme (TRP),

a comparatively inexpensive, mobile tool
for accurate 3D-photogrammetric measurements in industry!

the application of photogrammetry for
space microgravity experiments (10 x l0 x
l0 mm3 to 100 x 100 x 100 mm3) has been
brought to a considerable level of maturity

3 CCD

Camer8

by miniaturising and generally refining
methods already commonly used on the
ground for large objects, and by rnaking
use of the first CCD (Charge Coupled

Device) video cameras that

became
available at the beginning ofthe nineties.
A camera head containing three or four

small electronic cameras, looking from
one main viewing direction, was found to

Portable PC

khenotk of the bosk elenents of lhe Proton

svslem

be best suited for making the measurements needed with sufficient accuracy The experiment's calibrated 3D-reference
(i.e. + 0.lmm within a I litre volume). space, asetofR6seauCrossesfixedtothe

fluid cell's temperature-stable
quartz-glass windows, even
allowed for relative movements
between the camera head and the

experiment. This is an essential
feature for a modular space multi-

user facility with exchangeable
experiment containers, where the

experiment and the diagnostics
cannot be kept fixed and aligned
with each other in the way that

they can for a stand-alone
experiment in a ground-based
laboratory. Moreover, it allows
measurement accuracies about an
order of magnitude better than
required (about + l5 micron within

I litre).
The first fluid-science experiment making use of photogrammetry was subsequently
successfully
ESTEC

in

flown by

ESA/

1999 on the Maser-S

soundin g-rocket fl ight.

Exlropolotion

lo Indu$riol Applic-

olions

The mobility achieved with the
lhe bnodfuod of an expuirnent flaid
expuinent

62

oll

cell

(obove), ond o fluid

uith R&eiu ftwsu on its fotes
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compromise of sufficient, but
not maximum state-of-the-art

here

The transportation of equipment in order
to coordinate/calibrate different measuring
rnachines is time-consuming and leads to
delays and interruptions in production
because of the extended set-up times. A
mobile 3D-measuring system offers fast
and flexible control on the factory floor,
avoids expensive production interruptions.
and reduces set-up times to minutes.
Realising the benefits, therefore, that such
mobile 3D-measuring technology could
have for industry, E,SA's Technology
Transfer Programme (TTP) began at the
end of 1999 to support the development

of

a first prototype of the mobile 3D-probe
now known as 'ProCam'.

The first-generation ProCam consisted

of an active

probe with three mediumresolution CCD cameras and a portable PC
for system control. It was equipped with a
measuring tip to touch object points of
interest. During the measurements, the
cameras face a field of reference points
located on nearby portable or fixed panels
(equivalent to the R6seau Crosses on the
fluid-cell windows), and the resulting 3Dcoordinates are immediately shown on the
display. The system proved suitable for

general metrology purposes! as well
as special applications in niche markets
such as car crash-test measurements
and examinations of larse welded
construchons.

These first successful applications and
the experiences ofand feedback from pilot
users led to the conclusion that. for wider

and hence more profitable

business

applications, some improvements to the
first-generation ProCam would have to be
made. The hardware components had to be
reduced in number and complexity for
easiet manufacture and lower production

costs. Use

of

off-the-shelf components

would also lead to easier maintenance. The
software also had to be redesigned to
allow even more user-friendly operation.

photogrammetric measurement

Development therefore continued, supported
by the ESA Technology Transfer Programme,
to get the second-generation ProCam onto

perfbrmance, triggered the idea

the market.

Sercnd-generation

Pro&n for induslriol netrohgy

The probe ofthe latest ProCam has just

Some

mobile torget ponels

one, high-resolution, off-the-shelf CCD
camera, which both lowers production

costs and simplifies calibration. An
integrated infrared flash illuminates the
target panels, enabling the system to be
operated independently of the ambient
light. Also, the probe tips are exchangeable

and available in various shapes and
lengths, allowing measurements to be
made even in the most inaccessible places.

The measuring probe is attached with

a

standard bayonet fixing and no
recalibration is needed after exchanging
probes.

By using calibrated, transportable,
optically coded target panels (600 mm x
800 mm and 800 mm x 1200 mm carbon-

fibre plates), it is possible to set

up

stationary or mobile measurement stations.
For stationary operation, the reference
targets can also be fixed to the walls and/or
ceiling of a measuring room, and the

of the

reference points will
again be calibrated with high precision.

coordinates

The measuring volume

is

unrestricted,

allowing the ProCam to be applicd to
objects of any size, with a measuring
accuracy of + 0.1 mrn + 0.1 mm/m distance
to panel (e.g. distance I m, accuracy + 0.2

mm). This offers sufficiently

high

accuracy potential for both large and small
objects.

Exthongeohle

Prohm probe tip

Preporing for

Prohn

reference ooinls

M

eso tnt

melsurenenls on 0 vehkle to be mshlested with

on the wolls of the meosurement thomber
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Applicolions ond Morkets

Aside from the obvious general-purpose
metrology system market, other niche
markets with very particular requirements,

in the fields of automotive and
aerospace testing, are also emerging.
Measurements on crash-test vehicles and
position detection for intelligent sensors
during modal-test analyses are just two
examples of successful applications of the
mainly

As the vibration

accuracy. Current tools like rulers and tape

instrumentation time.

measures are no longer accurate enough, but

testing of space hardware is almost a daily
task at ESTEC, the ProCam promises

the second-generation ProCam is uniquely

considerable gains

equipped for such a task.

in

efficiency

and

Test

reliability, particularly during intensive

Centre quickly demonstrated the key

testing periods involving large spacecraft
and other sizable objects. This type of
application could result in major

A first demonstration in the ESTEC
advantages

of the ProCam approach

and

the many benefits of its application in the
field of sound and vibration testing, not

worldwidemarketopportunities.

least the sisnificant reduction in

@esa

new-generation ProCam. The experience

gained

in

these and other areas of

application shows improved

system

Benefits for our Doily Lives:
The ESA Technology Tronsfer Progromme (TTP)

stabiliry and reliability during operation.
Manufacturing halls are another obvious
potential major application for ProCam, as

it is easy install several measurement
stations in various places and then to use

just one mobile probe for all of

the
measurements, particularly as the system

can be ready for operation within a few
minutes. Such a mobile application allows
fast checks to be made on the factory floor,
and the item to be measured no longer has
to be transported to a special measurement
room. This reduces set-up work and can

thus shorten product-development

and

production start-up times.
More than 15 ProCam systems, costing

0ver

the long-term sales target 50 installations per

year.

To fulfil the long-term

for less demanding
applications, will be produced. In fact, the
ProCam is expected to become AICON's
(www.aicon.de) leading product for the next
few years.
accuracy rating

fiis

long experience of how lo overcome lhe hozords ond problems oeoled

In 1990, the [uropeon Spoce Agency lounched o Technology Tronsfer Progromme
spore morkeB, open new opporlunilies for

fie

spoce

1o

provide spoce solulions for non-

industy ond inrreose Europet overoll mmpeliliveness on lhe

globol scene.

Obiedives of the Terhnology Ironsfer Progromne:

-

Adopfing spoce lechnologies for leneslriol opplirolions leoding to the improvemenl of our doily lives.

lioximising [5A! relurn on inveslmenl in spoce reseorrh, thus benefiling ESAt Member Sioles.
Providing opporlunilies for reseorrhers lo colloborole wilh olher orgonisolions.
Allowing the posibility for two-woy lronsfer:

.

spin-0ff from spoce l0 non-spo(e seclors, ond

o

fie

nofurol spin-in of fechnologies developed in non-spoce seclors.

Ihe TTP works in severol woys:

-

Ihe tSA lechnology lronsfer Progromme is corried oul by o nefwork of technology brokers

-

The TTP cooperoles wilh Nofionol Agencies ond

market

expectations, a less expensive version of the
second-generation ProCam, with a lower

posl 35 yeors, [uropeon spoce induslry hos goined consideroble experlise in building, lounching, rontrolling

by surh o hosfile envhonmenl, mony voluoble new bchnologies, producr ond proredures hove been developed.

between 60 000 and 80 000 Euros each, have

already been installed in Europe and the
United States. The short-term sales target is
20-30 installations worldwide per year and

fie

ond communicoting with sotellites. trom

osislonce in

-

ocross [urope ond

(onodo. Theh
iob is to identify technologies wilh polenfiol for non-spoce opplicolions on one side, ond on fie ofier
side lo deled fie non-spoce hchnology needs. Subsequenlly they help exploil fte lechnology ond provide

(enters

tSA

fte lronsfer

orocess.

wifi luropeon (ommunify

Networks such os

fie

Innovolion Reloy

(lR(tl.

TIPt

Porlnership (oncepr The TTP supporls proiecB ftol odopl spoce technologies for non+pore
by providing funding, in portnership wilh ofiers, for feosibiliry protoiype ond pre-morkel

opplkofions
sludies.

Resuhs
Ihe Progromme

hos olreody ochieved over 160 lronsfen or spin-offs from spoce t0 non-spo(e secton. Ihis suaes is
refleced by the foct fiol, since the stort of the Progrommme, technology lronsfer hos generoled more fion 25 million
Euros in

0ullook

turnover for Europeon spoce romponia ond 300 million lurm for fte non-spoce indu$ries involved. By 2005, o

furnover of more

fion I

billion Euros is expeded. Aheody 1500

iok

ond 25 new componies hove been seobd.

One of the most promising of the niche
applications has turned out to be the 3D-

To leorn more obout ESA's Technology Tronsfer Progromme, pleose conlocl:

position detection of a new generation of
intelligent sensors. For enhanced sound and
vibration testing and reliable simulations, it
is necessary to detect the position and

Piene

orientation

64

of those sensors with special
eso
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Murkus Bertxhi
Direclion [onceurs, ESA, Poris

I'likhel Guyon

Journoli$e ind6pendenl, Poris

'est une premidre pour I'industrie spatiale. Plus qu'un ralentissement

de

l'activit6, une espdce de trou noir, engloutissant les commandes en m6me temps
que les espoirs. Le march6 commercial des satellites s'est assoupi, entrainant
dans son sommeil le marche des lanceurs. La crise 6tait pourtant tout d fait previsible, et

ses pr6mices clairement identifiables, tout comme

le r6veil est d'ores et

d6jd

programm6...
Pendant des ann6es, marche commercial a rim6 avec marche teldcoms. Mais comme le
rappelle Marc Giget, Fondateur et Prdsident du cabinet de conseil Euroconsult, < ga Jitit
bien longtemps qu'il n'y a plus un coup de fil entre Ncw York et Paris qui passe par

satellite

r. Ce sont en fait les satellites de t6l6vision

qui constituent aujourd'hui

I'essentiel du march6 commercial. Pour comprendre la crise actuelle de ce secteuq et ses

implications sur les lanceurs,

il faut ainsi en chercher les racines

dans les

bouleversements intervenus au cours des vingt dernidres ann6es. On pourrait presque
parler de 'Vingt Glorieuses', tant la p6riode 6tait d I'euphorie.
Le panorama international s'est en effet radicalement mdtamorphosE depuis les ann6es
80. A 1'6poque, les march6s dans leur ensemble sont orient6s d la hausse. La demande
institutionnelle progresse ir un rythme soutenu en Europe. Les budgets des agences ne
cessent d'augmenter, celui de I'ESA se voit par exemple multipli6 par trois en I'espace
de l0 ans, de 1982 d 1992. Les mat6riels scientifiques se renouvellent ir une cadence
6lev6e. Mdme chose pour l'observation m6t6o. On assiste m6me ir l'6mergence d'un
march6 militaire non n6gligeable, une nouveautd en Europe. C'est alors que, venant
parfaire ce tableau, le secteur commercial va connaitre son premier envol. Derridre ce
succds se profilent en fait des march6s finaux trds vari6s, qui annoncent la r6volution de
f information d venir. Ijun de ces cr6neaux est occup6 par les tdl6communications
proprement dites - t6lephone mais aussi transfert de donn6es par fax et par Internet, un
r6seau alors naissant, passant par les lignes t6l6phoniques, d bas d6bit. IJautre grand
acteur de ce boom commercial est la t6l6vision, qui prend soudain une nouvelle
dimension, les chaines passant d6sormais par le satellite pour 6tre directement servies it
I'utilisateur, d domicile. C'est 1'explosion du concept dit DTH, autrement dit, le 'Direct
to Home' et ses millions de mini paraboles qui fleurissent aux balcons un peu partout
dans le monde. Un d6bouch6 qui allait bientdt repr6senter I'essentiel du march6 des
satellites. < C'est bien simple, reldve Marc Giget, au milieu des ann'les 80, quand

Ariane-4 dtcolle, huit vols sur dix sont alors d6di6s

d

des satellites

de

tiltcommunications >. Des engins encore mixtes d I'epoque, servant aussi bien aux
r6seaux de t6l6vision qu'd la tel6ohonie.
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Mais une autre r6volution

attend

I'industrie du petit 6cran: la compression
num6rique, qui debarque au milieu des

ann6es

90. Une technologie qui

va

fortement influer sur le domaine spatial. Et

pour cause: au lieu de faire passer une
seule chaine par canal. on va pouvoir en
faire passer 12. D'or) la naissance des
bouquets num6riques, les plateformes
DTH. Aux pionniers comme BSkyB et
Canalsatellite allaient trds vite s'ajouter de
nouveaux acteurs. DirecTV Echostar. TPS
ou encore SkyPerfecTV... ils seront
rapidement plus d'une cinquantaine dans

le monde d

occuper et se disputer le
cr6neau. Autant de distributeurs qui ont
profitd de la compression numerique pour
cr6er des centaines de chaines de t616,
diffusables ir grande 6chelle et ir un co0t
marginal. R6sultat: sur les six dernidres
ann6es, on est passe de quelque 800
chaines dans le monde ir plus de 10 000...
Ce ph6nomdne est d'autant mieux
accueilli dans I'industrie spatiale que les

institutionnel. Les besoins des fournisseurs

DTH sonl a l'image des engins mis
orbite, certains occupant un quart

en

m€me aliment6 d hauteur de 20 d 25o/o par
des constructeurs de satellites europ6ens.

de

Alcatel Space, Astrium et

satellite, d'autres - les plus gros clients utilisant jusqu'd quatre ou cinq satellites.
Des satellites toujours plus puissants,
toujours plus imposants, toujours plus
lourds, capables d'envoyer 450 chaines de
t6l6 d la fois ! Un march6 haut de gamme,
taille sur mesure pour Ariane.

On en est aujourd'hui d la deuxidme
g6n6ration de satellites DTH. A la
diff6rence de leurs p16d6cesseurs qui
arrosaient la France (avec Telecom-2) ou
l'Allemagne (avec DFF), les satellites 'Hot

Bird', comme on les appelle,

beaucoup

plus puissants, couvrent l'ensemble
I'Europe, et mOme

le

de

Moyen-Orient et

I'Afrique. Le tout, avec un seul satellite, en
alimentant plusieurs centaines de canaux

2r

satellites made in Europe. Dans un tel
contexte, qui aurait pu pr6dire la crise ir
venir? < Le marcht lui-m€me, alors
intrinsdquement porteur d'un ralentissement, au mieux >, note Marc Giget,
graphiques d l'appui '. < Dans notre dtude

de 2000, on s'est rendu compte

La situation qui pr6vaut d la fin des
90 incite pour le moins d

1a production
s'acc6ldre. Arianespace capte plus de la
moiti6 du march6 des lancements. lui-

investissements sont massifs,

deux ou trois ans. On a.fait des modiles de

dans le m€me temps, les commandes et les
perspectives de capacitis montaient trds
Jbrtement. On voyait ce gap se crter Dds
lors, on savait qu'il.faudrait se rtsoudre d
atterrir, t6t ou tard >.

1r,000
10,000

9,000

o
c

channels

7.000

for national TV

Launch of new TV chanoels

.E

b
=
o

5.000

1.000

l6l6vision sur sotellite

t980.2002
: Euroconsull)
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4.000
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viewers
abroad

6.000
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of terrestrial
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Broadcasting

8.000

p

qu'ot1

allait passer d'une moyenne de 25
satellites par an ii lancer en GTO d une
demande, en analysant pltts de 9000
chaines de tilt. Or, on voyait que la
demande commengait d s'infl1chir et que

l'optimisme. Les commandes aIfluent, les

t6l6vision va ainsi venir combler un vide et
compenser I'essoufflement du march6

quatre plus gros op6rateurs mondiaux (GE

Americom, SES, Intelsat, Inmarsat) ont
ainsi renouvel6 leur flotte avec des

2quivalente d celle de I 87 satellites lancts
l0 ans plus tdl ), indique Marc Giget.

connaissent

important
ralentissement. La forte croissance de la

42 satellites seront vendus (1e record
absolu est de 45, atteint en 1995). Les

petite quinzaine seulement, et ce, pendant

ann6es

alors un

leur part de marchd au plus fort de la
croissance, en l'an 2000, quand un total de

la fois. R6sultat. < un satellite lance en
2002 a Ltne capacitt de dffitsion

qui avaient soutenu
I'activit6 tout au long des ann6es 80,

budgets publics,

Alenia

AeroSpazio parviendront m6me ir doubler

Launch of the first analogue
pay television platform

Launch of several
digital DTH platforms
First Digital pay
television olatform

Un

secteur reput6 'artisanal' allait
bient6t d6couvrir qu'il 6tait un secteur
industriel comme les autres. Concernant

se produira pas cette fois-ci. En 20012002, les budgets publics, toujours en
crise, n'ont pas la capacit6 de combler le

l'incapacit6 de lancer leurs satellites. Une
dizaine d'engins sont ainsi stock6s en

les t6l6communications et la t6l6vision, les
satellites procddent en effet, en quelque

vide laiss6 par les satellites DTH, pas plus
que les constellations en LEO, dont la

Marc Giget: < La crise est anivte

sorte, du bien d'6quipement. Un domaine
qui, suite d l'installation initiale, implique
diff6rentes 6tapes, l'une d'elle 6tant

faillite - partielle - a sign6 la fin d'un
mythe, < quand certains annongaient le

l'utilisation effective du matdriel,

quasiment d la chaine, faisant penser qu'on
allait les produire comme on construit des
voitures... >, rappelle Marc Giget. Dans le

dot6

d'une dur6e de vie impartie,

en

I'occurrence, une quinzaine d'ann6es pour
les plus performants. < La crise est donc
loin d',etre structurelle, elle est simplement
cyclique >, pr6cise le sp6cialiste
d'Euroconsult, comparant le domaine des
satellites avec d'autres secteurs, celui des

lancement

de centaines de

satellites,

m6me temps, les applications broadband
sont loin d'avoir tenu toutes leurs
promesses. Pour preuve : pas moins d'une
quinzaine de fournisseurs d'accds Internet
haut d6bit ont fait faillite. Un constat plut6t

se sont greff6es les
difficult6s rencontr6es par les grandes

attendant de trouver preneur ! Analyse de
au

moment oil les principaux opdrateurs sont
devenus privts. Du coup, les investisseurs

ont refust d'avaliser le lancement de
satellites 'vides', autrement dit, sans que

les capacitds ne soient vendus

au

prialable. A une certaine 6poque, au temps

des monopoles, Intelsat pouvait

se

permettre de fonctionner avec 40%

de

surcapaciti pendant cinq ans. On langait
alors des satellites qui se remplissaient
petit d petit. Personne ne miserait sur une
telle logique aujourd'hui st.
Les surcapacit6s ne sont pas forc6ment

centraux tel6phoniques, des avions, ou
mieux, celui des ordinateurs, dont le parc

sombre, auquel

doit, suivant la m6me logique,

compagnies de t6l6coms et de m6dias.
De quoi d6primer encore un peu plus le
march6 des satellites, et par contrecoup,

constituer un atout, soit pour trouver de
nouveaux clients, soit pour servir de backup, en cas de panne d'un autre satellite.

celui des lanceurs. Avec une logique
implacable: les commandes de satellites

Ces surcapacit6s sont en g6n6ral de I'odre
de 20%. Aujourd'hui, mis ir part I'Asie qui
enregistre des surcapacit6s avoisinant les
30Yo, on est i l0% sur l'Europe et les

6tre

6galement renouvel6 ir intervalles
r6guliers. Entre deux g6n6rations, il y a
automatiquement une p6riode de creux,
que constructeurs et fournisseurs doivent
g6rer au mieux, d d6faut d'avoir pu

compte faire d6faut. Le jeu de balance

arrivent deux ans en moyenne avant qu'ils
soient fabriqu6s et environ trois ans avant
qu'ils soient lanc6s. Les constructeurs ont
donc 6t6 les premiers touch6s, avant que la
vague ne touche I'industrie des lanceurs.
La conjoncture s'6tant retourn6e, certains

sectorielle observ6e dans les ann6es 90 ne

oo€rateurs

I'anticiper.
Pour les satellites, la tAche est d'autant
plus rude que d'autres march6s, cens6s

prendre

18-

la reldve, allaient au bout

du

se sont retrouv6s dans

un handicap. Limit6es, elles peuvent m0me

Etats-Unis. < On a annul1 les surcapacitts
avant m€me qu'elles n'existent. Parce que
les opdrateurs ont dit 'Je ne lance pas',
quitte d annuler une commande ,ir, selon
Marc Giget. IJavantage? Le march6 est trds

Lifetime in years
PanAmSat

16

Arabsat

14

New Skies
Intelsat
SES Group
SES Americom

Telesat

scc

Eutelsat

12
Loral Skynet

JSAT

8

Top ten

average

6
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1993 1994 1905 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

2001
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sain. Une base solide dans la perspective
d'une reprise. Car reprise il y aura. On sait
quand les satellites ont ete 1anc6s. On sait
donc quand il faudra les renouveleq aux
alentours de 2006 pour les premiers
d'entre eux, placds en orbite au milieu des
anndes 90. D'aprds les estimations
d'Euroconsult, entre autres, ce sont ainsi

plus de 180 satellites qui seront

d

remplacer en 7 ans, soit un fond de march6
de 20 d 25 satellites par an. A I'oppos6 de

la situation actuelle. diverses projections
font m6me apparaitre une situation de

Sans le remettre en question, il n'en
demeure pas moins plusieurs 6l6ments
d'incertitude susceptibles de chahuter
quelque peu ce sc6nario prometteur. La

duree de vie effective des satellites
notamment. A la diff6rence de certains
satellites am6ricains (comme la s6rie 702

de Boeing, par exemple), dont

les

probldmes de fiabilite mettent en p6ril la
duree de vie programm6e, la plupart des
satellites actuellement en orbite tournent
rond. A l'image de nombreux engins
scientifiques, les satellites commerclaux

diffusion ne cessent d'augmenter dans le
m6me temps, comme on le voit pour la
diffusion des championnants de football
notamment, de I'Italie d la France.
Reste par ailleurs a savoir comment va
s'articuler le march6 des satellites
commerciaux dans les prochaines ann6es.
Outre la fusion probable de certains
bouquets DTH, on pourrait assister ir une

concentration des op6rateurs (sur le
moddle du r6cent rapprochement entre
SES et GE Americom), prdlude a une
rationnalisation des flottes. A moins qu'on

pourraient s'avdrer plus r6sistants que

se dirige vers un

r6gionalisation. De ce nouveau panorama

Galileo, dont 1e d6ploiement pourrait

pr6vu. Et durer plus longtemps. Il ne serait
donc plus aussi urgent de proc6der d leur
renouvellement. . . Sans compter que
certaines plateformes DTH, par manques
d'abonn6s, ne parviennent pas d amortir

encore booster la reprise.

leurs bouquets, alors que les droits

cycle trds haut dans la deuxidme partie de
la d6cennie, avec! sans doute, de nouveaux
projets de mobiles et multimedia, mis en

cuvre dans un contexte plus

favorable.
Sans oublier de vastes entreprises comme

processus

en gestation d6pendra 6galement la

de

taille et

le nombre des futurs satellites. Ainsi que
les besoins adaptds en

lanceurs...
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TOWARDS MARS!

-boot<

A up-to-date information package about the study and the
facts of planet Mars, created by 35 top Mars researchers fiom
the USA, Japan and Europe. World-leading experts on Mars most of authors are membels of the International Mars Exploration Working Group - present in this unique work the strategy up to year 201 l. The book contains illustrations from the
USA, Russia, Kazakhstan, Japan, Europe and China.
European Mars Exprcs.s mission with Beagle ll landing craft
are well documented in the book.
Astronomy Noru (England, U.K.):
"... Profusely illustrated, Toword.s Mars! really shines by the
excellent quality of its photographic contents; reproductions
of the Martian surface are particularly spectacular. If you want
to know what secrets Mars has yielded over the years and how
it will surrender more in the future, this book is for you."
The Jounutl of the British Astronomical Associcttion, June
2003:
"... Towurds Murs.t is intended tbr a general readership, but
BAA members and amateur astronomers generally will find
plenty of depth too, especially those interested in intrumentation or exploration. The book is visually very striking. It has
distinct flavour of its own ..."
Make your order by E-mail today or ask your bookseller.

RAUD PUBLISHING
Albertinkatu 17, FIN-00120 Helsinki, Finland
Phone & fax +358 - 9 - 2609 68-5
E-mail : raud

@

raudpublishing.com

www.raudpublishing.corn
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il lmporlonl?

Dovid Greves & Herve Joumier
(osl Anolysis Division, ESA Diredorote for

Whol is [osl Engineering ond Why is

Industriol Moilers ond Technology Progrommes,

No one who has responsibility for managing major, complex, high-tech programmes with
a high development content will dispute the importance of the cost and financial aspects
of the work, or the particular difficulty of assessing and controlling costs. Cost will be a
constant source ofconcern, but will be particularly to the iore when considering different
technical options, in conducting cost/technical trade-offs, in establishing budgets, in the
submission and evaluation ofprice proposals, in preparing fbr contract negotiations, and
in assessing the cost in.rpact ofintroducing changes to existing designs. The question is
how to tackle these aspects to be best able to predict or assess cost. how to minimise the
risk and impact of overspends against budgets, and how to ensure that there is an
appropriate balance between technical aspects and the related costs.
With these goals in mind cost engineering essentially attempts to capture practical
experience in a systematic way, to analyse that experience in order to develop tools and

ESTE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

lhe

discipline of'cosl engineering' con be

considered

to enromplss o wide

ronge

of rcst-

of engineering

and progromme

nlnlgement, but in portkular

cost eslinoting,

related aspects

cost onalysis/cosl ossessnenl, designlo-cosl,

xhedule analysis/plonning ond risk assessmenl.
fhese ore fundomentol losks whkh may be
undertoken by different groups in different

orgonizolions, but the term cost engineering
implies lhot lhey ore undertuken lhroughout
the proiect life-rycle by troined professionols
utilising oppropriote lechniques, rcst models,

models which, together with expert judgement, can be applied under different
circumstances to make predictions of likely cost or assessments of whether a proposed
cost is reasonable. An assessment of the likely cost and risk is made taking account of
past experience with similar activities and the assessment of associated trends, and of any
changes in working practices and productivity gains.
But cost engineering extends beyond the estimation and assessment of cost, because
these capabilities can also be applied to suppoft the aim ofachieving more cost-effective
results. Awareness of the related cost is a key factor in the choice of approaches and

took snd dutshsses in o rigorous woy, ond

design solutions, but traditionally the roles

applying expert iudgenent with due regard to

assessing the related costs have been separated both in time and responsibility. Typically,

the spedfk chcumsllnces of the octivity ond the

in the first instance the designer produces a design solution, which is then passed to other
functions such as rnanufacturing and tcsting to add their inputs, and finally ends up with
the estimator to calculate thc cost of implementing this solution. Unfortunately, this is
likely to be too late, as these exercises are often subject to time pressures that do not allow
fbr a solution that is too expensive to be changed in a controlled way, which would
normally require the design loop to be repeatcd.

informotion uvoilohle. In mosl instonces, lhe
oulput of o rcst engineering exercise is not on
end in itself but rslher on input to

moking process.

a

decision

of

establishing design solutions and of
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The alternative offered by

cost

engineering is to have cost information
available when design choices are being
made, so that they will be made in the

knowledge

of

where cost is a critical factoq this awareness
of costs can be applied in a design-to-cost

approach whereby the cost influence
directlv drives the choice of solution.

responsibility

working group on Cost Engineering

(EACE), in which ESA

approximately what the

different potential solutions are likely to
cost. This awareness of the likely cost is
essential to be able to make effective cost/
benelit trade-offs. In other circumstances

for the schedule analysis/
control and risk-assessment elements
usually rests with the function within a
project management team known as

Cost engineering therefore embraces
many facets of project management and
engineering. The European Aerospace

'Project Control'.

actively

participates, has developed a Cost
Engineering Capability lmprovement

Cost engineering is a discipline with
relatively few full-time practitioners, who

Model (CECIM) in which 20 domains and
more than 120 orocesses are identified
which can be said to fall within the broad

are to be found mainly in larger organisations.

scope

Therefore, cost-engineering groups and
professional bodies like EACE - originally

of cost engineering. Responsibility

known as the ESA/Eurospace Working
Group on Cost Engineering - are very
important in helping to maintain the level

for these tasks varies from one
organisation to another; in ESA

Cost-Estimcting Methods
There ore mony differenl opproodes ond mefiods for eslimoling 0r ossessing cosls, oll of which hove odvontoges ond disodvontoges under porliculor
(ir(umsl0nces. Foclors delermining fie mosl oppropriole method will include the nolure of fie oclivily lo be cosled or ossessed, fie degree of fomiliority of

fie orgonisolion with the ilem or oclivily to

be rosled, ond

informolion ond the fime ovoiloble lo prepore

fie

fie exlenl

fo which reference con be mode lo previous exer(ises,

eslimole. Other key ospecls ore lhe sloge in

specifit tuslomer requiremenls in lerms of presenlolion of rosl deloils, ond

"sonifi theck" 0n meons lo verify lhol fte

fie

fie

overoll cycle ol which

fie ovoilobility of relioble design
fte eslimote is being mode, the

degree of orrurocy required. Usuolly severol melhods will be opplied os o

resuhs ore volid. The mosl common opproorhes

lo eslimofinfoi

ossessmenl ore:

- "Rule of lhumb" opprooch
This opprooth

k ofien used for the rough ond ropid sizing of on oclivily in lerms of

ond il implies experl iudgemenl ond dose fomiliority wilh
be suffirienfly 0tturole in (ertoin cir(umslon(es.

-

fid

cosl. lls opplicolion is usuolly limited to very specific oreos of odivity

field of ocfivily. h is nol very sophisfi(oled, but the ropidly ovoiloble cost opproximotion moy

Detoiled "gfass-rool" of "bollon-up" opproach

Wift lhis melhod, deloiled e$imoles 0re m0de 0t relolively low leveh in the work breokdown slruclure, lypirolly ot work-pockoge or tosk level.

This opprooch

is dosely relofed lo scheduling, plonning ond resour(e 0ll0(0li0n ond is both lime<onsuming ond co$ly. h requires o good knowledge of the octivity ond
lhere oho needs lo be 0 reosonoble level of definition for

fte exerdse to

be meoningful. Very often, ond rerloinly in

opprooth hos lo be followed by bidden in order lo be oble lo presenl fte deloiled co$ing informolion thol
from

fie fime ond effort involved

ond lhe spurious oaurocy implied by lhe process, is

fie

thd fie indusion of

fte

cose

of

ESA

lender octions, such on

Agency requires. One potenfiol problem, oport

confingenries for eorh elemenl moy well leod to

on exressive omount of oggregole conlingenry, resuhing in on unreolisfitolly high esfimole.

-

Analogy

fie cosl of previous orlivilies or ilems ond using fiol os 0 referen(e for preditting
fie oaurory of exisling doh, on being oble to idenfify differences betueen fie presenl

This commonly opplied method esentiolly relies on being oble lo oscerloin

fie co$ of o proposed

new odivily or ilem. h fterefore depends on

ond posl otlivily or ilem, bul oho on loking due ocrounl of ony observed cosl lrends ond ony chonges in rircumslonres fhol might hove o beoring on cosls.

- Conpelilive suppliu

proposols

Where il is inlended lo subtonlrod on oclivify, commilling subronlroclor proposok submiiled on o compelilive bosis ore likely to be

fie

most relioble esfimole

posible. However, (uslomers should reloin the obility lo estimole ond onolyse fie cosl of work lo be subconlroded, porliculorly when fiere is little or no
reol competilion, or where there is

fie likelihood of

subsequenl cuslomer-generoted

chonges.

- Poranelrit opprooch
Poromelrk estimoling enloils

fie

onolysis of cost, progrommolic ond technirol dolo lo idenffy cosl drivers ond develop cost models. The opproorh

torreloles co$ ond monpower informolion wift poromelers desaibing

fie ilem lo be costed. This proces

esenfolly

resuhs in sels of formuloe known os "Cost-[stimolion

lo produce cosl oulpuls for different elemenls of on esfimole. Porometric modeh moy be developed by ony
fie rose of
commertiolly developed modeh, il is imporlonl fiol fiey ore colibroled by referenre lo sperific dolo from fie user orgonisotion. Whih fiere moy be
Relofionships'(C[RS), whirh ore opplied

orgonisolion from onolysis of its own dolo, bul fiere ore olso exlernol modek ovoiloble, some of whirh ore morkeled on o commerriol bosis. In
significonl cosls in developing suth models or licensing commerciol models, fhey hove o number of odvonloges, porliculorly in
ossessmenls to be mode foirly ropidly ond of lifile rost.
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fiol fiey

ollow eslimotes or

It also facilitates the
development and application of

fairest estimate possible based on

methodologies and tools that would not be
cost-efTective for individual Directorates to
do because of the relative infrequency of

Over the last four years or so, the Cost
Engineering Section has made significant

ofexpertise and awareness ofnew tools and
techniques. The ESA Cost Engineering
team also has frequent and close contacts
with NASA cost-engineering groups
within the framework of an agreement on
cooperation in cost-engineering practices.

standard format.

(osl Engineering in

permits a cross-fertilisation of experience.
A further feature is that the Cost
Engineering Section is neutral, being
hierarchically independent of the customer
Directorates and therefore able to offer an
independent assessment that is unbiased
and objective, something which may not be

ESA

In ESA there is a centralised

Cost
Cost
Analysis Division, which forms part of the
Agency's Directorate of Industrial Matters
and Technology Programmes. This

Engineering Section within

centralisation ensures

the

that there

is

systematic gathering of cost, technical,
programmatic and schedule information
for all areas of activity according to a

Whqt

ftst

major procurement actions in each
Directorate. Moreover, the fact of being
involved in the full range of ESA domains

possible

for

engineering/project staff

closely associated with the activity. Tn any
estimating or assessment exercise, the
Section's sole motivation is to produce the

Engineering now does for

the

available information.

changes in its working approach. One
problem was that whilst previously the
Section was fully involved in assessing the
cost of proposals submitted by industry it
was not getting involved sufficiently early
in programme life-cycles and its tools and
databases were not being fully exploited
and were not contributing optimally to the
effort of finding cost-effective solutions

for the Agency's projects. A strategic
decision was therefore taken to try to

become more involved in projects in their
formative stages. Fortuitously, this

coincided

with the setting of

the

Concurrent Design Facility (CDF)

at

its Users

fie servires of (osl [ngineering when pulling numbers logelher in order lo presenl fie finontiol elemenls of o
me Boords. This moy involve coming forword wilh preliminory (osl eslimoles when lhere moy be few or no inpub from
le would be the eorly (0nsider0li0n of tondidole proieds for future Science missions.

nlist

T

enls expressed in ESA Invitotions to Tender (lIIs) for moior proiects ore quile slondord in lerms of fte need to tomplele fie Prke
Breokdown Forms (P55-A forms) ond to submil the finonciol proposol (E(05 files). Ihere is qlso o $ondord formot for expresing fie cosling requiremenls
in eorly phoses wift resped lo the formol ond conlenl of fte co$ eslimoles ftol fie [onlrodor is lo produte.

-

Porticipotion in TEBs

fie moin procuremenl odions os Tender Evoluofion Boord (TEB) or (osl Ponel members. The fint responsibility
when industrioifinonciol proposoh ore re(eived is to inlerprel them (using fie EC0S files) in order to give PonelfiEB members the test possible
(ost tngineering

underslonding of

is sy$emolicolly involved in

fie

price os proposed by the bidder. In oddilion, o'should cosf" onolysis is usuolly prepored

lo supporl lhe osessmenl of fie tost whith

leom lo orienlole ils discusions with the seleded or short-listed bidders. The (ost
(ost
Auditing Secion wilh resped lo defermining the oaephbilily of the roles ond overheods, profil
Engineering Section oho works rlosely wilh fte Industriol

hos been proposed ond to subsequently ollow

fie

ESA negoliolion

roles ond prke-revision formuloe proposed by fenderers.

ond the ESA Proiecl Teom. Ihere is olso the posibility lo corry oul on inlernol independeil cosl-eslimoling exercise involving fte Proiec Teom.memben,
ftus combining the benefits of cost-engineering lools ond experience ond the spetifk knowledge of fiose dosesl to lhe work. This moy be then be used in
suppoil of derisions concerning

-

fie proiecl, or lo provide inpuls in order lo reinforce fte Agenryt negoliofing

posilion.

Porlicipation in Reviews

Cost Engineering is somelimes invited

to portkipole in design reviews, especiolly when ftere ore some deliverobles reloled lo cosl eslimoles or where lhere
fie concepls proposed by fie (ontrodor.

ore cosiimplicoiions wilh solufions odopted. Ihis usuolly involves providing independenl ossessmenl ond onolysis of

;
p

ww.eso inl

,clivities os 0 member of

fie

core leom. In some woys

fiis is fie mosl fulfilling role os it is very mu(h proodive,

0 reol contibution t0 finding tosl-effecfive design soluilons.
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ESTEC on a trial basis at the end of 1998.

when Cost Engineering Section was
invited to participate as part of the core

PT

manipdation

team. This was a real step forward because,

by being involved from the outset in each
study, it became possible to participate in a

pro-active manner, making timely
cost/benefit analyses allowing the early

identification and discardins of

Contractor's

unaffordable solutions.
There are instances where the Section

is

requested

to

PT and t/\,BS

own part
manipdation

prepare completely

independent cost estimates as an input to

ECOS PROCESS FLOW

the Project team. However, in the same
way as its involvement in the CDF, the
Section has also been able to become more

proactive in other programmes where it has
worked together with project teams and
their technical support, co-ordinating the
preparation of an in-house estimate

project's constituent systems, subsystems
and equipment. A major advantage of

this is that it ensures a degree of
standardisation so that there is a consistent
approach to cost/work breakdown not only

benefiting from the input of all available

through the contractual hierarchy on

expenence.

particular project, but also between projects.

a

Several other space organizations.
Tools of the Trode

including the Italian Space Agency, also

The Cost Analysis Division

is

the

regularly use ECOS for their own
purposes. One of the strong features of

custodian of the ESA PSS-A series of
price-breakdown forms required in the
submission to the Agency of all price
proposals. The use of these forms ensures

ECOS is the ability to compare normalised
work-breakdown structures. For both ESA
and Industry, it guarantees the ability to

the breakdown of cost so as to give
adequate visibility, but also a standard

checklist system, and it also provides the
possibility to compare similar activities
from one project to another.

breakdown and presentation as regards the
different categories and elements of cost.
The Division has had developed software
called ECOS (ESA Costing Software) that
allows bidders to prepare and present their

financial proposals in an efficient and
rigorous manner. Both Industry and the
Agency have a strong interest in using
ECOS, because the complexity

Industrial teams

for major

of

the

space

programmes makes the calculation and
aggregation of the financial contributions
a difficult exercise. An important feature
of ECOS is the computerised integration
of data at successive levels of the
contractual hierarchy, thereby avoiding the
onerous task ofmanual integration ofdata
from several sources, a task that is both
time-consuming and error-prone.
ECOS also imposes a product-tree
approach to the work breakdown, so that

there
74

is a uniform definition of
eso
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the

identify each activity properly through

a

To be effective and bring the right level

of expertise to all of its activities, the Cost

is constantly
developing or acquiring the most extensive
and pertinent set of cost models possible.
The first step is to properly organise the
accumulation ofreference data, and this is
Engineering Section

done mainly using

a

cost/technical/

programmatic database called CEDRE
(Cost Engineering Data Repository for
Estimates). This database has some
normalisation features that allow the data
to be pre-processed before being exploited
in the development of cost models for the
different applications. These cost models
are then integrated into a cost-estimating
software system such as RACE (Rapid
Advanced Cost Estimate). This development allows the Section to produce cost
estimates for a complete spacecraft, based
on the mission requirements and payload

definition, very rapidly, with a level of
accuracy commensurate with the decisionmaking needs.
A lot of focus is placed on determining
the value for money of proposed design
concepts. There is therefore currently a

broad action within ESA aiming at
developing design-to-cost oriented
models, with Cost Engineering working
together with staff of the Directorate of
Technical and Operational Support and

other ESA Directorates. The Cost
Engineering Section's participation in the
CDF studies is also a major help in making
progress in this area.
The cost-engineering tools used are not
limited to internally developed cost
models. The Section also makes extensive
use of commercially available parametric
packages such as PRICE, which includes a
series

of

specialised cost models for

hardware and software. These commercial

parametric tools are sometimes very
convenient for filling-in gaps in the more
specialised set of internally developed
models. Also, a number of models for
specific activities and systems have been
obtained free-of-charge as a result of ESA's
cooperation in the development of those
models.

The maintenance of a permanent state-

of-the-art cost-engineering infrastructure
also leads to the use of some integrated
solutions, such as the Ace-It product. This

tool. acquired under license. permits a
number of different cost models to be
managed in an integrated manner and also
addresses the documentation and reporting
needs.

(onrlusion

The Atruroty of Cost [stimoles ond Cosl Assessmenls

'h is the nork of on instructed ninl lo rest sotisfied

wilh the

degree

of

precision which

lhe noture ol the suh'iect odmils onl not lo seek exoclness when only on opproximotion of
the lrulh is

Possihle"'

Arisroile

For ony cosl-eslimoling or cosl-ossessmenl exercise the ochievoble level of occurocy will be dependent on

fie
to

level of understonding of the problem,

fie

fie

The deskoble level of occurocy is

fie roneclness of lhe informolion relofing
fie rosl model itself.

compleleness ond

cost-driving poromelers, ond the quolity of

fiof which is sufficient lo ollow o ronecl dedsion-moking

process.

In mony siluolions il will be sensible lo give o ronge of proiected cosB from 0 "lowesl" cosl, l0 0 "mosl
likely" cosl ond o "highesl" rosl. Ihis is known os o firee-poinl estimole-wilh the widlh of fie ronge or
spreod being indirotive of the perceived degree of unrerlointy os delermined by o risk-ossessmenl

exerrise.

Cost Engineering in ESA is established on
a sound footing and is extending the scope

of its activities with a rapidly
increasing internal customer base. Whilst
and level

cost estimating and cost

assessment

remain fundamentally important activities,

there is also a new focus on the addedvalue coming about as a consequence of
earlier cost-engineering involvement in

programme life-cycles. Its operations
within the context of the CDF are a good
model to illustrate its value and potential in
this respect, namely working in a proactive
way and making a major contribution to

identifying affordable solutions to achieve
programme objectives.
However, there are many other situations

Estimating the cost of project software is

a

great challenge. The difficulty in

accurately predicting the size of software,

the rapid evolution in languages and
programming tools, the reuse of existing
software modules and the inclusion of
COTS (commercial off-the-shelf products

makes estimating software development
costs really problematic. The Agency has
therefore been striving for some years,

with the help of the INSEAD business
school, to establish reliable software
development metrics for cost estimating
and assessment purposes. INSEAD
routinely gathers data on software
projects not only in the space domain but

also in other hi-tech sectors, and
analyses it in order to produce predictive
models.

of (o$ Ensineerins for

ESA ond

assess costs and

financial health. Ifthey fail to do so, they
risk becoming uncompetitive in both
institutional and commercial markets and
unprofitable, either because they feel
obliged to accept work on the basis of
uneconomic prices in order to secure
orders or because they have unwittingly
Therefore, in addition to endeavouring
to consolidate and improve its own costengineering capabilities for its own
purposes, ESA is also actively encouraging
the development of the cost-engineering
capabilities of its contractors. Apart from
identifying cost-engineering principles and
practices in its own Project Management

support

with restricted budgets, with a changing
industrial environment in which effective
competition may not always be possible,
and with an increasing momentum of technological development and programme
complexity, the need for and benefits of
effective cost-engineering services will
become even more evident.

Having established

underestimated the costs.

in its

value. It can be expected that in the future,

of the ECSS

a

sound basis in

organisational terms, with the changes in
its working practices that have taken place
over the last four years, the costengineering service is now in a good
position to move forward, taking advantage
of the rapidly developing software tools
and consolidating its own experience in

order

to meet the challenses

opportunities that lie ahead.

and

@esa

Management Standards, ESA's General
Conditions of Tender for major projects

will in

ESA and its industrial contractors have

mutual interest in practising

a

and

promoting cost-engineering in support of
the goal of achieving cost-effective
performance. Space projects tend to be

inherently complex and costly, and so
being able to control costs and to achieve

is

extremely
important for the Agency and its Member
States who ultimately provide the funding.

www eso.int

to achieve
cost-effective solutions for their own

to properly

Manual,

ilrjrr,fi

cost-effective missions

The industrial companies participating in
the space programme also need to be able

regularly encountered in the Agency's
programmes where cost engineering is
increasingly demonstrating its added

future require not only the
presentation of cost and pricing
information in a certain format, but

also the identification

of the cost-

estimating methods and tools applied

by the

contractor

for the different

elements. This should give both the
contractor and ESA greater confidence in
the costing details and make it easier for
both parties to agree fair and reasonable
pnces.
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lnlroduclion
E,ducation activities have always existed at ESA and the
word 'education'evcn appears in the Agency's Convention.

Until thc nrid-90s, however, most of the

education
activities at ESA were directed at university students, via

training periods, fcllowships and the Young Graduate
Traincc (YGT) scheme. There were sorne activities aimed
at younger children. but they were usually one-off
actlvltres or evcnts.

high gravity

Some years ago, it became evident that throughout
E,SA's Mcmber States thcre was a stccp decline in the
interest of youngsters in sciencc and technology and that
there was a high risk that there would not be cnough
teachers, scicntists or engineers in l0 or 20 years'time.
This prompted the Agency to bcgin building a coordinated
programme targeted not only at students, but also at
children as young as six and their teachers (starting with
the Physics On-Stage event in Geneva in 2000). The marn
rationale is to tap into the motivation and curiosity that
childrcn have at that age and hopefully steer some ofthem
towards scientific studies and professions later in life.
One of the challenges that we are faced with in building
a European space-education programme is that our

Member States are very diverse, and their educational
systems also, not to mention the problem of languagcs.
Thcre are [l languagcs in use in today's l5 ESA Member
States. Sonre countries have a national curriculum within
a strong national education system, some a regional one,
and it is very difficult to define products or activities that
fit perfectly with all olthese curricula. On thc other hand,
some concepts arc universal and studied all over Europe

and we are trying to benefit from that by identifying
generic tools that teachers can easily adapt to their specific
needs.

The Space Board Game presented here is a

zero gravity

M

eso tnl

good

example of such a tool. lt is simple to use, adaptable to the
needs and wishes of the teacher (way to play, duration,
level of the qucstions), and it can be used as a complemcnt
to regular scientific or language classes. Teachers can also
ask their pupils to enrich it by devising new qucstions.
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The game is available from the ESA
website (www.esa.int/education) to
facilitate distribution and allow all those
who have access to a computer and the
Internet to download it free of charge.

Most schools in Europe already have
Internet access. or will have it very soon.
New questions are prepared every month

to maintain the children's interest and
allow teachers to use the game several
times. The game is available in English,
French and Spanish in its first version,
with German and Italian following. We
are. of course. ready to incorporate new
languages, where teachers or national

The important point is not that the pupils

The game started with 150 tests and

know how to answer all the questions, but
that they remember the correct answers
once the game is over, thereby learning
about space and its importance in our

questions directed primarily at 13 to 17
year olds, and it is being updated each
month with 20 new questions and tests.
Questions are graded according to three
levels of difficulty, allowing teachers to
select the easier ones so that primary level
classes can also play the game. The board

everyday lives.
Teachers can also ask pupils to do some
research into a specific subject in order to
prepare for the game and attempt to answer

itself, which was designed by ESA

the most difficult questions, even if they
are relatively young. They can also be
asked to prepare new questions on a
specific topic for their fellow pupils and
thereby enrich the game. Encouraging

Publications Division, is downloadable on
two .A.4 sheets and suitable dice and
counters are also suggested.
Our hope is that many schools will use
ESA's Space Board Game regularly in their

bodies feel able to undertake the necessary

translation.
The Principle

A

comet, Saturn, the Moon, the Milky
Way, Gagarin, Armstrong, Meteosat ...

Tfir progrrmmr

space always excites the curiosity. We are

Edurp.o
Wodd Sprc. W..l
Phyria on Strg.
Al proj.d

therefore trying to exploit this curiosity to
encourage youngsters to find out more
about space, not as a formal subject, but as
a game, a game that can be played not only
in school, but also at home and during the

A

holidays.

Our first target group being teachers, the
Space Board Game was developed by a

S...ch
l- ett
6 Egl Home

with teachers. It

is

structured so that teachers can easily
incorporate it into the school timetable and
use it in different ways, and so that
organisers ofyouth activities can also use
it. Discussions with teachers at the ECIS
(Berlin 2002),Teach Space (ESTEC 2003)
and other educational events highlighted
possible scenarios for the game's

::::r"

as part

of the study of subjects related to
space, such as biology, geography and
physics

-

to assist in the teaching offoreign languages

-

to build projects related to science, with
the pupils developing their own questions
at the end of the day when pupils become
less attentive and can be re-motivated by
a game

-

t8
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discussion and comments after each test or
set ofquestions is also an essential part of
achieving the objectives of the game.

It was conceived

as a traditional board

game, but with different sets of questions
or problems depending on the square on

which the counter falls. This can

be

teaching, and that as a result pupils
throughout Europe will become more
aware of the immense possibilities of space

and the benefits that it brings in our daily
lives. We also hope that, as part of this
learning process, ESA's work in general
and the activities of its Education Office in

clues

particular will become much better known
to the younger generation.
For any questions relating to ESA
Education activities, please send an e-mail

given by the teacher. Falling on special

to education@esa.int, do not forget to make

squares results

in special actions, such as

allowing you

to

regular visits to the Education web site at
www.esa.int/education to catch up on
the latest news, and send us your own
questions for incorporation into the
game!
@esa

answering a quiz-type question, making a

drawing so that others in the team can
guess the chosen wor4 or finding a word

or subject by following a series of

move the counter of

another team, blocking you on your current
square, or sending you back to the start due

during school side activities outside the

to your counter falling on the

classroom. e.s. Centres de loisirs in France.
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A possible extension ol spacecraft operations

well, and that there are no

beyond the current end-of-mission date

The Board did not find any reason "to doubt

najor open lssues'.

(September 2004) was discussed by the ESA

that lntegralwould be able to carry out its

Version 6 of the ISO Data Archive was

Solar System Working Group (SSWG) at its

foreseen 5-year mission (2 year nominal and

released in July. This upgrades the

meeting in April, and was presented to the
NASA Sun-Earth Connections (SEC) Senior

might be possible."

functionality associated with, and visibility of

3 year extended) and that further ertensions

the Highly Processed Data Products (data
reduced systematically'by hand'), and allows
for the continuous ingestion of ISO catalogues

continuing the mission is to follow the evolution

The Integral Science Data Centre (ISDC) is

of the Sun and heliosphere in the aftermath of

and atlases from the community. Projects

the magnetic polarity reversal that occuned in

routinely sending data and processed science
products to observers. In addition, the ISDC

focussed on reducing data from selected

connection with the recent solar maximum. lf

has released the Off-line Science Analysis

observing modes are also undenivay.

approved, the extended mission would include

software to allow observers to oerform more

high-latitude passes in 2007 and 2008. Both

detailed analysis of their data at their home

lS0 continues to have a significant presence

the SSWG and the Senior Review panel

institutes.

in the refereed literature, with more lhan one

recognised the scientific importance of

(GR8030501) was detected in the field of

thousand articles drawing upon ISO data, and

continued Ulysses observations.

view of Integral's gamma-ray imager by the

Review in June. The orime motivation for

covering almost all areas of astronomy, having

0n

1 May, a gamma-ray burst

automatic software running at the ISDC,

appeared since late 1996! A press release

The scientific productivity of Ulysses remains

and an alert was sent to the astronomical

was issued to mark this milestone.

high, with collections of papers appearing in
three special issues of scientific journals

community giving the burst's position to within

The Proceedings of the symposium'Exploiting
the ISO Data Archive - Infrared Astronomy in
the Internet Age'have been published (ESA

durino 2003.

Moon) just 30 seconds after the burst started.

4 arcmin (about 1/1Oth the diameter oi the lull

A special issue of Astronomy & Astrophysics
later this year will provide detailed descriptions
of the instrument performances and calibration

SP-511)by ESA Publications Division, and the
Proceedings of the conference'The Calibration
Legacy of the ISO Mission'are in press (ESA
Integral continues to operate smoothly,

and the first scientific results from the early
mission phase. One of the highlights is

ISO Handbook is also being finalised by ESA

performing observations on behal{ of the

the clear detection by the gamma-ray

Publications Division.

astronomical community and guaranteed-time

spectrometer (SPl) ol line emission from

holders. 93% of the available time is allocated

radioactive aluminium

for scientific observalions, with the remainder

months of operation. This gamma-ray line

SP-481). The Legacy version of the S-volume

(26A1)

after only a few

being used for spacecraft manoeuvres and

reveals where new atoms have recently been

maintenance activities. With this good overall

created by supernovae

efficiency, all available high-priority targets

signalling the end

o1

- the huge explosions

massive stars. The clear

Ulysses mission operations continue to run

should be observed by the end of 2003, as

detection of this line so early in the mission

smoothly, with lhe spacecrafl and all scientific

planned. The Integral Science Operations

opens up the exciting possibility of making

instruments in good health. On 1 August,

Centre (SOC) at ESTEC is busy preparing the

Ulysses was 5 AU (750 million km) from the

Announcement of Opportunity to the scientific

more detailed studies of this and other
gamma-ray lines using Integral.

Sun,

1

1o

north of the solar equator, on its way

to aphelion at Jupiteis orbit. An aulonomous

community for proposals to cover the second

yea/s observing programme.

switchover from the prime to the redundant
Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) and

A shortage of telemetry had been a concern

Power Conditioning units (EPC) occuned on

since launch, but the situation is now much

15 February. A commanded switchback to the

improved after a software patch uploaded in

orime units on 6 March was unsuccessful. The

May increased the telemetry rate by 25%. At

redundant EPCfiWTA unils are operating

the same time, the necessary improvements in

Earth-observation science programme to be

nominally, and no lurther attempts will be

the ground segment were introduced to cope

made to switch back to the prime units for the

with the increased telemetry rate.

pursued and more complete exploitation of the
data products delivered by the CHRIS

Integral passed a major mileslone when the

of the receiving equipment at ESA's Kiruna

been in continuous operation for 12 years.The

Mission Pedormance Verification Review was

station in Sweden has been completed and it

investigation into the anomaly is still in

successfully completed: "The Board concluded

now routinely receives CHRIS data, which are

progress.

that the lntegral spacecraft, instruments, and

then fed into the processing chain to generate

ground segment are all peflorming extremely

added-value oroducts.

time being. A failure of the prime travelling
wave tube is considered possible, since it has
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The PROBA soacecrafl has continued to
perform well. This has allowed the planned

instrument on board PROBA. The installation

Arianespace for the combined operations. The
MFAR also confirmed the flight-readiness of

the payload, so that everything is now in place
to start the launch campaign.
Preparation of the Mission Operations Centre
(MOC) at ESOC and the Science and
Technology Operations Co-ordination (STOC)
at ESTEC is proceeding on schedule.The
Ground Segment Readiness Review for the
STOC has been successfully completed, and

the MFAR confirmed the overall readiness of
the SMART-1 Ground Segment.
The Final Mission Analysis Review took place
on 25 June at Arianespace in Evry. No technical
issues remain unresolved concerning either the
Sinulloneous inoging spectrlstopy hon sporc of on ogriulturol

areo neor

The E0 science programme has been

by the IllERlS inslrunenl on Envisll
with 300 m spotiol resolution (left) ond the (HRIS instrumenl on
PROBA with 20 m spotiol resolution (righl)
Alhocele, Spoin

launcher interlaces or lhe launcher itself, but a
few minor issues need to be formally closed out
at the Launch Readiness Review on

1

1 July.

augmented with a dedicated field experiment

Launch oreoarations are on schedule for the

in suooort of the SPECTRA Phase-A.

Ariane-S vehicle (V162) carrying its triple cargo

Successful image acquisitions were made over

of Insat-3E, e-Bird and SMART-1 to lift

the Barrax test site near Albacete, Spain, on

28 August at 23:04 GMT.

three consecutive days in July. An extensive
field measurement campaign involving 10
different European institutions and some 40
scientists, and including soil, vegetation and
atmospheric measurements, was carried out
in parallel with the CHRIS acquisitions
The performance of the CHBIS instrument in
particular, and of the PROBA platform as a
whole, indicate that further exploitation of the
platform and EO inslruments is desirable, and
the necessary funding is therefore being
activelv souoht.

In the early months of the year, the SMART-1

flight model successfully completed all of its
system tests. The Mission Flight Acceptance
Review (MFAR) Board, meeting on 8 July,
confirmed the soacecraft's readiness for air
shipment to the Kourou (Fr. Guiana) launch
site, which willtake place on 15 July.The
launch campaign itself has already been
prepared in detail, and all of the main
spacecraft preparation activities will be
completed before the end of July. The
spacecraft will then be handed over to

www.eso.inl

Plodng

of SMARI-I inlo its trlnsport ontoiner for shipnent lo Kourou
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on

Astrium GmbH) and the first major results will
be presented in September. Another contract

inslrument commissioning has been

has been placed with the British company E2V

are coming to an end, the preparations for

successfully completed. Whilst these activities

for the development of the CCDs for the

Mars arrival will soon commence with

Eddington instrument. In parallel, ESA has

simulation and trainino sessions.

formally exercised a contractual option with
the delivery of a recunent Herschel

The Herschel/Planck development effort is

Alcatel

proceeding at a good pace, with the detailed

spacecraft bus for Eddington

Jor

design of the components for the two spacecraft
fully underway. Some critical hardware elements
are already being manufactured, including the
helium tanks and the vacuum vessel for the
The Venus Express project has seen two

Herschel cryostat, the cryogenic radiator baffle
for the Planck payload module, and a number of

Two Antonov heavy-lift cargo aircraft left

other components that need to be ready early

Toulouse (F) airport on 19 and 21 March

Review was successfully completed in March

nextyear in time for the first integration activities.

canying 48 tonnes of equipment for the launch

and more recently the Intermediate Design

Similarly, the activities associated with the

campaign in Baikonur, Kazakhstan, including

Review for the Ground Segment has been

software definition for the two soacecraft are

successfully concluded. The contract for

progressing and being used as inputs for the

the Mars Express spacecraft and Beagle-2.
Their departure was preceded by the Flight

definition of the spacecraft operations. All ot

Acceptance Review, which gave the green

signed with Starsem, which means that Venus

these activities are being consolidated at

light for transport to the launch site.

orovision of the launch services has been
Express will be launched on a Soyu/Fregat
vehicle from Baikonur, like Mars Express.The

spacecraft level, and form the inputs {or the next
major overall technical review in the life of the

The preparations at Baikonur went very

proyect, namely the Critical Design Review

smoothly and no problems were encountered

(CDR) to be held in spring 2004.

during the 12-week-long campaign. This

Good progress has been achieved in the

major reviews:the Mission Preliminary Design

launch window will open on 26 October 2005.
The soacecraft mechanical structure is now

allowed the launch to be moved forward by a

ready at Contraves in Zurich (CH) and is

few days to 2 June. The Soyu/Fregat launch

awaiting transportation to Astrium Ltd. for

preparation and manufacture of the very

vehicle blasted off at 23:45 local time, injecting

integration of the propulsion system. In terms

specialised facilities needed to validate the

the spacecraft onto a pedect departure

of electrical testing, the transfer ol the

oerformance of Herschel and Planck under

trajectory to Mars.

cryogenic conditions, in particular the Belgian
facilities for the optical testing of the Planck
reflectors and the 3.5 m Herschel telescooe at

The soacecraft has since been checked out
and the near-Earth phase of the scientific-

ultra-low cryogenic temperatures. Another
special facility, the Cryogenic Vibration Facility,
has already been used to vibration test an early
model of the Herschel PACS instrument's

cryogenic optical unit.
Progress is also being made on the scientific
instruments themselves, with the instrument
teams building and integrating elements of the
qualification models ol the focal-plane units.
However, uncertainties in the funding status
of the instrument consortia in some countries
are affecting the activities and impacting
completion of the instrument activities and
unit deliveries. Activities are focussed on
solving shortterm problems, but the tight
funding situation is expected to continue.
For the new Eddington mission that is now part
ol the programme, two parallel definition studies

were started in April (at Alcatel Space and
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electrical test bench from Mars Exoress to
Venus Express is nearly complete. Integration

llors Exprcs during ils preJounth integrotion in Boikonur

of the first engineering models of the scientific
instruments has started.

dialogues with European teams working

(MSG) spacecraft, MSG-1, have been

especially early in the mornings. This allowed

completed. The second part o{ the Com-

all pre-launch activities

missioning Results Review, conducted by

1o

be completed very

At its May 2003 meeting, the ESA Science

successfully and both the payload and the

Eumetsat, will take place in mid-July. All tests

Programme Committee decided on the new

CSSAR subsystems were delivered to Beijing

have confirmed better than specified

Rosetta baseline mission. This will be to comet

by 10 July for integration into the spacecraft.

pedormance by the lmaging system. Due to
the RF power-amplifier failure already

Churyumov-Gerasimenko, with a launch by an
Ariane-S G+ in February 2004. The scientific

The 6th CNSA-ESA Coordination meeling

reported, meteorological products and data

community has confirmed that this comet is

held in Paris from 15 to 18 July confirmed the

are now being distributed using an alternative

as interesting scientilically as Wirtanen and

December 2003 launch date target for DSP-E.

dissemination system.

various observation campaigns to better

The spacecraft environmental test programme

characterise it have already commenced.

has been adjusted to compensate as much as

The tests on the Search and Rescue

Back-up scenarios, including a launch to the

possible for the SARS-induced delay. The

transponder have also been completed and

same comet one year later using a more

Ground Segment lmplementation Review was

its performance is fully compliant with

powedul launch vehicle (Ariane-S ECA or

also successfully held in Paris, and the

reouirements.

Proton), will continue to be studied.

delayed installation of Chinese equipment at
ESA's Villafranca ground station has been

The MSG-2 satellite-level ground testing

The flighl-model spacecraft will remain in

successf ully completed.

activities have also been completed. The Pre-

campaign at the end of October. The fuel has

Afier the cunent spacecraft functional system

storage Review (PSR) was successfully held
in early June, allowing the satellite to be put
into storage. Pending a confirmation of the

Kourou until the start of the new launch
been off-loaded from the spacecraft but, due

testing, DSP-E will begin its environmental test

to concerns about stress corrosion cracking,

programme in August with the thermal testing.

launch date, cunently scheduled for January

the oxidizer has been left in the tank. Minor

The launch campaign at Xichang is planned to

2005, activities will resume in spring 2004.

payload refurbishments are taking place and

start at the beginning of November.

the final version of the flight software will be

For MSG-3, electrical integration activities

tested during the summer.

started in May. Integration ol the satellite bus
is complete and integration of the main

The engineering qualiiication model is still

payload is in progress. Completion

being used at ESOC to validate flight

integration is planned for end-July, with the

procedures, and is also serving as a test bed
for the latest, more robust flight software.

The in-orbit commissioning activities for the
lirst of the Meteosat Second Generation

oJ

satellite

Integrated System Test (lST) due to start in
Auoust.

All other new mission-preparation activities
have been defrned and are on schedule.

All European payload elements for DSP-E, the
equatorial satellite, had been readied lor
acceptance and delivery to Beijing by mid-May
as planned. The sudden outbreak of SARS in
April, however, posed a significant threat to the
Double Star Project. Planned preparatory
meetings were quickly replaced by videoconlerences, but acceptance and interactive

tests requiring interactive working by both
parties became impossible due to the severe
travel constraints.

A recovery plan was established and detailed
test support was provided through remote data

luting of lilSi-2\ electronkolly de-spun

transfer, web cams and interactive messaging

(photo rcurtesy
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activity in such a challenging schedule- and

cosfdriven programme. As a consequence,
however, the Cryosat launch has to be

Almost all of the subsystem Invitationto-

rescheduled to end-September 2004.

A number of major milestones have been reached

Tender (lTT) packages have been issued, and

in the MetOp programme:firstly the Satellite

the majorily of subsystem suppliers have been

Following the review conducted in April in

Qualification Review, combined with that of the

selected. Negotiations with Galileo Avionica for

Moscow, a detailed technical agreement has

payload module and ASCAI has been success-

supplying the critical laser transmitter have

been reached with Eurockot/Khrunichev for

fully concluded. The Review's findings were, in

been comoleted and the subcontract kicked-

procurement of the CryoSat launcher.

general, very positive and the recommendations

off. The latter includes a realistic programme

made have been or are being implemented.

for the qualilication and lifetesting of the solid-

The ground-segmenl-relaled activilies are

state laser pump diodes.

progressing according to plan. The algorithms
for Level-2 processing of the scientific

Secondly, although with a little delay, assembly

and integration of the first flight-model satellite

The project internal Instrument Baseline

data have been delivered. The CryoVex

(MetOp-1) has started at Astrium Toulouse (F),

Review has been held and preparations for the

campaign, which forms part of the CryoSat

following the deliveries of the payload and service

Satellite Preliminary Design Review in August

Calibration/Validation activities, was

modules. The major test campaign now undenruay

and September are well undenrvay.

successfully conducted in April in the Fram

includes radio-frequency compatibility and vibntion

Strait.

Svalbard in Nonrvay has been chosen as

testing at the Intespace hcilities in Toulouse.

the primary station lor the reception of
Thirdly, the first llight model ol the lASl

measurement data. lt will be complemented

instrument, provided by CNES, has been

for marginal orbits by existing Canadian

completed and is being delivered for integration

facilities, so that no new ground station will

on MetOo-2. Some oroblems remain with this

be reouired.

model, which will necessitate an exchange with

Activities on the space-segment side continue
to locus on detailed consolidation of the

flight model 2 towards the end of 2004. This

The contract proposal for Phases-C/D/E1

satellite's design. To date, following a top-down

first delivery will, however, allow interface

will be presented to ESA's Industrial Policy

approach, about two{hirds of the equipmenf

verification for this important instrument.

Committee (lPC) in September, with the

level Preliminary Design Reviews (PDRs) have

Phase-C/D kick-off tentativelv scheduled for

been successfully closed out, allowing

1 October.

development of the engineering models

A solution has been identified for the
degradation found in the GOME-2 instrument

needed for the overall test and verification
programme to start. The PDR for the

gratings, and it is anticipated thai it can be
implemented in time to exchange this
instrument prior to the first MetOp launch.
Other instrumenl issues are under control, and

Development of the CryoSat satellite is

the impacts on the assembly, integration and
test (AlT) schedule are being worked through,
The programme scheduling remains

progressing well and more of the protoflight
model equipment has been delivered to
EADS-Astrium in Friedrichshafen (D).

consistent with Eumetsat's recently defined

Mechanical integration of the structure

launch period as the 4th quarter of 2005.

manufactured by Contraves (CH) is planned
to start this summer.

Work within the MetOp project team is now
focussing on definition of the so-called'variable

On the payload side, development of the

baseline tasks', covering such activities as the

SIRAL altimeter is also progressing. A mayor

launch campaign, the commissioning phase,

milestone has been achieved with the

the support to routine operations, and the

successiul vibration testing of the antennas

storage/destorage activities for the second and
third MetOp spacecraft. In addition, the case

Jor

manufactured by Saab (S).They are now
being prepared Jor electrical performance

enhancement of the MetOp-3 payload is being

testing.

examined, to allow Eumetsat to take a decision
on this option - which would replace the

The Critical Design Review has recommended

AVHRR and AMSU instruments by more state-

optimisation of the Assembly, Integration and

oi-the-art sensors - by the end of the year.

Verification (AlV) approach, which is a critical
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Gradiometer FronfEnd Electronic Unit (FEEU)

GOCE Level-18 oroduct external calibratron

Space inf rastructure development

is among those successfully completed,

and validation was released in May; proposals

The qualification test campaign on the flight

allowing release finally of the important

from the scientific community are due in July.

model of the Columbus laboratory has been

engineering-model manufacturing activities.

completed and the Qualification Review is

Inspection of the accelerometer sensor head,

qualification/acceptance has been completed

which had been submitted to mechanical

and the RLTF has already been used with

underway. The Rack Level-Test Facility (RLTF)

testing during the second half of March,

Biolab.

revealed an unacceotable transfer of material

A programme proposal ior the full ESA parl oi

between one stop and the proof mass. lt was

the SMOS programme is being prepared for

subsequently decided to modify the shape of

approval by the Agency's Earth Observation

the stops and to repeat the test to have final

Programme Board (PB-EO) in September. In
anticipation oi a positive outcome, an RFQ

ownership to NASA took place on 18 June.

confirmation that the current accelerometer
sensor head design is able to withstand the

was sent to the payload Prime Contractor,

The Crew Review for the Cryogenic Freezer

launch environment.

EADS-CASA (E), in June; its proposal is

(CRYOS) took place on 19/20 May at KSC and

expected in mid-September.

the System Requirement Review (SRR) action

An endurance test conducted on three
emitters for the Micro-Newton Prooulsion

Node-2 for the ISS arrived at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) on 1 June and the transfer of

closeout meeting was held on 13 June.
The ground-segment Phase-A will be

Assembly (MPA) terminated anomalously.

concluded in July. Continuation into a Phase-B

Integration of the Cupola flight unit is

Although sparking has been identified as the
most probable cause oi the failure, further

for the Payload Data Processing Centre is
under negotiation with the Spanish authorities,

continuing, but the start of the acceptance test
campaign lor the flight unit is on hold pending

time-consuming investigations are needed to

who are funding this as a national

completion of technical investigations involving

resolve the problem conclusively. The overall

undertaking.

the window titanium springs

schedule is therefore likely to be affected.
The MIRAS Demonstrator Pilot Project

1

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) flighfmodel

Turning to the lon Propulsion Assembly (lPA),

(MDPP1) has come to an end with the

manufacture and integration is progressing

test activities relating to micro-vibrations

successful image validation test and a full

well. The first flight model of the Russian

induced by the xenon feed assembly have yet

three-segment arm deployment test. MDPP2

Docking System has been delivered and

to be completed. These breadboard-based
lests are needed to verify that tiny vibrations

is continuing with various demonstrations of

manufacture of the Refuelling System flight

critical subsystems at breadboard level.

induced by the feed system do not cause
significant disturbances within the bandwidth
of the Gradiometer instrument. On a oositive
note, a 500 h endurance test on the ion
thruster has been successfully completed,
and a 4500 h test started in June.
The procurement proposal for a noncompetitive launcher procurement from

Highlights

Eurockot was approved by ESA's Industrial

On 27 May the ESA Council, meeting at

Policy Committee (lPC) in June. The

Ministerial Level, approved the unblocking of

documentation supporting the related Request

124.1 MEuro of the Exploitation Programme

for Quotation (RFQ) has been also completed.

Period-1 funding (2002-2004) for the

On the ground-segment side, the contractor

decision on the unblocking of the remaining

International Space Station (lSS); a
responsible for the Payload Data Segment

171.9 MEuro should be taken before

(PDS), including the Instrument Data

end-2003.

Processor (Level-0 to Level-1), was selected
in June. The study of the functions and tasks

The October 2003 Spanish Soyuz mission

to be pedormed by the Calibration and

carrying ESA astronaut Pedro Duque has

Monitoring Facility, responsible for science

been named'Cervantes'and the Aoril 2004

data quality monitoring and calibration

Dutch Soyuz mission canying ESA

monitoring, is progressing according to plan.

astronaut And16 Kuipers will be called

A first Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for

.DELTA'.
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EuTEF development is progressing, with its
Critical Design Review (CDR) successfully
completed in May, while the CDR lor SOLAR
was initiated in May and is to be completed

in

Seotember 2003 EXPOSE's relocation from

the EXPORT assembly (with coarse pointing
device) to the EuTEF assembly (without such
pointing) has been implemented.
1

The Columbus External Payload Adaptor
(CEPA) developed by NASA for delivery to

ESA and reouired to mount the external
payloads has completed its CDR. However,
some technology{ransfer issues are
hampering its development and the availability
of data required for analytical integration.
The contract for the main develooment ohase
(Phase-C/D) for the Atomic Clock Ensemble in
Space (ACES) is ready to be awarded, as CNES
has confirmed the development of PHARAO.

*

,lfr
l5S Node-2 onives

.x

*-

, #\,.,,,1 ,.

The procurement of parts and hardware
&,

in the Spote Stolion Proresing Focilily ol KS( in Florido

manufacture for Malroshka is in progress,
with launch planned for January 2004.

model has been completed. The ATV Flight

credibility is substantially improved. The

The flight model of Biolab has successfully

Segment System Critical Design Review

communications nodes for Houston and

completed the interface testing with Columbus.

(CDR) was also concluded successfully.

Huntsville (USA) have been successfully
installed and tested, and the Interconnect
Ground Subnet (lGS) phase-2 communi-

Integration of the flight model of the European

Testing of the flight model of the European
Robotic Arm (ERA) has been completed

cations nodes have been delivered.

completed and the interface testing with the

except for the ground-to-space Integrated

Physiology Module (EPM) has been
Columbus laboratory is planned for July.

Mission Test. The QualificationiAcceptance
Review (QR/AR) has been declared

The ATV Control Centre (ATV-CC) Design and

successful pending the completion of some

contracls were signed on 17 April.

Development and Operations Preparation

identif ied actions/activities.

System flightmodel integration for the Fluid
Science Laboratory (FSL) is complete and
testing will be completed during the summer.

Following its return to nominal operation, the
The -80 degC Freezer (lVELF|) was checked
at KSC after its removal lrom the Multi-

Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG) has
been in use for NASA's exoeriments.

Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM) and is
being kept in storage pending the resumption
of Space Shuttle flights.

All of the laboratories to be carried into space
in the Columbus module are on schedule for
the October 2004 launch, with flight-model

The DMS-R computer on-board the ISS
Service Module is continuino to oedorm

deliveries now approaching.

without problem.

NASA's Human Research Facility (HRF-2),

The Hexapod's delivery is now planned for

including the ESA Pulmonary Function

November 2003.

Utilisation planning, payload development
and preparatory missions

System, is installed in the Multi-Purpose

Operations and related ground segments

Four of the Microgravity Application Promotion

de-integrated because of the launch delay due

A company has been selected to build the

(MAP) continuation proposals recently

to the groundrng of Shuttles following the

Columbus Control Centre (C0L-CC)

received have been recommended for

Columbia disaster.

Infrastructure subsystem, and offers for

continuation and have been endorsed by the

orovision of the Wide Area Network service
have been evaluated. The COL-CC

Life and Physical Science Advisory Committee
(LPSAC) and the European Utilisation Board

Science Laboratory (MSL) is progressing.

development schedule is still critical, but its

(EUB).

with the delivery of several subsystems.
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Logistics Module (MPLM). However, it will be

Flighlmodel integration of the Materials

To date, several hundred successful data links

ISS education

Moscow resulted in formal flight assignments

Habla lSS, the Jirst ESA website for primary

for ESA astronauts Pedro Duque and Andr6

have been provided and, although there are

schools, was launched in Spain on 16 April.

Kuipers as On-Board Engineers for Soyuz

occasional service lailures, the success rate of

Some 13 000 Soanish schools have been

Missions 75 and 8S, respectively. Both will fly

link acquisition is now very high, increasing

asked to participate in educational activities

in the left seat of the Soyuz TMA during all

from 98% towards

linked with the visit of ESA astronaul Pedro

flight phases. ESA astronaut Gerhard Thiele

becomes routine.

Duoue to the ISS in October 2003.

was proposed as the back-up for Andr6

1

00% as the orocess

More recently, Artemis supported an Envisat

Kuioers.

The Spanish Soyuz Mission VIDEO-2

Earthwatch data acquisition in response to an

hardware and student experiments APIS,

emergency Charter request by the Portuguese

Thebas, and Winograd Kit were successfully

Civil Protection authority

launched on a Progress vehicle in June.

European Data Relay service is a reality.

Commercial activities

-

hence the

The Artemis navigation transponder will form

The study phase (Phase-A) for RapidEye was

Artemis commissioning in geostationary orbit

initiated in April.

was successfully completed by the end of

EGNOS system. EGNOS is cunently

March. lt was demonstrated that satellite

preparing its operational interfaces from its

performance is very satislactory and that all

an invaluable element of the operational

specified, often with good margins. The

Scanzano earth station in order to integrate
the navigation payload on Artemis into the
EGNOS system over the next lew months, in

continuing for prime and mission sponsorship,

propellant lifetime is nominally 10 years

preparation for the operational phase in 2004.

and contacts with Dutch companies for

without inclination control, the satellite's

sponsor-ship of the Dutch Soyuz Mission have

attitude being controlled to offset the effects of

Artemis also continues to support technology

been initiated.The ISS Business Club statute

orbit inclination on the users. Interface tests

programmes and a number of experimental

has been approved and the Business club

with users have also been comoleted. and all

uses of the LLM payload are planned in the

formally created. The club was publicly

elements of the system are functioning well.

near future. As a result of the cost of the

The lollowing operational services are

continue planned operations beyond the first

currently being provided:

year in orbit. A series of meetings with

-

The L-band land mobile payload is being

Participating States has been held to seek

The Training Readiness Review lor the ESA-

utilised to about 50% capacity for the EMS

agreement on a proposed programme

provided Advanced Payload Training was

service under contract to Telesoazio.

successfully concluded on 15 April. A lolal of

providing low-data-rate and voice services

27 Payload Training lessons for all four ESA

to small mobile users (trucks, boats).

ISS Branding deiinition has been completed,
and the communicalion plan defined. Contacts

functions and services can be provided as

with major European corporations are

launched at the Paris airshow in Le Bouroet

on 1 9 June.
Astronaut activities

Payloads - EDR, FSL, MSL, EPM - are ready

recovery operation, new funding is needed to

-

extension.

@esa

Spol4 is using the optical data relay for
Spot lmage data reception in Toulouse (F).

for implementation.

Currently about one link per day is being
The ATV Crew Training Mock-up, and the

used, but this will increase

refurbished Columbus Crew Training Mock-up

passes per day later in the year.

were delivered to the Eurooean Astronaut

-

1o several

Envisat has now increased its usage to 5

Centre (EAC) in Cologne-Porz, Germany, in

links per day for reception of its ASAR and

Aoril.

MERIS instrument data at ESRIN (l).

An Instructor Training Course took place at

In the operational period from 1 April to 30

EAC from 5 to 23 May for participants from

June, there were some 160 communications

industry and User Operations Centres

sessions to Envisat and 1 00 to Soot-4. The

(USOCS). Three EAC instructors gave some

optical ground station at Tenerife also used 50

of the lessons and are now also certified to

links with Artemis for atmospheric attenuation-

teach the conesponding lessons in NASA

experiment purposes.

Instructor Training Courses.
Data relay offers a number ol benefits to
The Multilateral Crew Operations Panel

earth-observation missions: longer contact

(MCOP) meeting on 18/1 9 June at the

times, realtime transmissions, higher volume

Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre near

of data, and greater flexibility of data selection.

rvww.eso.inl
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After the appointment of Rainer Grohe as Director of the Galileo Joint Undertaking in June, contracts for
the lirst Galileo satellites were signed on Friday 11 July at ESTEC, the European Space Agency's
research and technology centre in Noordwijk (NL).

In Brief

"Galileo is taking shape with every passing day. These first contracts are symbolic of Europe's collective
resolve to develop the first civil global satellite navigation system", said Claudio Mastracci, ESA's Director
of Application Programmes
The contracts are for lwo experimenlal satellites One contracl, worth 27.9 million Euros, has been
awarded to the British firm Surrey Space Technology Limited. The main task of this test satellite is to
transmit the Galileo signals from one of the orbits to be used by the constellation lt will also test various
critical technologies that it will be flying, including the rubidium atomic clock and a signal generator. lt will
also measure the physical parameters of the orbit
In order to minimize risks of delays, launch failure, etc. a contract worth 72.3 million Euros to build

another test satellite has been placed with the consortium Galileo Industries. With a payload very similar
to that of the satellites that will form the complete constellation, this satellite will serve to validate all the
technologies to be flown. lt might also be used in the system validation phase itself.
The apporntment of Rainer Grohe means that the Joint Undertaking can now proceed with the various
steps towards setting up the Galileo network. The Joint Undertaking's main task is to prepare for the
Galileo programme deployment and operational phase, which should culminate in the selection of a
concession holder to take charge of running the f uture Galileo operating company. Three or four test
satellites will subsequently be launched for validation of the system around 2006/2007.
The core of the Galileo system
is its constellation of 30
satellites (27 operational, 3
spare) circling in medium Earth
orbit in three planes inclined at
56" to the equator at 23 616 km
altitude. This constellation will

provide excellent global
coverage. Two centres will be

set up in Europe to control
satellite operations and manage

the navigation.

@esa

Claudio Mastracci, ESA Director of
Application Programmes (left) and
Sir Martin Sweeting of Surrey Space
Technology Limited sign one of the
first contracts for Galileo
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Green Paper on European Space Policy
After a four-month consultation on the Green Paper on EuroDean

Through an open, transparent and democratic debate, a broad

Space Policy, key measures to drive forward Europe's space ambitions
were proposed al a conference in Paris in June. Olher priorities

consensus on a number of key actions has taken shape. During the

outlined at the conference included better co-ordination between all

-

sectors at EU and international levels, guaranleed independent
access to space for Europe and a flexible system of programme
f

consultation, space sector players addressed a series of options, including:

Upgrading the space policy institutional framework, possibly by
creating a Council of Space Ministers;

-

Using the same satellite systems for both civil and defence/security
purposes (multiple-use systems);

unding.

Internet by satellite and security applications.The conference provided

An institutional market which recognises space potential in addressing
civil policy objectives such as communication and navigation;

Participants stressed the need to develop space technology, such as

-

important input for the forthcoming EU White Paper on Space Policy,

Independent, reliable and affordable access to space through the
European Guaranteed Access to Space (EGAS) programme;

due to be published by the European Commission in October this

- The need for a European

year.

-

Security and Defence Agency;
lmproved career prospects, training and development for people

working in space research and technology;
"People expect the EU to play a greater role

in space, and we must be

ready to meet those expectations", said Philippe Busquin, European

-

-

the Commission supporting a powerful data processing system for
climate forecasts and global change monitoring;

Commissioner ior Research. "We will build on the lessons learnt from
the consultation to devise an ambitious action plan for European space
policy.With strong politicalcommitment from all key space
stakeholders and sustained interest among the public, we can turn

-

Europe into the space leader of the 21st century."

-

Europe in space. lts aim was to initiate a broad debate on the medium-

With six meetings scheduled in European capitals, workshops, bilateral
presentations and an on-line forum, this consultation prompted several

Further support for ESA's Aurora programme;
Developing space applications to underpin technological and
scientific development and the security of citizens;

-

Developing a programme to achieve seamless broadband
communications for everyone in Europe; and

operation with the European Space Agency, which opens a new era for
and longterm future use of space for the benefit of Europe.

Establishing the International Space Stalion as a base for
microgravity research;

The Green Paper on European Space Policy, adopted by the European
Commission on 21 January, is a strategic document developed in co-

A doubling of funding for European research;
Harmonising data collection and processing at European level, with

-

Supporting the enlargement process and European integration
through satellite technologies and shared policy objeclives.

In October 2003, the Commission is expected to release the White Paper

on European Space Policy, with subsequent submission to the Council and

thousand contributions from a whole host o{ interested parties.

Parliament. The White Paper will include an action plan setting out a future

Institutional users, industrial managers, researchers and scientists,

strategy for space activities in the European Union. lt will acknowledge the

NGOs and ordinary citizens in Member States, applicanfmember

contributions received, and include proposals for the content, organisation

countries and other countries associated with Eurooean soace

and level of luture European space activities. In November 2003, the White

activities have thus had ample opportunity to voice their opinions and

Paper is on ihe agenda to be discussed by the Council of the European

help usher in a new era for Europe in space.

Union in the Competitiveness Council under the ltalian Presidency. @osa

First EGNOS signal rn space

When completed, EGNOS will

EGNOS is a joint proyect involving

The European Geostationary

making them suitable for many

consist of three geostationary

the European Space Agency,

Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS)

mass-markel applications such as

satellites and a network of ground

the European Commission and

system has started its first signal

car navigation, bus and truck Jleet

stations that will transmit signals

Eurocontrol. lt is Eurooe's

transmission tests. This system is

managemenl, but also for specific

containing information on the

contribution to the first stage of the

Eurooe's first venture into satellite

applications such as assisting blind

reliability and accuracy of the

Global Navigation Satellite System

navigation and by early next year

people when walking in an unknown

positioning signals sent out by GPS

(GNSS) and is a precursor to

deliver the first European Satellite

area. In addition, after a certification

and GLONASS. lt will enable users

Galileo, the lull global satellite

Navigation service. lt will augment

process, EGNOS will be used for

rn Europe and beyond to determine

navigation system under

safety-critical applications such as

their position to within 2 m,

development in

systems now operating, the US

controlling aircraft or navigating

comoared with about 20 m with

GPS and Russian GLONASS,

ships through narrow channels.

GPS alone.

t,vill

the two military satellite navigatron
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Argentina's
CONAE joins the
International
Disaster Charter
The International Charter on
Space and Major Disasters
has a new member,
Argentina's Comisi6n Nacional
de Actividades Espaciales

(coNAE).
One of the Jirst data sets coming from ESA's Mars Express is a unique view of our home planet and the
Moon. '/l r's very good news for the mission,'says ESA's Mars Express Project Scientist, Agustin Chicano.

The Charter is the exoression

These and other data, such as those recording the major constituents of Earth as seen from space, are the
actual proof that the instruments on board Mars Express, launched on 2 June 2003, are working well.

agencies lo put space tech-

of a joint effort of global space
nologies at the disposal ol rescue authorities in the event of

The views of Earth and Moon were taken on 3 July 2003 by Mars Express's High Resolution Stereo
Camera (HRSC), when the spacecraft was 8 million kilometres from Earth. The image taken shows true

major disasters.This help is
given by providing space-

colours; the Pacific Ocean appears in blue, and the clouds near the Equator and in mid to northern latitudes
in white to light grey. The image was processed by the Instrument Team at the Institute of Planetary

acouired data and associated

Research of DLR, Berlin (Germany). lt was built by combining a super resolution black and white HRSC

civil protection agencies world-

snapshot image of the Earth and the Moon with colour information obtained by the blue, green, and red

wide. CONAE's accession to

sensors of the instrument.

the Charter reoresents an

The experts will carry on testing Mars Express's instruments until its arrival at the Red Planet next

operational service making co-

December. The instruments will increase our understanding of the morphology and topography of the
Martian sudace, of the geological structures and processes and of Mars's geological evolution. With such

ordinated use of multiple Earth

tools, Mars Express is also able to address the important "wate/'question, namely how much water there is
today and how much there was in the past. Ultimately, this will also tell us whether Mars had environmental

the South American region

conditions that could favour the evolution of life

for the first

information and services to

important addition to the only

@esa

Observation satellites, bringing
within the scooe of the Charter

time.

@esa

ESA is going to build a deep space ground station in Cebreros near Avila

tracking facilities and the 35 m diameter deep-space antenna. The olher

in Spain. ESA's Director General Jean-Jacques Dordain and

will house the calibration tower, used to simulate the signals transmitted

representatives of the Spanish Governmenl, the Secretary

o1

State for

Defence Fernando Dfez Moreno and the Secretary of State for Science

by spacecraft for testing purposes. Construction work is scheduled to
start in September this year.

and Technology, Pedro Moren6s Eulate, signed an agreement to this
effect in Madrid on 22 July.

"ln terms of radio-electric conditions, the Cebreros environment is

pefiect, and will give this new site an inportant growth potential," said
Communicating with spacecraft, such as Mars Express, over very long

ESA's Director of Technical and Operational Support, Gaele Winters.

distances, and probes that have to be controlled remotely, together with
their onboard instruments, at distances up to 900 million kilometres from
Earth (more than six times the distance from the

The network of antennas in Spain - at Cebreros, Villafranca del Castillo
(ESA) and Robledo (NASA/JPL) - will soon be

Earth to the Sun) requires large and powedul

one of the most important groups of satellite

antennas.

tracking stations in the World, due to their optimum

The new ground station is scheduled to start

They will make a valuable contribution to the

operations in Seotember 2005. The Government oi
Spain will grant ESA a7s-yeat lease on two plots

scientific and technological infrastructure for

environments free of radio-electric disturbances.

European space

activities.

@esa

of land. One plot will accommodate the space
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The Spanish Soyuz mission to the
International Space Station (lSS)

the Progress M1-10, including

when it returned to Earth with the

APIS, a motion experiment,

ISS Exoedition 6 crew on board.

planned for October took another

Thebas, to test basic principles of

step fonruard with the anival of

mechanics, and Video-2, which is

In the meantime, around 5000

European experiment hardware at

designed to demonstrate Newton's

school children in more than 250

the ISS on an unmanned Progress
M1-10 spacecraft on 1 1 June.

three laws of motion under

Spanish primary school classes

m

icrogravity conditions.

entered the 'Habla ISS' contest to

3D canera with its launch container

win a chance to talk live via radio

The European cargo included a
3D-camera, a new crew restraint

Spanish ESA astronaut Pedro

with ESA astronaut Pedro Duque

Duque will be flight engineer on

during his stay on board the lSS.

system and a major component of

The evaluation committee has

part oi the Belgian Odissea

the new Soyuz TMA-3 spacecrafi,
which will take him and the ISS
Expedition 8 crew to the lSS. He
will return in the Soyuz TMA-2
spacecraft with the Expedition 7

Missron. lt has since been

crew (US astronaut Ed Lu and

Vigo, Spain, from where the radio-

modified for the Spanish Soyuz

Russian cosmonautYuri

contact will be established with the

Mission in October.

Malenchenko) who are cunently

Space

the NANOSLAB experiment, which
first flew with ESA astronaut Frank
De Winne in November 2002 as

selected the two best drawings
and the two best stories, and the
winning classes will spend one
day in the 'Verbum' museum ol

Station.

@esa

on the lSS.
Another European experiment to
arrive was PROMISS-2, which

The new Soyuz TMA spacecraft

is designed to investigate the

has been fully approved {or

fundamental processes thal

operations. In May, the first

underly protein crystallisation.

spacecraft ol the new series

A number of educational

TMA-1 had touched down 400 km

experiments have also arrived on

short of the intended landing site

wwueso inl
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Cluster

"Thanks to Clustels observations

XMM Newton

ESA's four Cluster spacecraft

scientlsls can directly and firmly

Also XMM-Newton has provided a

have made a remarkable set of

link for the first time a dayside

first in astronomy

observations that has led to a

proton auroral spot and a

breakthrough in understanding the

magnetic reconnection event."

magnetic field of a neutron star for
the first time. The results provide

origin of a peculiar and puzzling

- it measured the

deep insights into the extreme
Tai Phan, leading the investigalion

physics of neutron stars and reveal

at the University of California,

a new mystery yet to be solved

Berkeley, United States, now looks

about the end of this sta/s life.

called'dayside prolon auroral

forward to a new way of studying
the Earth's protective shield. He

A neutron star is very dense

- occur when {ractures

says, "Ihrs result has opened up

celestial object. lt is the product

appear in the Earth's magnetic

a new area of research. We can

of a stellar explosion, known as

field, allowing particles ejected

now watch dayside proton aurorae

a suoernova, in which most of

from the Sun to squirt through and

and use those observations to

the star is blasted into space, but

type of aurora.
These aurorae

-

seen as bright

spots in Earth's atmosphere and
spots'

collide with the molecules in our

know where and how the cracks

its collaosed heart remains in the

atmosphere. This is the first time

in the magnetic field are formed

lorm of a super-dense, hot ball

that a precise and direct

and how long the cracks remain

oJ neutrons that soins at an

conneclion between the two

open.That makes it a poweful

incredible rate.

evenls has been made.

tool to study the entry of the

Philippe Escoubel, ESA's Cluster
Project Scientist, comments'

The first image fron the XMM-LSS survey, the world's deepest'wide screen'

X+ay image of the cosmos to date. lt
represents a region ot the sky eight

solar wind into the Earth's

One such neutron star is

tines laryer than the full Moon and

magnetosphere."

1E1207.4-5209. Using the longest

contains around 25 clusters

ever XMM-Newton observation of

a galactic source (72 hours),
Professor Giovanni Bignami of the

estimated indirectly. This is done

Centre d'Etude Soatiale des

via theoretical assumptions based

Rayonnemenls (CESR) and his

on models that describe the

team have directly measured the

gravitational collapse of massive

strength of its magnetrc field. This

stars, like those which lead to the

makes it the first ever isolated

formation of neutron stars. A

neutron star where this could be

second indirect method is to

achieved.

estimate the magnetic field by
studying how the neutron star's

X-rays emitted by a neulron star

rotation slows down, using radio

like 1E1207.4-5209 have to oass

astronomy data.

through the sta/s magnetic field
before escaping into space.

In the case of 1E1207.4-5209, this

En route, particles in the sta/s

direct measurement using XMM-

magnetic field can steal some of

Newton reveals that the neutron

the outgoing X-rays, imparting on

stais magnetic field is 30 times

their spectrum tell-tale marks,

weaker than oredictions based on

known as'cyclotron resonance

the indirect methods.

absorption lines'. lt is this fingerprint that allowed Prof. Bignami

How can this be explained?

and his team to measure the

Astronomers can measure the rate

strength of the neutron sla/s

at which individual neutron stars

magnetic field.

decelerate. They have always

assumed that 'friction' between
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All orevious values of neutron star

its magnetic field and its

magnetic lields could only be

surroundinos was the cause. ln

S0H0 resumes full operation
ESfuNASA's SOHO soaceraft is back to full ooeration after its
predicted 9-day high-gain antenna blackout. Engineers and scientists
are now confident that they understand the situation and can work
around it in the future to minimise the data losses.
Since '19 June SOHO's high-gain antenna (HGA), which transmits
high-speed data to Earth, has been fixed in position following the
discovery of a malfunction in its pointing mechanism. Thts resulted in
a loss of signal through SOHO's usual 26-metre ground stations on

Geminga and its lails.

this case, the only conclusion is

rso

that something else is pulling on

Scientists are celebrating the

the neutron star, but what? We can

thousandth scientif ic oublication

speculate that it may be a small

from ESA's veteran Infrared Space

Since then, astronomers have been relying primarily on a slower

disc of suoernova debris

Observatory (lSO).ISO is becoming

transmission rate signal, sent through SOHO's backup antenna. lt

surrounding the neulron star,

one of the world's most oroductive

can be picked up whenever a 34-metre dish is available. However,

creating an additronal drag factor.

space missions, even though its

this signal could not transmit all of SOHO's data. Some data was

27 June, while 34-metre radio dishes continued to receive high-speed
transmissions from the HGA until 1 July.

ooerational life ended in 1998.

whether 1E1207.4-5209 is unique
among neutron stars, or is the first

recorded on board, however, and downloaded using high-speed
transmissions through the backup antenna when time on the largest,

The result raises the question of

lS0 was the world's first space

70-metre dishes could be spared.

observatory able to see the sky in

of its kind. The astronomers hooe

infrared light. Through its'eyes',

SOHO itself orbits a point in space, 1.5 million kilometres closer to

to target other neutron stars with

we have discovered many new
phenomena that have radically
changed our view of the Universe.

the Sun than the Earth, once every 6 months. To reorient the HGA for

XMM-Newton to find out.

the next half of this orbit, engineers rolled the spacecraft through a
half-circle on 8 July 2003.0n 10 July, the 34-metre radio dish in
Madrid re-established contact with SOHO's HGA. Then on the

This is not XMM Newton's only
headline. Astronomers using it

"lSO results are impacting most

have discovered a pair of X-ray

fields of astronomical research,

morning of 14 July 2003, normal operations with the spacecraft
resumed through its usual 26-metre ground stations, as predicted.

tails stretching 3 million million

almost literally from comets to

kilometres across the sky. They

cosnology," explains Alberto

With the HGA now static, the blackouts, lasting between 9 and 16

emanate from the mysterious

Salama, ISO Project Scientisl.

days, will continue to occur every 3 months. Engineers will rotate

neutron star known as Geminga.

"Some results answer questions.

SOHO by 180 degrees every time in order to minimise data losses.

The discovery gives astronomers

Others open new fields, Some are

new insight into the extraordinary

already being followed up by

conditions around the neutron star.

existing telescopes; others have to
await

f utu

re facilities.

@esa
SttHO:r p6ltis
&l!r 2, 2axl3

"

A neutron star measures only
20-30 kilometres across and is the

When ISO's operational lifetime

dense remnant of an exoloded

came to an end in 1998, its

star. Geminga is one of the closest

observations became freely

to Earth, at a distance of about
500 lighfyears. Most neutron stars

community via ISO's data archive.

emit radio emissions, appearing to
pulsate like a lighthouse, but

available to the world scientific
In May 2003, the 'milestone
numbe/ of 1000 scientific papers

Geminga is 'radio-quiet'. lt does,
however, emit huge quantities of

was reached. Even now, ISO's

pulsating gamma rays, making it

source of new results. For

one of the brightest gamma-ray

example, some of the latest
papers describe the detection of

sources in the sky. Geminga is the
only example of a successfully
identified gamma-ray source from
which astronomers have gained

data archive remains a valuable

water in 'protostars', which are
stars just in the process of being

born.

@esa
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ESA at the 2003 Paris Air Show
From Saturday 14 to Sunday 22 June, ESA was present at the 2003
Paris Air Show at Le Bourget with a special pavilron dedicated to the
European space programmes.The 1000 square metre exhibition area
was used to host a wide range of exhibits and events highlighting
ESA's activities in Space Science, Space Transportation, Human
Spaceflight, Telecommunications and Navigation, Earth Observation,
Industrial Matters and Technologies, Future Concepts and Education.
As the largest international air show, Le Bourget represented an
excellent opportunity for the general public and the space community
to get acquainted or keep up to date with the latest European space
projects. The media in particular benefitted lrom the special
opporlunities that were provided for briefings and interviews with
ESA's Directors and experts in various disciplines.
Highlights of the media programme during the week included:

,

distinguished speakers outlined to potential users and European
policy makers the importance o1 satellite images for understanding
and securing our planet.

,

Jacoues Dordain.

'Overview of /SS Status'- Jorg Feustel-Buechl, ESA's Director of
Human Spaceflight, briefed the media on lhe present status of and
outlook for European participation in the International Space Station.

,

,

'ESA Achievements and Perspectives' - Press Breakfast with ESA's

Director General Antonio Rodotd and future Director General Jean-

'European Strategy tor Satellite Navigation: From EGNOS to Galileo'
- Press Briefing with Claudio Mastracci, ESA's Director of Applications.

,

'European Launchers: The Way Forward' - ESA's Director of
Launchers Jean-Jacques Dordain, and representatives of CNES and
Arianespace, outlined to managers from European industry the decisions

'Launch of the European /SS Business Club'-fhe launching of an
ESA-initiated forum for commercial entities associated with the design,
development, operation and utilisation of the European elements of
the International Soace Station.

,

'Technology Transfer: An Everyday Reality' - Pierre Brisson, Head of

concerning the European launcher sector taken at the ESA Ministerial

ESA s Technology Transfer Programme, was present to demonstrate

Council Meeting on 27 May and the impact that they will have.

what things like an anti-UV suit for babies suflering from Xeroderma
Pigmentosum, the C 60 prototype cars of the Pescarolo Sport Team,

.

an air-decontaminating device for hospitals, an alarm to monitor elderly
people and the new sailing catamaran of French yachtsman Yves Parlier

'Observing the Earth: Why is it lmportant?' - Conference chaired by
ESA's Director of Earth Observation Jos6 Achache, in which

have in common, and what all of these items have to do with space.

.

'Women in the Space lndustry' - A debate chaired by ESA's
Director of Administration Daniel Sacotte, in which women from
industry, universities, international organisations and the media

shared their experiences in their professional careers.

.'The European SpaceTechnology Master PIan'- A debate
chaired by Hans Kappler, ESA's Director of Industrial Matters
and Technology Programmes, addressing how technology
harmonisation is able to support the competitiveness of
European industry and the creation of a balanced industrial
lan0scape.
The accompanying photographs were taken during these and the
many other events that took place in the ESA Pavilion during the

@esa

The visit of President Jacques Chuac (lett) to the ESA Pavilion on 14 June,
acconpanied by ESA'I current and future Director Generals, Antonio Rodotd
(centre) and Jean-Jacques Dordain (ight) (photo: ESNS. Corvaja)
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Signature, on 18 June by the Director General of UNESCO,
Koichiro Matsuura, and ESA's Diector General, Antonio Bodotd, of

the ESA-UNESCO Agreement on the use of European space technology to help preserve more than 700 natutal and culturalWorld
Heritage Sites designated by UNESCO

A visit to the ESA Pavilion by a group of German schoolchildren,
accompanied here by ESA astronaut Phillippe Perrin

The'Observing the Earth: Why is it lmportant?' conlerence on Wednesday 18 June,
chaired by Josd Achache, ESA's Diector of Earth Observation (thkd from lelt)

(photos: ESNA. v.d. Geest)
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For the second year, ESA/ESTEC

performances, a large fair with a

will host the teaching festival

stand for each country, where

Physics On Stage. This third

teachers can exchange ideas,

edition of the unique international

and dedicated workshops. A new

event will take place from 8 to 15

innovation this year will be seminars

November. More than 400

organised and presented by

delegates

- experts

on physics

teachers, university lecturers,
researchers and others

-from22

countries will take part in this big

ElROforum members. Also on the
agenda are a mystery cultural
event and an award ceremony for
the most popular project.

week of information exchange
organised around the theme of
'Physics and Life'.

For more information about
Physics on Stage 3 and the
national events, visit the web site:

The overall objective of the
Physics on Stage project is to

http://www. physicsonstage. net.

@esa

raise the quality and increase the
attractiveness of science teaching
Sludents peforming at the Bulgarian National Event

in Europe. This yeals theme,
'Physics and Lile', reflects the
decision to broaden the Physics
on Stage activities to encompass
all sciences in an interdisciplinary

List of National Events in 2003

approach.

15-18 May Silistra, Bulgaria

The festival is only the culminating
event of a year-long programme.

16 May Gothenburg, Sweden

Many activities take place

28 May Gent, Belgium

throughout the year in the various

31 May Varna, Bulgaria

countries involved in the project

7 June Varna, Bulgaria

(see panel) and a national steering

August

committee chooses the delegates

/ September Finland

27 - 29 August Ceske Budejovice,

to the festival. Each delegate has

Czech Republic

been selected for his or her

6 September Poznan, Poland

projects or outstanding and
original ideas dedicated to making

12-14 or 19-21 September, Hungary

science more attractive.

12 September Aarhus, Denmark
19 - 21 September Geneva, Switzerland

Physics on Stage is organised by

19 - 20 September Athens, Greece

ElROforum (European Intergovernmental Research

20 September, Slovak Republic

Organisations Forum) (see Bulletin

25 - 26 September L'Aquila, ltaly

108, November 2001), and is co-

26 - 28 September Terrassa, Spain

funded by the European

2 October Utrecht, The Netherlands

Commission, as part

of

European

4 October Lisbon, Portuga

Science and Technology Week
2003.

The week's programme will
include spectacular and original
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This year's topic is'Physics and Life"

High-level delegates from 30

remain a need to support long-

countries and 22 international
organisations agreed at the Earth

term continuity of such
observations beyond the research

Observation Summit, held on

srage.

31 July in Washington, to improve
"For its part", says Jos6 Achache,

cooperation on Earth observation

"ESA has already demonstrated,

and to remove baniers to the
exchange of information

through its GMES and Oxygen

between countries and

initiatives, that it is a strong
believer in global monitortng

organisations.

and improving access to
ESA already carries out its

Earth observation data.lt is

Earth observation

important that we contribute

programmes in cooperation

to the proposed global

with other agencies or

coordination, while
maintaining the independent
ranaoiht ln maka

countries through
mechanisms such as CEOS,

observations in support of

the Committee of Earth

European policies in

Observation Satellites and

environment and civil security.

lGOS-B the Integrated Global
Another good example of the way

A strong independent programme
is a prerequisite for successful

cooperation between space

partnership. We support the

Observing Strategy Partnership.

agencies can lead to increased

Summit declaration and will play

utilisation of EO data is the

our part to ensure that it is

lnternational Charter on Soace

implemented;'

and Major Disasters. This provides
Work will now proceed with

data at short notice to civil
protection agencies to help them

all. The meeting was an important

ESA's delegation to the Summit

preparing the iramework for the

deal with emergencies.

step in the right direction because

was led by the new Director

10-year lmplementation Plan

General Jean-Jacques Dordain.

time for the next Ministerial

it showed that the political will is
ESA is an active member of these

Conference to be held in Tokyo

now there to bring this about.
As a member of the Panel on'How

organisations and also leads,
together with the European

The declaration issued at the end

Commission, Europe's major
contribution to integrated global

of the meeting emphasised the

to identify needs and how to fill the
gaps', ESA's Director of Earth

need lor timely long-term

Observation Programmes, Jos6

information as the basis for sound

Achache, described how a number

observation of the Earth

-

the

Global Monitoring for Environment

decision making; the need to

of ESA's Earth Explorer missions

and Security (GMES) initiative,

coordinate strategies and systems;

- such as the SMOS satellite to

GMES also involves Eumetsat and

to assist developing countries to

measure soil, moisture and ocean

European national space agencies

use and contribute to Earth

salinity; CryoSat to measure

in an integrated approach to

observation data; and, to foster the

changes in the Earth's terrestrial

support European policy.

exchange and integration ol
information obtained from the

and marine ice fields; and the
ADM-Aeolus mission to provide

lmportant though these initiatives

ground, as well as from aircrafi

global observations of three-

are, what is still lacking is a truly

and satellites. The Earth

dimensional wind fields

global partnership to encompass

Observation Summit also agreed

make a unique contribution to

all countries, rich and poor, which

to prepare a 10-year

global monitoring. These missions

will allow the transfer and use of

lmplementation Plan to build on

will improve our understanding of

Earth-observation information by

existing systems and initiatives.

lhe Earth system, but there will

www.e50.rnr

in

before next summer. This will
enable the Plan to be presented at

the Ministerial Conference to be
hosted by the European Union
towards the end of 2004. @esa
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ESA Annual Report
ANNUAL REPORT 2002 (JULY 2003)
BATTRTCK

B (ED )

ESA ANNUAL REPORT 2OO2

//

138 PAGES

NO CHARGE

BAPPoRT ANNUEL 2002 (AoUT 2003)
LACOSTE H & BATTRTCK B (EDS.)
ESA RAPPORT ANNUEL 2OO2 // 140 PAGES
NO CHARGE

ESA Newsletters
oN

STATTON NO. 13 (JUNE 2003)

NEWSLETTER OF ESA'S DIRECTORATE OF
HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
WILSON A (ED )
NO CHARGE

ECSL NEWS N0.25 (JUNE 2003)
NEWSLETTER OF THE EUBOPEAN CENTBE
FOR SPACE LAW
I/ARCHTNt A. (ED. B. BATTRTCK)
NO CHARGE

EARTH OBSERVATION OUARTERLY N0.71

(JUNE 2003)
NEWSLETTEB OFESA'S DIRECTORATE OF
EARTH OBSERVATION
LACOSTE H. (ED
NO CHARGE
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ESA Brochures
EUREKA (MAr 2003)
THE ESA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

-

PROGRAN/N/E

BATTRICK

(ED.)

B

ESA BR-l84 (Xilt) UN FBENCH)
PBIX:10 EURO

//

16 PAGES

ATHREAD FBOM SPACETOYOUR BODY
(JUNE 2003)

-

THE ESA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

PROGRAN/N/E
BATTRTCK B. (ED

)

ESA BR-l84 (XIV)

//

12 PAGES

PBICE:10 EURO

sMART-1

-rr-r-

uAneru MED SoLENERGT

(JULr 2003)
EKSTRAND E. (ED

)

ESA BB-191 (tN SWEDTSH) // 20 PAGES

PBICE:7 EURO

SATELLITE POWER SYSTEMS

-

SOLAR

ENERGY USED rN SPACE (MAY 2003)
- THE ESA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMMES
JENSEN N.E & BATTRICK B (EDS.)
ESA BB-202

//

1O PAGES

PBICE:10 EUBO

BUSINESS WITH ESA TELECOM (AUGUST 2OO3)
MENNING N. (ED B. BATTRICK)
ESA BR-206 // 40 PAGES
PRICE:7 EUROS

HABMONISATION OF EUROPEAN SPACE
TECHNOLOGY - FROM CONCEPTTO MASTER
PLAN (JUNE 2003)

-

THE ESA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMMES
BATTRICK B. (ED )
ESA BR-203

//

12 PAGES

PRICE:10 EURO

THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION (ISS)
EDUCATION FUND
(AUGUST 2003)

-

INFORMATION BROCHURE

WARMBETN B. (ED.)
ESA BR-204

//

12 PAGES

NO CHARGE
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ESA Special

Publications
THE rS0 HANDBOoK (AUGUST 2003)

VOL.l:
VOLll:

ISO M|SS|ON AND SATELLITE OVERVIEW

-THE lS0 CAMERA
VOL.lll: LWS -THE LONG-WAVELENGTH
CAM

SPECTBOMETER

-

VOL. lV: PHT

THE INIAGING PHOTO-

POLARIMETEB

VOL.V: SWS -THE SHOBTWAVELENGTH
SPECTROMETEB
SALAMA A. ET AL.
ESA SP-1262

// 1200 PAGES

PRICE: 150 EURO

ATLAS OF IMAGES OFTHE SOLAR UPPER
ATMOSPHERE FROM SUMER ON SOHO
FELDMAN U. ET AL. (ED. B. BATTBTCK)
ESA SP-l274 // 244 PAGES
PBICE:50 EURO

THE CALIBBATION LEGACY OFTHE ISO
MrsstoN - PBocEED|NGS OFTHE WORKSHoB
5-9 FEBRUARY 2001,VtLSpA, SpAtN (MAy 2003)
METCALFE

L. ET AL. (EDS.)

ESA SP-481

//

566 PAGES

PBICE:50 EUBO
HOT STRUCTURES AND THEBMAL
PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR SPACE VEHICLES
- PROCEEDINGS OFTHE 4TH EUROPEAN

woRKsHoB 26-29 NOVEMBER 2002, PALEBMO,
|TALY (APR|L 2003)
WILSON A. (ED.)
ESA 5P.521 // 428 PAGES
PRICE:50 EURO

THE EUROSTARRS, WISE, LOSAC CAMPAIGNS
- PROCEEDINGS OFTHE FIRST.RESULTS
woRKsHoB 4-6 NOVEMBER 2002,TOULOUSE,
FRANCE (MARCH 2003)
HARRIS B.A. (ED.)
ESA SP-525 // 262 PAGES
PRICE:40 EURO

THE ENVISAT MISSION - PROCEEDINGS OF
THE WORKSHoB 9-13 DECEMBER 2002,
FBASCATI, ITALY (AUGUST 2OO3)
LACOSTE H. (ED.)

ES/ SP-531 // CD-BOM
PRICE:40 EURO
ADVANCED SATELLITE MOBILE SYSTEMS:

AMS

2OO3

-

PROCEEDINGS OFTHE FIBST

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, 10.1 1 JULY
2003, FRASCAT|, TTALY (JULY 2003)
LACOSTE H. (ED.)
ESA 5P.541 // CD-ROM

PRICE:30 EURO
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ESA Procedures,
Standards and
Specif ications
SPACE ENGINEERING
AND TEST (MAY 2OO3)

-

Credit Card Payments for ESA Publications
The Agency's publications can be purchased from the ESA Publications Division 'Bookshop'using
your corporate or your personal credit card (Eurocard/ Mastercard, Visa or American Express).

MULTIPACTION DESIGN

You can telephone or telefax your orders to the numbers given below, quoting your card's numbe1

security code (where applicable), and its expiry date.

ECSS SECBETARIAT

The Bookshoo
ESA Publications Division

ESA ECSS.E-21-O|A //28 PAGES

PBICE:10 EUBO
SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

-

PROJECT

BREAKDOWN STRUCTURES (JUNE

2OO3)

ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA ECSS-M.IOB //28 PAGES

ESTEC
Keolerlaan 1
2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands
Telephone: (31) 71 5653405 -Telefax: (31) 71 5655433

PRICE: 10 EURO
SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
oRGAN|ZATToN (JUNE 2003)

-

PROJECT

Other methods of payment are also accepted. Please call or Jax for details.

A list of past publications can be accessed via ESA Publications Division's Home Page
al: www.esa.int

ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA ECSS-M-2OB //26 PAGES
PRICE: 10 EUBO

ESA Contractor Reports
-

DELTASS

TRIAGE AND MEDICAL

EMERGENCY DEMONSTRATION IN MOBILE
FIELD HOSPITAL (MFH) - DEMONSTRATION
REPORT (JANUARY 2003)
CNES, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-4384

// CD-ROM

PRICE:25 EUR0
M.NOR

-

MULTI.NETWORK OPTIMISING

RourER - FTNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 2002)
GWI GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-4381 // CD-ROM

EUBO

PBICE: 25
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Contractor Reports
ESA CR(P) documents are also available on
microfiche from either of the following
addresses:
British Library - Doc. Supply Centre
Customer Service
Boston Soa
Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7BQ England
Universitaetsbibliothek und TIB
Welfengarten 1B
D-30167 Hannover
1 n62-2268
Phone: (+49)
Fax: (+49) 511/715936

il

.
European Major Research Infrastructure
I

t

I

including technical support for Guest Researchers from EC or

Aerospace Materials Technology Testhouse
EC-Programme "lmproving the
Human Research Potential"

The E0-Programme enables to

Perform your Research
on Aerospace and Space Materials Technology

at our Facilities
free of Gharge

0pen Access to a complete set of facilities for materials' R&D
associated states including East Europe

.
.
.

Research Program and duration of visit defined by Guest

Funding of travel and subsistence costs
Easy Application (1 Page Proposal)

Gallfor Proposals
Detailed Info, application forms and actual deadline:

Internet http://www.arcs.ac.aVamtt
Dr. E.Semerad: Tel:

+43 50550 3322, Fax: +43 50550 3366

e-mail: amtt@arcs.ac.at
Austrian Research Centres
A-2444 Seibersdorf

eso bullefin
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JOB

o.PPo.RTUNTTTES

'N

SPACE

Serco is the lorgest technicol services controctor to ESA. We hove been supporting the Agency's progrommes for over 30
yeors ond regulorly hove iob opportunities bosed ot ESTEC (Netherlonds), ESRIN (ltoly), ESOC (Germony), ESA/HQ (Froncel,
VILSPA (Spoin) ond Kourou Spoceport (French Guiono).
Typicol octivities within the spoce field encomposs:

.

AIV Engineering

o Component Testing ond
Foilure Anolysis
o Antenno Engineering

.
.

.

Eorth Observqtion
Ground Segment Engineering

.

.

PC Support

.

Web Development

o Proiect Monogement
. Product/Quolity Assuronce
. Technicol Authoring

o Sysiem Administrqtion
Softwore Development

o Dotobose Development ond
Monogement

.

Telecommunicqtions

.TT&CEngineering

Rqdio Novigotion

lf you would like to be considered for future lob opportunities with Serco pleose send your full curriculum vitoe to:

Molcolm Thomos, Serco FM BV
Ambochtsweg 2OA
2222 AL Kotwiik
fhe Netherlonds
Tel.: +31 71 4O9 0644 'Fqx: +31 71 4O7 4Ol4
E-moil: mthomos@serco'fm.nl

serco

Serco is on EquolOpportunities Employer

With 20 years in Human Spaceflight, HE Space has a longstanding reputation for matching
talented space professionals to highly-specialised roles at ESA.
Currently, our staff contributes in the following areas:

> Payload Engineering > Physical Sciences
> Life Sciences
> Payload Safety
>

Operations

> Astronaut

Training

> Marketing & Commercialisation

> PR & Communications
> Education & Strategy

If your next project requires a unique skill set & experience combination, please contact

us

to discuss how we can help you find the right person for the job.
For projects or career opportunities, please contact:

Peter Briscoe or Scott Millican
Tel: +31 71 341 7500
E-mail : info@hespace.com

eso

bullefin

ll5-ougusl
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Available Jrom ESA Publications Division
Publication

Number of
Scope/Contents
rssues per year

Price

Periodicals
ESA Bulletin

4

FQA'c har rco maaazina

Earth Observation Quarterly

4

Remote-sensing newsletter

Reaching for the Skies

4

Space Transporlation System newsletter

On Station

4

Space Station and Microgravity newsletter

Preparing for the Future

A

Technology Programme newsletter

ECSL News

4

Free of charge

ESA Publications Division

Prices vary

ESA Publications Division

News from the European Centre for
Space Law (under ESA auspices)

Monographs

Code

Conference Proceedings

(SP xxx)

Collections of papers presented at

ESA conferences

Special Publications

(SP-xxxx)

Detailed monographs on
ESA programmes/projects

Brochures

(BR-xxx)

Concise summaries on
ESA programmes/projects

Scientific & Technical Repods

(STR-xxx)

Scientific & Technical Memoranda

(STM-xxx)

Reflecting ESA'S position on a given subject
Latest but not finalised thinking on a
given subject

Procedures, Standards &

(PSS-xxx)

Training Manuals

Definitive requirements in support of
ESA contracts

Specrfications

ffM-xxx)

Series for education of users or potential

users of ESA programmes, services or
facilities

Public-relations material

General ESA literature, posters

ESA Communication Dept

photographs, films, etc.

I

1O rue Mario-Nikis

75738 Paris 15, France

All Deriodicals are also available via the lnternet at:

http://esapu

b. esri n. esa.

itl

Public-relations material and other ESA information is available at:

http://www.esa.int

www.eso.inl

eso bullelin I
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Order Form Jor ESA Publications
No publications sent before receipt of payment in Euros (€).
No. of

ESA

copres

reference no.

Price per
-T-*n
I Lg

Tota

aantr/€v
vvvt/

g

Total amount:

Mailing Address

/^1^^^^ ^.)^+
^^"^{, ,il, ,\.
1t 1L uat|jluily/,
lplwcaY lJl

Name

Organisation

Post Code
Date

Signature

O Cheque enclosed (made payable to ESA Publications Division)
Return Order Form with cheque

C

ltems ordered

are

free of charge

Charqe

to:

to;

ESA Publications Division
P.O.Box 299 - 22OO AG Noordwiik

C Eurocard/Mastercard* C

Visa

-

The Netherlands

C

AmEx

No.

Card
Expiry date:
*Mastercard: include
Security Code located on back of card above signature - 3 digits
Card Holder's Name
Return Order Form

to:

The Bookshop - ESA Publications Division - ESTEC
PO.Box 299 - 22OO AG Noordwijk - The Netherlands; Fax: +31 (0)71 565 5433

Telephone orders (and further information): +31 (O)71 565 3405

Payment

(please trck as appropriate)'

Information via e-mail: esapub@esa.int
Internet - a list of past publications: http://esapub.esrin.esa.itl
I

08
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Mechanical Requirements - Gopy dates
Printing material: 1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion
side down)
Usable Material: Negative, artwork ready for reproduction.
All production charges are invoiced separately.
Copy
(in

date:

Noordwijk)

Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines
after reservation should be notified immediatelv.

fax: (+31 ) (0)71 -565-5433

tel:
Type area:

Screen:
Page size:

Bleed

(+31) (0)71 -565-5716

1/1 page 185/265 mm high
1/2 page 1 B5/131 mm high
1/4 page 185/65 mm high

297 mm x 210 mm

Bahrain
Rannlqdoch

tran
rraq

Sao Tome
& Principe
Saudi Arabia

Barbados

lreland

Senegal

Belgium

lsrael

Serbia

Belize

Italy

Singapore

Benin

Slovakia

Bolivia

lvory Coast
Jamaica
Japan

Bosnia and

JOrOan

Spain

Kenya

1X

€

1.000.-

€

600.-

4x

€ 800.€ 500.-

page

€

400.-

€ 350.-

Kuwait

Surinam

Latvia

Burkina Faso

LeDanon

Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria

Lithuania

Tahiti

Luxembourg
Macedonia
Madagascar

Taiwan

Mali

Togo

Malta
Mauritania

Trinidad
^^itu T^h^^^
dt
uuavv

Mauritius

Tunisia
Turkey

Ecuador

Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar

Egvpt

Nepal

Vietnam

El Salvador

Yemen

Fiji

Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Finland

Niger

France

Nigeria

French Guiana
Gabon
Gambia
Germany
Gibraltar

Norway

Greece

Poland

Guatemala

Portugal

€ 400.-

Denmark
Dominican Republic

Extra charge for 4 colour processing € 750.Loose inserts (by application only): one A4 sheet € 1500.- plus
the binder's handling charge of (currently) €75.- per thousand.

Liechtenstein
Libya

€ 600.-

€ 300.-

South Africa

Bulgaria

Dubai
114

Slovenia

Srazil

China
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic

8x

Indonesia

Sri Lanka
Sudan

Chile

Rates in Euros

India

Korea

(Upper Volta)

ESA Bulletin: February, May, August and November

lceland

Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda

Botswana

Burundi
Cameroon
Canada

lssue dates:

112 page

Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary

Herzegovina

6O/cm - 1SO/inch

Puerto Rico

Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Argentina
Australia
Austria

Bhutan

amount: 3 mm

1/1 page

Girculation

Estonia

Ethiopia
Faroe lslands

Pakistan

Papua New Guinea
Peru
Philippines

Tanzania
Thailand

I

Uganda
UAE

United Kingdom
uruguay
USA
Venezuela

Zaie
Zambia
Zimbabwe

